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Abstract
Electroencephalography (EEG) has been used for over 70 years to record the
electrical signals o f the brain. Electrical impedance tomography (EIT) is a m ore
recent imaging technique which when applied to brain function and structure has
the potential to provide a rapid portable bedside neuroim aging device. The purpose
o f this work has been to investigate several applications o f EIT and EEG in the
imaging o f brain function.
EEG does not always give the required spatial information, especially if the
current generator is in the deep brain structures such as the hypothalamus. Dipole
source localisation has become a common research tool that can be used estimate
the current sources that are responsible for the EEG signals recorded on the scalp.
Using this method, the accuracy and ease o f use for four commercially available
headnets was assessed. No headnet performed better at localisation, with all
localising one dipole well, and two or three dipoles poorly.
EIT has the potential to image the impedance changes that occur during
neuronal depolarisation. M odelling work has been carried out to predict the size o f
these impedance changes and this thesis presents some work carried out in an
attempt to record these changes in human subjects. The levels o f noise at present
are too great to record the im pedance changes, but suggestion for improving the
signal to noise ratio are given.
Previous work on EIT and fMRI studies has shown that there are changes in
blood volume (and as a result changes in impedance) after interictal spike activity.
The impedance changes relating to the blood flow response to interictal
epileptiform

activity

were

recorded

using

EEG-correlated

continuous

EIT

acquisition from scalp electrodes from patients on telemetry. Despite averaging up
to 900 spikes, there was no recordable change in impedance after the interictal
activity.
Bioimpedance

changes

also

occur

due

to

pathological

conditions.

M ultifrequency E ll makes use o f the differences in impedance properties between
healthy and ischaemic or tum our tissue, in an attempt to image these conditions.
Data were collected from patients with tumours and other conditions and healthy
volunteers, and the raw data and images compared. No differences were seen in the
raw data between the different patients groups thought changes were seen in
individual patients. . These results will inform the design o f an EIT system which
operates at a lower frequency band where the largest changes in impedance are
seen.
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IVH

intraventricular haemorrhage

MEG

M agnetoencephalography

MRI

Magnetic Resonance Imaging

NIRS

N ear Infra-Red Spectroscopy

PET

Positron Emission Tom ography

rCBF

regional cortical blood flow

rCBV

regional cortical blood volume flow

Re

extracellular resistance

R.

intracellular resistance

SD

Standard Deviation

SE

Standard Error

SEE

Somatosensory Evoked Fields

SEP

Somatosensory Evoked Potentials

SPECT

Single Photon Emission Computerised Tomography

SQUIDS

Superconducting Quantum Interference Devices

SNR

Signal to Noise Ratio

SVD

Singular Value Decomposition

VEP

Visual Evoked Potentials

WHO

World Health Organisation
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Symbols
C

Capacitance

R

resistance

X

Reactance

Z

Impedance

o

conductivity

Q

Ohms

p

Resistivity
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Introduction and Review
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1.1

Overview
The first ever recordings o f the electrical activity o f the brain were made

over 70 years ago (Berger 1929). Up until this time, human brain function could
only be studied by correlating changes in behaviour or function with changes
observed post mortem. In the decades since then, many methods to record and
image anatomical structure or functional activity have been developed. The most
frequently used o f these is electroencephalography (KEG), which allows the
continuous monitoring o f cortical electrical activity. In the last 20 years, anatomical
imaging techniques such as Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) and Computed
Tomography (CT) have been accepted into clinical use, and these techniques have
revolutionised the diagnosis o f neurological conditions. However, they both require
large and expensive machinery. W hile EEG is portable and quick, it does not offer
clinically useful images and is sensitive only to activity in the cortex and not in
deep brain structures such as the hippocampus. There is therefore a niche for small,
low cost and portable systems that could be used at the bedside or in ambulances.
Accident and Emergency Departments or even GP surgeries that will provide us
with

both

functional

and

anatomical

information.

Electrical

Impedance

Tom ography (EIT) is an imaging technique which could fill this niche. This
introduction contains an overview o f the technique, and the biology and physics
that makes EIT possible.
The aim o f this thesis is to exam ine the effectiveness o f various novel
applications. One such is source localisation in EEG. Another is to see if EIT will
allow us to image brain dysfunction, such as epileptic activity, and pathological
changes in anatomy. This first chapter provides an introduction to, and a discussion
of, the advantages and limitations o f current brain imaging techniques. Also
covered are the bioimpedance properties o f the tissues o f the head and how they
vary with function and pathology, and what Electrical Impedance Tomography is
and how it makes use o f these properties.
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The following chapters detail four areas o f research which look at
different applications o f EEG and EIT in imaging brain structure and function.
Chapter 2 is a study o f the effectiveness o f several commercially available
headnets, using a realistic model o f the human head and dipole source localisation.
Chapter 3 examines the

impedance changes that occur due to

neuronal

depolarisation, and how feasible it would be to measure these changes in humans.
Chapter 4 looks at the impedance changes that occur during interictal epileptiform
activity recorded during continuous EIT and EEG on human subjects. C hapter 5
includes the first measurements m ade with the UCLH Mk2 m ultifrequency EIT
system in both normal subjects and patients suffering from brain tumours,
arteriovenous malformations and stroke. Chapter 6 includes conclusions and ideas
for future work in imaging brain function using EIT. It is assumed that the reader is
familiar with the structure o f the brain and the physiology o f action potentials; these
areas are addressed in Appendix A.
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1.2

Brain Imaging Methods
There is a range o f techniques currently available for imaging cerebral

anatomy such as Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), Computed Tomography
(CT) and Ultrasound. Other methods can be used to image the functional activity o f
the brain; these include functional M agnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI), Positron
Emission Tom ography (PET), and Electroencephalography (EEC), Near Infra Red
Spectroscopy (NIRS) and Diffuse Optical Tomography (DOT). The technology,
physics and physiology behind these methods are discussed in Appendix B, while
Table 1-1 gives a summary o f the techniques.

Table 1-1 A summary o f imaging and recording techniques available.
Method

Spatial
resolution

Temporal
resolution

MRl/fMRI

2 mm

5 mins

Expensive machines. Not suitable for
some patients.

CT

1 mm

1 sec

Only reveals structure and not
function.

Ultrasound

0.45 mm

< 0 .1 5 sec

Only reveals structure and not
function.

EEC

> 10 mm

Few msecs

Functional information only.

MEG

> 10 mm

Few msecs

Expensive, poor spatial information.

SPECT

7 mm

40 secs

Radioactive labelling required.

PET

5 - 6 mm

40 secs

Radioactive labelling required.

NIRS

In order o f
mm

order o f msecs

Research only at present. Spatial info
only good on exposed cortex. Does
not provide images o f whole brain.

DOT

10-20 mm

Several minutes

Research tool at present
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Disadvantages

1.3

Introduction to Bioimpedance
Bioimpedance is defined as the impedance that is measured when an

electrical current is applied to a sam ple o f biological tissue. Bioimpedance varies
with frequency and temperature, and different tissue types have characteristic
impedances that relate to their histology.

1.3.1
13.1.1

Introduction to Relevant Physics
Physical Quantities and Units
The resistance (R) and the capacitance (C) o f tissue are the two basic

components o f bioimpedance. O hm ’slaw defines the resistance o f asample as the
ratio o f the potential difference across itto the current flowing through it.
R = V/I

1.1

W here V = potential difference in Volts and I = current in Amperes
Resistance has units o f Ohms (Q).
The capacitance of a sample is defined as the ratio o f the electrical charge to
the potential difference:
C = Q/V

1.2

Where Q = charge in Coulombs V = potential difference in Volts
Capacitance has units o f Farads.
In a biological context, resistance can be thought o f as a measure o f the
extent to which a tissue opposes the movement o f charged particles (electrons or
ions) either through or around its constituent cells. The capacitance is an expression
o f the extent to which the tissue stores and releases energy.
FIT involves the application o f both direct current (DC) and alternating
current (AC) voltages to biological tissues. W hen an alternating current is passed
through a purely resistive sample,

the output voltage measured will be in
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phase with the input. When a capacitive element is added, the output voltage will be
shifted out o f phase with the input (Figure 1-1). This shift is known as the phase
angle o f the tissue.

Applied current

Voltage
(A)

Resistance

(B)

Capacitance

^

A

^

7^

' ....... \ ........./ ........

Figure 1-1 The voltage that results fro m an applied current is in phase fo r a
resistor (A) and 90° out o f phase fo r a capacitor(B).

Bioimpedance is a complex quantity made up o f two components,
resistance and reactance. The resistance can be thought o f as the part that impedes
the flow o f direct current, and the reactance as the part that impedes the flow o f
alternating current.
Reactance (X) is related to capacitance by the following formula;
X = l/j(oC

1.3

Where (o = 27uf (f = frequency o f the alternating current) and C = capacitance.
So as the frequency o f the applied current increases, the reactance o f the
sample will decrease. Similarly if the capacitance increases, the reactance will also
decrease. Resistance is known as the real part o f the impedance, and the reactance is
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known as the imaginary part o f the impedance. Resistance is given the notation real
Z \ while reactance is given the notation imaginary Z " (-jZ). These components
both have units o f ohms (Q).
A simple model o f tissue consists o f a resistance and a capacitance in
series. The total impedance o f this model is given by:
Z = R + l/jcoC

.4

A diagram helps to clarify the relationship between the various quantities (Figure 1
2 ):

R

Xc

Im(z)

Re(z)

Fignre 1-2 The relationship between the impedance o f a series model and its two
component parts - resistance and reactance.
So the magnitude of the impedance can be found from the resistance and reactance
by Pythagoras theorem:
Z = (R^ + X^)' ^

1.5
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And the phase angle can be found by trigonometry:
Tan((p) = X/R

1.6

The resistance and the capacitance o f a sample are dependent on its
length and cross -sectional area. The longer the sample, the greater the resistance
whereas the greater the cross-sectional area, the lower the resistance. Thus, to
compare different sized samples, we need to look at the resistance for a defined unit
area and length. This is known as the resistivity (p) and is defined by the formula
p = R.A/1

1.7

where R = resistance in ohms, A = cross-sectional area o f sample in m^ and 1=
length o f sample in m.

It has units o f Qm (often quoted in f]cm ). It can be thought o f as the
intrinsic ability o f a material to resist the passage o f an electrical current. The
resistivity can be calculated if the resistance and the size o f the tissue sample are
known (Figure 1-3).
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X

Y

Z

Length (cm)

5

10

5

Area (cm ')

12.56

12.56

50.24

Figure 1-3 I f the samples are o f the same material, and the measured resistance o f
X is 100 Q, the resistance o f Y will be 200 Q (as the sample is twice as long) and
fo r Z the resistance measured will be 25 Q, as the area is 4 times the size o f X. The
measured resistivity however, will be the same fo r all three samples (251.2 Çïcm)
when length and area are taken into account.

Reciprocal quantities often arise. Conductance is the reciprocal o f
resistance, and has units o f Siemens (S). Susceptance is the inverse o f reactance,
and also has units o f Siemens. Admittance is the reciprocal o f impedance, also
expressed in Siemens (Table 1-3).
Conductivity (a) is the inverse o f resistivity, and is the conductance o f a
unit cube of any material and is given in S/m. The permittivity o f a tissue is the
property of a dielectric material (i.e. essentially non-conducting) that determines
how much electrostatic energy can be stored per unit o f volume when unit voltage
is applied and is measured in Farads per metre (F/m).
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Table 1-2 A summary o f the units used to deschbe bioimpedance.
Units

Measure of:

Resistance (R)

A

Resistance is the component o f im pedance
related to the dissipation o f energy in a
conductive medium.

Capacitance

F

Capacitance is the ability o f a capacitor to store
potential difference or voltage for a given
amount o f stored charge.

Reactance (X)

A

Reactance is the component o f impedance
related to the storage o f energy in a conductive
medium.

Impedance (Z)

il

Impedance is a measurement o f the ability o f a
medium to conduct current. It is the ratio o f
induced voltage to injected current in a
conductive medium and has two components;
resistance and reactance.

Resistivity (p)

ûm

A measure o f the intrinsic resistance o f a
material

Permittivity

F/m

how much electrostatic energy can be stored
per unit o f volume when unit voltage is applied

Table 1-3 The reciprocals of the units.
Units

Reciprocal

Conductance

S

Resistance

Susceptance

S

Reactance

Admittance

s

Impedance

Conductivity

s/m

Resistivity
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1.3.1.2

Modelling Tissue
Tissue can be modelled as an electronic circuit, with increasing levels o f

complexity. In the simplest model, the extracellular space is represented as a
resistor (R^), and the intracellular space and the membrane is modelled as a resistor
(R,) and a capacitor (Cm) (Figure 1-4). The membrane is modelled as a capacitor
because o f its lipid nature, which allows charge to be stored and then released.

Rf

Cm

Ri

Figure 1-4 The cell modelled as basic electronic circuit. Ri and
resistances o f the intracellular and extracellular space, and

are the

is the membrane

capacitance.

W.1.3

Variation with Frequency
It is considerably easier for the current to flow through the extracellular

space of the cell than through the intracellular space. At the lowest frequencies, the
majority o f the applied current flows through the extracellular space resulting in a
higher resistance and lower reactance. At higher frequencies, the current can move
through the extracellular space and through the cell membranes (Figure 1-5), so the
resistance decreases and the reactance increases due to the cell membrane now
being included in the path the current takes. The frequency at which the measured
reactance is greatest is known as

the centre frequency (F J (Figure 1-6).
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Cell
High Frequencies

L ow Frequencies

Figure 1-5 The movement o f current through cells at low and high frequencies. At
the high frequencies the current is able to pass through the cell membrane.

13.1.4

Displaying the Information
The movement o f the current in the different compartments o f the

cellular spaces at different frequencies and the related resistance and reactance
values measured can be displayed as a Cole-Cole plot. A Cole-Cole plot is a way o f
displaying 3D information in a 2D format with the resistance and reactance for a
range of frequencies plotted against each other (Figure 1-6). In a perfect system
(where all the cells are the same), the results will be a semicircle. In a less perfect
situation (when there is a m ixture o f cells, with varying centre frequencies) the
centre of the circle lies below the x-axis. This depression o f the centre o f the arc
and the angle created with the x-axis is given the symbol d> and has a value between
0 and 1.When d> <1, the angle is less than 90°. It can be seen that as the frequency
decreases the resistance increases.
There is a high frequency intercept (R^) and a low frequency intercept
(Ro). R<) on the Cole-Cole plot is the impedance o f the extracellular space, while IC,
is the impedance due to the intra and extracellular spaces. By using the Cole-Cole
plot, the centre frequency (F^) can be found. The electrical properties o f tissues can
be described using various param eters, such as the characteristic frequency o f a
tissue, or the extracellular resistance /intracellular resistance ratio.
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Reactance X
(ohm)
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T
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Current is
infinite
frequency
here

Resistanc e R (ohm)

Current is
DC at this
point jsQ

Rco

Figure 1-6 An example o f a Cole-Cole plot (adapted from Duck 1990). As the
frequency increases the resistance decreases, with a peak in the reactance in the
middle o f the frequency spectrum.
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1.3.2

How the Impedance of Tissue is Measured
The impedance o f tissue or a solution can be measured both in vitro and

in vivo. Electrodes are either needle or plate electrodes and are used in either a two
or four electrode configuration. For in vivo experiments the electrodes are placed
directly on to the tissue, whereas for in vitro experiments, the tissue sample is
packed into a measuring cell, or placed between plate electrodes.

1.3.2.1

Two-Electrode Measurements
For a two-electrode measurement the current is injected and the voltage

measured on the same two electrodes. There is a disadvantage carrying out a twoelectrode measurement, as the recorded resistance also includes the resistance o f the
electrodes (Figure 1-7). Measurements should be made on a number o f different
length samples. The impedance measured for each sample should be plotted against
length, and the graph extrapolated back to find the impedance o f the tissue sample.

<TT>

tissue

(a)

(b)

Figure 1-7 (a) The two-electrode measurement as a block diagram and (b)
modelled as a simple electrical circuit. The resistance o f the electrodes will be
included in the overall impedance calculated from the voltage measurement.
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1.3.2.2

Four-Electrode Measurements
For a four polar {tetrapolar) measurement, two voltage m easuring

electrodes are placed between the two current injection electrodes at a known
distance. The voltage is m easured across these electrodes. In this method, only the
current carrying electrodes have impedance, so by using this method, the
impedance o f the sample is measured, without the resistance o f the electrodes.
Therefore no correction needs to be made for electrode impedance (Figure 1-8).

t i r

^ le c

Tissue

v v v ’

(b)

(a)

Figure 1-H The four-electrode measurement as (a) a block diagram and (b)
modelled as a simple electrical circuit. The electrode resistance will not affect the
voltage measured, and therefore the impedance calculated.
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1.3.3

Factors affecting Impedance Measurements

1.3.3.1

Animal vs. Man
There is very little data from human tissue and even less from in vivo

brain material. As a result, animal and post mortem material has been relied upon to
characterise human in vivo brain tissue. Work carried out by Stuchly (1982) would
indicate that there does not appear to be much variation across species. A small
open-ended coaxial cable probe was placed against a piece o f test tissue and the
electrical properties across a range o f frequencies (0.1 - 10 GHz) was measured.
The conductivity and permittivity o f skeletal muscle, brain cortex, spleen and liver
were measured in vivo at three to five different places with ten measurements m ade
at each point, in anaesthetised cats and rats. The investigators also reviewed
measurements from previous work on cats (Stuchly et al 1981), and rats and dogs
(Burdette et al 1980). For the cerebral cortex, the values o f the three species are
very similar and Stuchly states that the variation for the species at frequencies 0.1 10 GHz is less than 10%. It is possible that any variations seen could be due to the
temperature o f the tissue at measurem ent, the time between death/excision o f the
material and the size o f the probe used to measure permittivity and conductivity. If
the probe surface is large there is the possibility that inhomogeneities in tissue type
(i.e. white matter being measured along with grey matter) will contaminate the
results. These results lead to the conclusion that if the experimental technique is
sound, the impedance for animal brain tissue can be used as a guide to the
impedance values of human brain tissue.
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1.3.3.1

Temperature and Time of Measurement from Excision
Both permittivity and conductivity increase with temperature by 2% per

°C for conductivity below 0.1 GHz and by 1.5% per °C for permittivity up to 50
MHz (Foster et al 1979). The change in both conductivity and permittivity becomes
negative at frequencies above 1 GHz. Above this frequency, the variation in
temperature on the permittivity is less than the uncertainty of the data. Baumann et
al (1997) looked at human cerebrospinal fluid at room temperature and body
temperature while in vitro. At the frequency range o f 10 Hz to 10 kHz, it was found
that at body temperature the resistivity was 23 % lower than at room temperature
(68 Qcm vs. 55 Qcm).
After excision, tissue metabolism decreases and the temperature will fall
unless steps are taken to prevent this. The tissue may be stabilised for a short period
o f time if this is done, and perfusion is carried out to prevent changes in the water
content o f the cell. W hen the blood flow is disrupted, metabolism becomes
anaerobic and once the energy supply from this metabolic pathway runs out, the ion
channels will cease functioning and the cells will swell due to osmosis. This
increase in cell volume leads to a decrease in the extracellular space, so an increase
in resistance will occur at the lower frequencies. However, the permittivity will not
change at microwave frequencies for days, and for hours at radio frequencies, as
long as the water content does not change. The conductivity measured at
frequencies from 10 kHz to 10 MHz is higher in vivo than in vitro (this could be
due to measurement technique and problems due to the anisotropy o f the tissue)
(Surowiec et al 1996). In the brain, post mortem studies have shown a slight
increase in permittivity and conductivity for white and grey matter which return to
the pre-death values 30 minutes after death (Burdette et al 1986).
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133.2

Mechanical Problems Affecting Measurements
There are several technical problems that can affect the impedance

measurements made. Air bubbles between the tissue sample and the electrodes will
cause huge errors as air has effectively infinite resistance. Tissue damage can also
affect the measurements (van Harrevald, Murphy and Nobel 1963) and the
impedance o f cerebral cortex tissue is very sensitive to mechanical trauma. A 0.1
mm blood film will alter any measurements by -5 % (Nicholson 1965), therefore
extensive sub-cortical bleeding will lead to erroneous values (Schwan 1963). As
well as these sources o f errors, the risk o f contamination o f the sample with other
tissue types or inhomogeneities in the tissue must be considered.
Electrode impedance decreases with increasing frequency therefore
measurements made at lower frequencies may not be reliable. This decrease in
impedance is due to the fact that the impedance o f the electrodes is governed by the
equation

*
^] + 4 K - f ' C ^

(18)

Where R = resistance, f = frequency and C = capacitance
From equation 1.8, assuming that resistance (R) and capacitance (C) are
constant, then with an increasing frequency, the impedance (Z) decreases.
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1.3.4 Impedance of Normal Brain Tissue
There is extensive data published on the bioimpedance properties o f the
normal tissues in the head. Different methods have been used, at a range o f
temperatures in tissue in vivo and in vitro. The different tissues in the head exhibit
different impedance properties due to the histology o f the tissues and the amount o f
water present. W hile there is not much variation in the data for white and grey
matter (Table 1-6), there is considerable variation for the impedance o f skull (Table
1-9).
When carrying out any sort o f study on the impedance o f biological
tissues and the variation with pathology, it is necessary to choose values to act as a
normal comparison. Published data needs to be carefully examined, and an
educated decision made. Chosen values for the impedance o f normal brain
structures are presented in Table 1-10, and the reasons for these choices are
explained.
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White matter

13.4.1

White matter is m ade up o f nerve fibres, and as a result is anisotropic.
Thus, impedance values m easured depend on the orientation o f measuring
electrodes in nerve fibre bundles. The specific impedance o f cerebral white m atter
in cats has been measured at 20 Hz to 20 kHz with a current o f 1 pA, both in the
transverse and the longitudinal planes (Nicholson 1965). The measurements w ere
made using a point electrode placed on the nerve fibres and the remote electrode o f
a platinum plate was placed between the cerebral hemispheres. Steps were taken to
minimise the conducting effect o f blood and corrections were made to the data
(Table 1-5). No tissue damage was seen. There was a decrease in impedance as the
frequency increased. The transverse measurements are approximately 1/10'*’ that o f
the longitudinal measurements. The resistivity o f cat white matter at body
temperature, using a 0.7 mm point electrode, was 847 Qcm for the longitudinal
fibres vs. 80 Qcm for the transverse (Nicholson 1965) (Table 1-4). There is
considerable variation in the m easurem ents made parallel to the fibres with large
standard deviations for both resistance and reactance.

Table 1-4 Impedance o f white m atter f o r a I cm cube o f tissue (Nicholson 1965).
Normal to Fibres (Qcm)

Parallel to Fibres (Qcm)

Mean ± SD + 10% electrode
error

Mean ± SD + 10% electrode
error

Frequency

Resistive

Reactive

Resistive

Reactive

20 Hz

850 ± 150

6 7 ± 32

89 ± 4 0

7± 8

200 Hz

7 7 0 ± 160

39 ± 18

89 ± 3 9

4± 5

2 kHz

770 ± 140

55 ± 27

78 ± 3 3

6±6

20 kHz

750 ± 150

1 4 0 ± 110

78 ± 3 3

1 5 ± 22
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Table 1-5 Transverse specific impedance o f cat white m atter after correction f o r
blood capillary conduction. The resistance and reactance are in Q fo r a I cm cube
o f tissue. (Nicholson 1965).
Resistive (Û)

Reactive (Û)

Mean ± SD

Mean ± SD

20 Hz

8 9 0 ± 160

-80 ± 35

200 Hz

810± 170

-50 ± 20

2 kHz

810± 150

-66 ± 30

20 kHz

7 9 0 ± 160

-160± 120

Frequency

Pulses o f current instead o f a sinusoidal current have been used to
record the impedance o f white matter (Freygang and Landau 1957). W hen
measuring the transcortical impedance o f white matter, the impedance was 344
Qcm, 1.5 times greater than that o f grey matter (222 ± 9 Qcm). In this work, the
current was applied across the whole cortex using the four-electrode measurement
technique. Two platinum black electrodes, one on the cortex and one in the pharynx
were used to inject the constant current square wave pulse, while the voltage
difference was measured using pipette electrodes.
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13 .4.2

Grey Matter

Grey matter is mainly made up o f nerve cells and the supporting glial
cells, and is largely isotropic. This should mean that unlike white matter, the
impedance does not vary when measured transversely or longitudinally. However,
in R anck's paper on the specific impedance o f rabbit cerebral cortex (Ranck 1963),
he states that the cerebral cortex is not homogenous due to lamination and the
presence o f cell bodies, and homogeneity can only be assumed at distances greater
than 200 pm. Ranck also commented that the presence o f pial blood vessels could
interfere with the conductivity measured, from between 5 - 25% if the vessels are
within 0.5 mm o f the current injection. Ranck took great care to eliminate problems
that could have affected his results, by washing the exposed cortex with saline
every 15 minutes to prevent drying and by coating his platinum wire electrodes in
silicone to prevent the collection o f fluid. A sine wave o f 0.5 - 50 kHz o f non
stimulating amplitude (2.8 -

11 pA) was injected into the cortex, and two

electrodes were used to measure the impedance. The electrodes were placed 300pm
apart due to the suspected local inhomogenity. At 5 Hz, the resistivity was 321 ±
45 f)cm (mean ± SD), while at 0.5 kHz this fell to 230 ± 36.7 Dcm. When the
shunting effect o f the blood vessels was taken into account, the resistivity values
rose to 356 ficm for 5 Hz and 256 Gem at 0.5 kHz.
Another paper on the impedance o f rabbit cortex used a tissue slab (of
cortical matter with an average slice thickness o f 230 ± 0.5 mm) containing both
white and grey m atter (Van Harreveld et al 1963). The impedance was measured
using two electrodes with one placed on the cortical surface and one on the lateral
ventricle underneath. A sinusodial current o f 1 kHz was used and the mean o f 14
measurements gave an impedance value o f 208 ± 6 G and 220 G when corrected for
the presence o f blood vessels.
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Latikka et al (2001) recorded the impedance o f white and grey m atter in
situ in nine human subjects undergoing brain surgery for deep brain tumours using
a needle electrode. The average resistivity o f grey matter was 351 Qcm and that o f
white matter was 391 f]cm . A m onopolar needle electrode was used, with a
reference electrode placed on the head or the hip o f the subject. The needle was
placed in the path o f surgery and was not sufficiently sharp to damage the cells or
penetrate blood vessels. M easurements were made in the white and grey m atter as
the needle was moved towards the centre o f the brain. Greater variation was seen in
the grey matter, both inter- and intra-individually, which maybe due to different
physiological structures in different areas o f grey matter. It may also be due to the
fact the measurements were made during surgery on patients with brain tumours,
which may have spread to surrounding tissue affecting the results. Several other
sources o f error include the leaking o f CSF or blood lowering the m easured
impedance. It is suggested that the increase in intracranial pressure due to the
presence o f the tum our probably increased the measured impedance, although no
supporting evidence for this is given.
W hile much o f the data for both white matter and grey m atter in the
lower frequency bands is in agreement, the values obtained by Li, Bak and Parker
are considerably greater (1967). The resistivity o f grey matter they measured was
556 ± 45 Qcm and that o f white m atter was 580 ± 53 Qcm. The difference between
resistivity for the white and grey m atter is in agreement with other work, but the
values themselves are almost twice that o f other papers. The four-electrode
measurement method was used with needle electrodes, so the possibility o f
inclusion o f the electrode resistance in the measurements can be discounted. The
increased values may be due to the fact that pulses o f current were used instead o f a
sine wave. Van H arreveld's results are slightly lower than the other white m atter
measurements, but this could be because the data includes both white and grey
matter. Table 1-6 contains a review o f results as reported by various authors.
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Most o f the variation between white and grey matter (other than the
anisotropy o f white matter) is due to the water content o f the different tissue types
(Smith and Foster 1985). Calculations by Foster et al indicate that grey m atter is
82% water while the concentration in white matter is 72% water (1979). As the
water fraction increases, it can be seen that the conductivity increases. Nightingale
examined the water content o f the three brain regions dissected out and desiccated.
For the cerebellum the water content was 0.765 g/g o f tissue, 0.737 g/g o f tissue for
the cerebrum and 0.723 g/g o f tissue for the brain stem (Nightingale et al 1983).
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Table 1-6 Summary o f published data on white and grey matter. R is the resistivity o f the tissue and SD is the standard deviation.
Authors

Freygang and
Landau 1955

R Grey Matter (Qcm) ±
SD
229 ± 9

Nicholson 1965

Van Harreveld,
Murphy and Nobel
1963

Ranck 1963

208 ± 6
220 with 10% correction for
blood conductivity

R White Matter (Qcm) ± SD

Temp "C

Frequency

Method/what is measured

344 (1.5 times that o f grey
matter)

37

1 kHz

Four electrodes In vivo

85 - 800 depends on position
and orientation (see 1.2.1.1).

Body temp

20 Hz - 20 kHz

Point electrode and remote electrode In vivo

Specific impedance o f white
matter/specific impedance
cortex = 4.6 ± 0.2

38

1 kHz

Grey and white matter combined

230- 321

Two electrodes used In vivo

Body temp

5 H z - 5 kHz

Point electrodes on cortex In vivo

256 - 356 with shunting.

Li, Bak and Parker
1968

556 ± 45

580 ± 53

36

pulses o f 4 - 40
pamp, 0.6 -1 0
msec long

Four electrode measurement In vivo

Latikka, Kuurne
and Eskola 2001

351

391

Body temp

50 kHz

M onopolar needle electrode In vivo
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13.4.3

Blood
Blood is a suspension o f cells such as platelets, erythrocytes and white

cells in a fluid. The conductivity o f blood depends on the haematocrit (the
percentage o f blood volume that is made up o f red blood cells), the flow and the
condition o f the red blood cells. When there is a decrease in the haematocrit, there
is also a decrease in impedance, as the extracellular space increases. When the red
blood cells undergo lysis (rupture o f the membranes) it is predicted that the
impedance would decrease, especially at the lower frequencies, as the current
would not have to pass through the cell membranes.
The impedance o f normal blood at 1 kHz measured using four
electrodes and an impedance bridge (Rosenthal and Tobias 1948) was found to be
160 O. As the blood clotted, the resistance increased possibly as a result o f the
fibrin bound the cells together. Movement o f blood also changes the resistance
measured. For blood with a 40% haematocrit, the resistivity was 1.3% less when
the blood is flowing at 15 cm /s when compared to stationary blood (Sigman et al
1937). As the haematocrit increases, the conductivity decreases (as predicted on
page 32). At 50 kHz and 21^C, using a four -electrode measurement technique, it
was found that with a 20% haematocrit the resistivity was 125 Qcm, increasing to
500 Qcm at = 90% haematocrit (Pfutzner 1984). Hober (Hober 1910,1912,1913,
quoted in M cAdams and Jossinet 1995) looked at red blood cell impedance and at
low frequencies (=1 kHz) the resistivity was 1000 Qcm , while at frequencies above
10 kHz, the resistivity was 200 Qcm. Once the cells were lysed, the resistivity
became independent o f frequency (there was no difference in the resistivity
measured at difference frequencies) again as predicted.

13.4.4

(Derebrospinal Fluid
As cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) is a fluid, a high conductivity is expected

and therefore a low resistivity. When the properties o f CSF are measured using the
four-electrode technique in a Perspex measuring cell at 10 Hz - 10 kHz, the average
resistivity at room temperature was 68.9 Qcm and at body temperature it was 55.8
Qcm, 23% lower (Baumann et al 1997). Impedance values in vivo at 50 kHz o f 80
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Qcm (Latikka et al 2001 ) were measured using a monopolar needle.

IJ.4.5

Meninges
Bennett (1969) looked at the electrical impedance o f the arachnoid

membranes in anaesthetised cats. The dura was removed, and current pulses were
applied to the exposed arachnoid surface through a 1 mm pipette filled with agar
soaked with Ringers solution, and the resulting voltage potentials measured using a
similar pipette o f 50 - 100 pm. When the membrane was destroyed, these potentials
were greatly reduced. The potential produced by a 1 pA pulse was usually 1 0 - 2 0
mV, with the current passing through an area of 2 mm^. The surface resistance was
50 - 100 Qcm while the choroid plexus impedance was 500 Qcm^.

13.4.6

Scalp
Burger and von M ilaan measured the scalp resistivity as 230 Qcm at DC

using the four-electrode measurement method (Burger and von Milaan 1943). This
is the only measurement published for scalp resistance alone, but it is in agreement
with other values recorded from muscle.

13.4.7

Skull
The data published on the impedance o f the skull covers a wide range o f

values, and while the impedance will not be affected by brain pathology or
functional activity, the resistivity o f the skull will affect measurements made and
images created if the ratio o f brain:skull:scalp impedance is incorrect in the models
used (see section 1.4.4).
Skull resistivity varies depending on where on the head it is measured,
as skull thickness is not uniform (Law 1993). Using a human skull the resistivity
was measured in bone samples from 20 sites on the skull using the four-electrode
technique. The electrodes and the bone samples were soaked in 0.9% saline for 24
hours before testing. Skull resistivity varied from 1360 Qcm at the back o f the head
to 21400 Qcm in the temporal regions. Sutures lowered the resistance and the
highest resistance values were found in regions where the bone had no marrow. The
mean resistivity was 7560 ± 413

Qcm.
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Several

factors

affected

the

resistivity measured, such as suture lines and the nature o f the bone - compact
(cortical found in the temporal regions) and cancellous (trabecular), which was
found mainly in the frontal and parietal regions.
This variation depending on position and bone type has been further
investigated by making in vivo measurements using the four-electrode technique at
10 - 90 Hz on skull flaps excised from 4 patients during surgery (with a 15 - 65
minute delay between excision and measurement) (Akhtari et al 2002). Holes were
drilled in the samples to allow the conductivity and resistivity to be measured at the
different layers in the bone sample and these are presented in table 1-7.

Table 1-7 The different layers o f hone have different resistivity and this depends on
the ion concentration in the bone, and porous nature o f the sample measured.
All samples
(cadaver)

Ail samples
(live)

(Mean Qcm)

(Mean Qcm)

Top compact layer

8474.6

1620.8

Spongiform layer

1293.7

467.3

Lower compact layer

3012.1

2053.4

Bulk

3003.0

10493

Recent values recorded in vivo and in vitro using a four-electrode
measurement method (Oostendorp et al 2000) found that in vitro the average
resistivity was 6493.5 Qcm at 3 T C for measurements m ade at 100 Hz to 10 kHz. In
vivo measurements were made on two subjects both transversely and saggitally.
The resistivities calculated gave a much lower ratio o f 1:15:1 with values o f 493.8
Qcm for brain and scalp and 7633.6 Qcm for skull giving a ratio o f 15.7 ± 3.5. This
differs considerably from the 1:80:1 ratio commonly used in neural source
localisation (Rush and Driscoll 1968). This difference may be due to the saturation
of the skull in CSF and the presence o f CSF in the brain compartment when making
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the in vivo measurements.
A group using an EIT based method (see section 1.4) with 64 electrodes
using a 60 Hz sinusoidal current at 10 V peak-to-peak recorded a brain resistivity o f
305 Qem ± 24 Qcm and a skull resistivity of 20355 ± 35 Qcm (Gonealves et al
2003).

They

also

used a method

known

as the

Somatosensory

Evoked

Fields/Somatonsensory Evoked Potential (SEF/SEP) technique and calculated a
brain resistivity o f 234 Qcm ± 17 Qcm and a skull resistivity o f 16185 ± 37 Q cm ,
giving a much lower ratio o f 1:15 resistivity or 1:1/15 conductivity.
Further conductivity measurements were made in 5 temporal bone
samples temporarily removed during epilepsy surgery (Hoekema et al 2003).
Samples were excised during surgery, and stored in an infant incubator at 37°C to
prevent drying out. A series o f measurements were made with an array o f 16
electrodes, using two electrodes to inject the current, two electrodes as reference
and ground, and the other electrodes to measure the potential distribution in an
extended four-electrode measurement protocol. Measurements were also m ade on a
piece o f post mortem skull, and an agar-agar phantom (Table 1-8). The conductivity
measured was about ten times higher than any previously published data (Table 19). This difference could be due to the measurements being made a very short tim e
after excision, while other samples have been dried and then re-soaked. The high
conductivity could also be due to a thin layer o f saline on the surface of the skull.
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Table 1-8 A summary o f the data from Hoekema et al (2003).
Sample

Age

mean conductivity ±
SD (mS/m)

Post mortem skull

68

21.4 ± 1.3

patient 1

11

80.1 ±5.5

Patient 2

25

71.2 ±8. 3

Patient 3

36

53.7 ±4. 3

Patient 4

46

34.4 ± 2.3

Patient 5

50

32.0 ±4. 5
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Table 1-9 Summary o f data for the impedance o f the skull.
Skull tissue

Z Skull (Qcm) ± SD

Temp
"C

Frequency

Method/what is measured

Reference

20 different sites from all over skull

Law 1993

kHz
Compact-soaked

7560 ± 4 1 30

Dry then soaked

17049

Skull in vivo

7634

Skull in vitro

6494

Skull

Cadaver - 3003

100

Electrodes and bone samples soaked in 0.9% saline 24 hours before
testing, four-electrode method

37

0.1 - 10

Temporal bone

Oostendorp et al 2000

In vivo with four-electrode method

0.1 -0 .9

Live - 1049

Skull live

In vitro with four-electrode method

Difference layers o f skull and in different samples

Akhtari et al 2002

Skull flaps excised during surgery (15 - 65min delay), four-electrode
method

8474.57

37

2273 - 4760

37

0.6

In vivo measurements of resistivity

Gonealves et al 2003

0.1

Extended four-electrode measurement on temporarily excised temporal
bone

Hoekema et al 2003
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1.3.4.8

Summary
From this data, impedance and resistance values were selected to be

used as the “normal” standard to compare abnormal tissue measurements against.
The values should be from the frequency range we are interested in, from 2 kHz to
1.6 MHz. If possible, the measurements should have been made using the fourelectrode measurement method, to reduce the error from the electrodes. The value
for scalp impedance was obtained with a DC measurement, but this is the only
published measurement available.

Table I -10 A summary o f values o f impedance being used fo r different tissues in the
head
Tissue

Resistivity

Paper

391

Reason for choice

(kHz)

(Qcm)
White
matter

Frequency

Latikka et al
2001

50

Made at body temperature.
two - electrode
measurement

Grey matter

351

Latikka et al
2001

50

Made at body temperature.
two - electrode
measurement

Blood

125

Pfiitzner 1984

50

four-electrode
measurement technique.

CSF

68.9

Baumann et al
1997

0.01 - 10

four-electrode
m easurem ent
M ade at body tem perature

Scalp

230

Burger and von
Milaan 1943

DC

four-electrode
m easurem ent
Values concurrent with
other values for muscle

Meninges

500

Bennett 1969

N/A

four-electrode
m easurem ent

Skull

7 5 6 0 ± 4130

Law 1993

100

four-electrode technique

6493.5

Oostendorp et al
2000

0.1 - 10

four-electrode technique
M easurements m ade in vivo
at body tem perature
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1.3.5 Bioimpedance of Abnormal Tissues
Different types o f pathology show different impedance properties when
compared with normal brain tissues.
Brain Tum ours

Numerous studies, on various tissue types, have been carried out on the
differing properties o f tumours compared to normal tissue and all have concluded
that malignant tissue has a higher conductivity compared to normal tissue (Lu et al
1992, Rajshekhar 1992, Joines et al 1994, Blad and Baldetorp 1996, Joissinet
1998). Joines et al (1994) examined both malignant and normal tissues at 23 - 25°C
from 50 - 900 MHz using tissue samples at room temp (one to two hours from
excision to measurement). Malignant tissues examined included bladder, colon,
kidney, liver, lung, lymph nodes, breast, spleen and testes. The normal tissue
included colon, kidney, liver, lung, breast and muscle. A flat-ended coaxial probe
was used on tissue samples greater than 1.5 cm in diameter (to ensure the field o f
the probe was contained within the tissue sample). The differences in the electrical
properties between malignant and normal properties were lowest for kidney (a
measured resistivity o f 131.5

for normal and 135 Q for malignant tissue, with a 4

% difference over the frequency range). The greatest difference was for breast
tissue (900 Q. for healthy tissue and 120 Q for malignant tissue at 50 MHz with an
average difference o f 577 % over the whole frequency range). (Figure 1-9).

1.2

0.8
I normal

0.6

I m alignant

0.4

0.2

breast
tissue type

Figure 1-9 The average conductivity over a range o f frequencies fo r normal and
malignant tissue fro m fiv e tissue types (Joines et al 1994)
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Blad and Baldetrop examined the permittivity and conductivity o f normal
and malignant tissues (1996). M easurements were made from 1.5 kHz to 700 kH z at
37®C, and then repeated at 21®C, 24°C and 45°C. M easurements were made in vivo
on malignant and normal mouse muscle (longitudinal) cells. These were made using
a four needle electrode measuring cell, with the needles penetrating the tissue.
Experiments were carried out in vivo using four silver - silver chloride electrodes
placed on the skin o f a subject’s arm in a straight line. The system was allowed to
settle before measurements were made. Most o f the impedance values recorded were
due to muscle, but some fat and skin impedance may have also been present, as it is
not stated if the skin was abraded prior to attaching the electrodes. Results showed
that tum our tissue had higher conductivity and higher permittivity than normal
tissue, as well as a higher characteristic frequency (20 kHz for normal tissue,
compared with 100 kHz for tumour tissue). This difference in conductivity is
probably due to the increased water content o f tumour cells (Pethig 1984, Smith and
Foster 1985).
The categorisation “brain tum our” covers a wide range o f tumour types,
which I predict will have different impedance properties depending on their
histopathology. Some tumours come from oligodendrocytes, others from astroglial
cells, while meningiomas arise from the meninges surrounding the brain. Some
tumour types undergo angiogenesis (development o f blood vessels) so will show an
increase in blood flow in the region o f the tumour. Blad and Baldetrop (1996)
hypothesised that tumours would have different bioimpedance properties compared
to normal tissues as tumour cells have a higher water content and sodium
concentration than normal cells, as well as different electrochemical properties o f
the cell membrane.
Lu et al (1992) examined human glioma and surrounding tissues at 24 ±
0.5° C at 5 - 5000 MHz. The impedance o f the tumours (one astrocytoma - a benign
brain tumour and four anaplastic astrocytomas - malignant brain tumours) was
measured after excision using a four-electrode sensor with 0.83 mm spacing
between the electrodes. The conductivity for the tumours was 30% higher than in
surrounding tissues and it was postulated that this higher conductivity and
permittivity was due to the higher water content o f the tumours (Figure 1-10). No
significant difference between benign and malignant tumours was stated.
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Figure 1-10 The conductivity measurements o f the surrounding tissues (S1-S5) and
the tumour tissue (T1-T5) fo r fiv e subjects (Lu et al (1992)). As can be seen, the
tumour tissue conductivity is 100% more than that o f normal brain tissue.
The impedance o f low and high grade gliomas’ was measured to see if
impedance measurements could be used to diagnose the grade o f tumour
(Rajshekhar 1992). A single electrode with a ground electrode on the ipsilateral calf
was used. The impedance o f low-grade gliomas was 442.7 ± 96.1 Ü (mean ± SD)
and high-grade gliomas had an impedance o f 675.0 ± 67.3 Ü. However, there was
some overlap in the values measured so the process could not be used in situ
diagnostically. It was also recorded that the mean changes in impedance from
perilesional tissue was higher in cystic lesions than solid lesions but this was not a
significant finding.

’ High-grade tumours grow rapidly, are malignant and can easily spread through the brain.
Low-grade gliomas are usually localized and grow slowly over a long period o f time. Highgrade tumours are much more aggressive and require very intensive therapy.
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Latikka measured the resistivity at 50 kHz o f different, deep-seated brain
tumour types (including a cystic tumour, three meningeomas, two glioblastomas, a
intracerebral haemorrhage and arteriovenous malformation and a glioma) in situ
using a needle electrode (Latikka et al 2001). The electrode had a tip diameter o f 2
mm, which was designed not to penetrate blood vessels but merely push them aside
and prevent blood loss and contamination o f the measurements. A reference
electrode was placed either on the hip or on the opposing side o f the head.
Impedance values for the tumours range from between 230 flcm to 970 Qcm and
depend on the type o f tumour, although individual values for each patient’s tumour
are not stated. The data recorded show some overlap in the values recorded for
healthy brain tissues (an average white matter impedance o f 391 Qcm and average
grey matter impedance o f 351 Qcm ) and for tumour tissue, so the method and data
cannot really be used for clinical diagnosis. The reason for this overlap in the
impedance results for healthy and tumour tissue could be due to the infiltration o f
the tumour into the healthy brain tissue.

1.3.5.2

Ischaemia

The metabolic demands o f the cells are not met during the prolonged, repetitive
electrical activity during epilepsy or the interruption o f the supply o f oxygencarrying blood, as in stroke. The lack o f oxygen results in rapid loss o f ATP and
then the failure o f the ATP-dependent ion-transport processes. This results in a
massive depolarisation, known as anoxic depolarisation, as the active ion pumps
fail to maintain the correct balance o f ions inside and outside the neurones and as a
result, osmosis occurs and the cells swell up (Hansen and Olsen 1980). This reduces
the volume o f extracellular space and the intracellular compartment increases in
size in the ischaemic region and increases the measured resistivity, as the current
has to travel through a reduced extracellular space at lower frequencies. After one
hour o f ischaemia, the extracellular compartment decreases from 20% to less than
10% o f the total brain volume (Hossman 1971). After two hours o f ischaemia the
extracellular space was reduced from 23.8 % ± 1.2 % to 12.5 % ± 1.0 % (M atsuoka
and Hossman 1982).
Cerebral impedance in rabbits was measured before and during circulatory arrest
using the two-electrode method with 3 mm silver - silver chloride electrodes, at 1
kHz (van Harreveld and Ochs 1956). The resistance was by far the larger
component o f the impedance measured. Resistance prior to bleeding was 840 Q,
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and the impedance was only 841 Q. The resistance o f the electrodes was 40 Q and
the reactance was 60 Q. The aorta was cut, and the changes in conductivity were
measured over time. Blood has good conductivity therefore a decrease in blood
flow will lead to an increase in impedance. Following 25 minutes bleeding, the
resistance increased to 2140

and the reactance to 2162 £2.

Occlusion of the middle cerebral artery, results in a rapid increase in cortical
impedance after a 1 to 1 Vi m inutes delay. The response is at first rapid and then
slower, up to a plateau o f 180% after 30 minutes (Matsuoka and Hossman 1982).
Prior to arrest, the conductivity was 0.118 Sm ‘ (847 Q), falling by 0.046 S/m after
2 V2 minutes by 30 - 35% o f the resting conductivity. After this, the decrease
slowed down and after 25 minutes the conductivity was 0.046 Sm ' (2173 Q), 40%
o f the original (Matsuoka and Hossman 1982). Holder (1992a) carried out
impedance measurements on the cortex and the scalp o f anaesthetised rats, in
response to global cerebral ischaemia. Diathermy o f the vertebral arteries and
reversible occlusion o f the carotid arteries for 15 minutes was used to induce
ischaemia. On the cortex o f the anim al, at a measurement frequency of 50 kHz, a 50
- 200% impedance increase was seen, and on the scalp a 10% impedance increase
was recorded using a ring o f electrodes. These impedance changes were reversed
after reperfusion.
Lingwood (Lingwood et al 2003) measured the changes in bioimpedance due to
mild and severe ischaemia in piglets. Impedance was measured using four
electrodes placed on the scalp, with one pair above the eyes and one pair in the
occipital region. Impedance was m easured at 248 frequencies between 4 and 1012
kHz. The global bioimpedance was measured before, during and after hypoxiainduced ischaemia. On the induction o f mild hypoxia, the cerebral impedance
increased immediately to 8.5% ± 5.2% and returned to baseline after resuscitation.
In severe hypoxia, the cerebral impedance increases to 23.5% ± 11.9% above
baseline immediately. After prolonged hypoxia (6 hrs) the impedance rem ains
elevated at 34.1% ± 20.6%.
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0 .5 .3

Spreading Depression

Spreading depression is another pathological phenomenon in neurology,
hypothesised as a possible cause o f migraine. It comprises o f first a wave o f an
increase, and then a prolonged decrease, in neuronal activity and was first
demonstrated in rats. This change travels across the cortex at 2 - 5 m m /min
(Hoffman and Clark 1973) and is characterised by a decrease in the recorded EEC.
This change is not uniform across the layers o f cortex. It is caused by a movement
o f sodium, chloride and water into the cells leading to the cells swelling (Van
Harreveld and Ochs 1957). From the mechanism, it is expected that there will be an
increase in resistance as the neurones decrease in activity and become anaerobic.
This will lead to cell swelling, a decrease in the extracellular space, a decrease in
conductivity and an increase in impedance. Vascular changes also occur that result
in impedance changes.
The vascular and impedance changes m cats and rabbits during
spreading depression were measured using silver - silver chloride electrodes placed
on the exposed cortex o f the animals (Van Harreveld and Ochs 1957). Once
spreading depression had been stimulated, there was a decrease in conductivity, in
phase with the slow biphasic change. The conductivity decreased to 76% o f the
resting value, 12 seconds after the wave o f decreased activity. The conductivity
then increased, first rapidly, then slowly. There was a lot o f variation in the size o f
the conductivity change, with an average drop o f 17% ± 2% o f the pre-stimulus
value.
The intracortical impedance changes that occurred during spreading
depression were measured in the rat using platinum calibrated microelectrodes
(Hoffman and Clark 1973). The impedance changes were measured on exposed
cortex o f rats at body temperature with care taken to rinse the cortex with Ringers
solution to prevent drying. A range o f resting resistivity o f the cortex o f 220 - 700
Dcm was found with two distinct groups o f measurements, one at 220 Dcm and one
at 550 Dcm. The maximum increase in resistivity at the lower frequencies was o f
229 - 301% from resting. Intracortical measurements made in rats at 50 kHz using
the 4-electrode method over the frontal-parietal cortex recorded an intracortical
impedance increase o f 39% (Holder 1992b).
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1.3.5.4

Summary
All the papers that have investigated brain tumour impedance, both in

vitro and in vivo, conclude that there is increased conductivity and therefore
decreased impedance when tumour tissue is compared to normal brain tissue. This
difference in impedance is o f the order o f 30%, a change that could realistically be
detected using EIT.
All the data agrees that ischaemia leads to an increase in impedance, due
to the reduction o f blood volume in an area following occlusion o f an artery. The
reduction in blood concentration with its high conductivity, the cell swelling and
the decrease in extracellular space are responsible for this impedance change. These
measured increases in impedance are o f the order o f at least 20% when m easured on
the scalp, suggesting that these changes could be detected using EIT.
For spreading depression the data shows, that as with ischaemia, this
phenomenon leads to an increase in impedance due to cell swelling. This change is
then followed by a period o f steadily decreasing impedance as the wave o f
spreading depression passes.
An arteriovenous malformation (AVM ) is a congenital disorder,
characterised by a tangled web o f arteries and veins and is caused by abnormal
development o f blood vessels. No data is available on the impedance change from
normal brain tissue due to an AVM because o f the pooling o f blood, but it is
predicted that there would be a region with decreased resistivity.
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Table 1-11 Summary o f pathological bioimpedance changes.
Pathology

Tumour

Impedance
change from
normal

Reason for
change

Decrease

Increased water in
tissue

Average
impedance
change (%)
20

Relevant
Publications

Lu et al 1992
R ajshekhar 1992
Lattika et al
2001

Ischaemia

Increase

Cell swelling due
to anoxia

50 - 200

Van H arreveld
and O chs 1956
Hossm an 1971
M atsuoka and
Hossm an 1982
H older 1992a

Spreading
depression

Increase

Cell swelling due
to anoxia

39 - 300

Van H arreveld
and O chs 1957
Hoffm an and
Clark 1973
H older 1992b

AVM

Decrease

Pooling o f blood

10 *

No papers
published

* Estimate based on data from E IT o f Visual Evoked Potentials (Tidswell et al 2002)
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1.3.6 Bioimpedance Changes During Functional Activity
When a neurone depolarises, ion channels open in the cell membrane
and its resistance decreases over tens o f milliseconds (Cole and Curtis 1939).
Therefore it is easier for current to flow into the neurones during depolarisation
than during the resting state (Figure 1-11). Therefore we expect the resistance o f the
tissue containing depolarising neurones to decrease when the extra ion channels
open. When the activity o f a population o f neurones displays spatial and temporal
coherence, as in normal brain function, there is an accompanying resistivity change
in the active tissue as a whole. This lasts for tens o f milliseconds, the same length
o f the signal on an EEC trace accompanying an evoked potential.
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Figure 1-11A Demonstration o f the flo w o f externally applied current inside and
outside an axon and across its membrane (a) during the resting state and (b) during
depolarisation (Liston 2003). As the ion channels open, the measured impedance
will decrease.
Klivington and Galambos (1968) reported localised cortical resistance
changes o f 0.005% at 10 kHz during auditory evoked responses in the cat. They
used a sharpened, intracranial wire electrode and a platinum plate electrode resting
on the adjacent cortical surface. The method was very sensitive to localised changes
in resistivity, directly comparable with the measured changes in resistance.
Frey gang and Landau (Frey gang and Landau 1955) used the four-electrode method
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described in section 1.3.2.2 to measure a decrease of 3.1% ± 0.8% due to direct
electrical stimulation on the surface o f the cortex. Boone measured resistance
changes o f -0.01% to -0.03% due to evoked responses in rabbit brains (1995). He
stimulated the median nerve, injected a square wave o f constant current between
electrodes 1 - 3 mm apart and measured the voltage between electrodes 9 mm apart.
All electrodes were on the surface o f the cortex.
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1.4

Electrical Impedance Tomography
Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT) (also called Applied Potential

Tomography) is an imaging technique with applications in medicine. Development
o f EIT started almost thirty years ago in 1976 when W ebster proposed the first
frontal plane impedance imaging technique and created a device to obtain
impedance images o f the chest. A potential difference was applied to a pair o f large
electrodes placed anteriorly and posteriorly on the thorax. However, the resulting
images o f the thorax showed poor spatial resolution and image distortion. Barber
and Brown (Barber and Brown 1984, Barber 1990) designed and developed a
system, the Sheffield Mark 1 system, for obtaining transverse plane images. This
device has been commercially produced and is used in the majority o f current EIT
clinical trials on humans due to its effectiveness at generating acceptable images
(Holder and Brown 1993, Metherall et al 1996). Today approximately twenty
groups in the world are working to develop the hardware and software EIT systems.
Most EIT systems use constant current sources and measure the
resultant voltage. A 2D ring or 3D arrangement o f electrodes is placed on the part
o f the patient’s body to be imaged. A tiny current in the order o f 100 //A is injected
at a set frequency through two electrodes. The voltage differences between two
adjacent electrodes are measured and from that the resistance o f the tissue can be
found. The system switches between all the possible electrode combinations so an
impedance map is built up. The UCLH Mark lb and Mark 2 systems developed by
our group at UCL use 31 electrodes, and 258 individual measurements are made.
Using this set of measurements, an image reconstruction algorithm generates a
tomographic image.
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1.4.1

Signal Generation and Data Collection
EIT is sensitive to changes in electrical conductivity and produces

images o f the distribution o f impedance within the tissue because there is a large
resistivity contrast (a factor o f 200) between tissues in the body (Section 1.3). It
ought therefore to be possible to use resistivity to form not only anatomical, but
also functional images. Impedance signals are generated and collected using a set o f
electrodes placed on the imaged object or a part of the body. The electrodes usually
form a ring in which electrodes are equally spaced around the imaging field. A
single current source is applied between either an adjacent pair of electrodes or in
polar drive (across the object), and voltage signals are measured on all other
electrodes in turn (Figure 1-12). Sequential pairs are then used for injecting current
until all possible combinations have been used. Signals are usually averaged.
Because o f the effects o f the injected currents, it is not possible to measure potential
differences accurately at the pair o f electrodes injecting current, as mentioned when
discussing two-electrode impedance measurements, due to the contact impedance.
For a 16 electrode system, this results in 104 (13 x 8) independent measurements,
which are then averaged, reconstructed and displayed as a 2D image.
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A ring of 20 electrodes around surface of subject

Figure 1-12 Signal generation and collection in an EIT system with a ring o f 20
electrodes (red dots). A polar pair o f electrodes is used to inject currents and the
other pairs o f electrodes to measure the voltage.
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1.4.2

Instrumentation
There are three types o f system currently used for the medical

applications o f EIT - absolute, spectroscopic and dynamic (Boone and Holder
1996).
For absolute imaging, current is applied simultaneously though many
electrodes in a pattern designed to maximise sensitivity. An appropriate set o f
current patterns is applied, with each pattern specifying the value of the current tor
each electrode.

Examples o f this include the ACT or ACT3 systems from the

Renssalaer Technical Institute in the USA (Saulnier et al 2001).
Spectroscopic or multiple frequency imaging systems allow images o f
frequency-dependent impedance changes to be obtained. This can take the form o f
imaging the difference between two frequencies or injecting current at many
frequencies and deriving parameters which can summarise the frequency dependent
Cole Parameters (see 1.3 for bioimpedance and a discussion on Cole parameters).
The Sheffield Mk 3.5 system is an example o f an Electrical Impedance
Tomography Spectroscopy (FITS) System. Eight electrodes are used in an adjacent
drive/receive protocol to deliver sine waves at frequencies between 2 kHz and 1.6
MHz (Wilson et al 2001). By using a range o f frequencies. Cole Parameters can be
extracted to give information and create images.
A dynamic system collects data over time to observe relative changes in
impedance. An example o f this is the Sheffield Mark 1 system (Barber and Seager
1987). The Sheffield Mark 1 2D data collection system (IBEES, Sheffield, 1986)
uses 16 electrodes with an applied current o f 5 mA at 51 kHz. This current is
applied to adjacent pairs o f electrodes via a m ultiplexer and 13 potential difference
measurements are taken for all 16 pairs (Brown and Seagar 1987). One complete
image is contributed to by 13 x 8 = 104 independent measurements, which are
collected in 79 ms; with time for computer processing, this offers 10 image data
sets per second. It employs the Sheffield Mark 1 algorithm (Brown and Seagar
1987) and displays images on an PC.
The two systems used in this thesis were a dynamic system (chapter 4)
and a multiple frequency imaging system (chapter 5). These two systems will be
discussed in depth in 1.4.2.2 and 1.4.2.3. W hen discussing the systems used at
UCL, it is important to bear in mind the modifications necessary to allow the
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collection o f EIT data on the head. The major change compared with other systems
used is the use of opposing rather than adjacent current drive.

1.4.2.1

Hewlett Packard-EIT System
For the human images published by Tidswell et al (2001a, 2001b),

impedance measurements were made using a modified HP 4284A impedance
analyser (Hewlett Packard, Palo Alto, USA) to make time difference impedance
measurements. The system switched through combinations of four - electrode
impedance measurements using 31 electrodes placed on the head. Current was
delivered at 50 kHz with amplitude between 1 and 2.5 mA using polar drive.

1.4J.2

UCLH Mark lb
The UCLH Mark lb is a time difference imaging system that can use up

to 64 independent electrodes and uses a single four - electrode impedancemeasuring circuit and a multiplexer and is controlled by software installed on a
laptop computer. The system was designed with brain imaging in mind, and was
also designed to be semi-portable. The electrodes are connected from the scalp into
a head box the size o f a VHS videocassette (Figure 1-13), which is worn by the
subject. This in turn connects via a 10m long ribbon cable to the video recorder
sized base box. The system is a single frequency one, and can supply 18 different
frequencies between 225 Hz and 77 kHz The current recording protocol requires
258 measurements to be made for the acquisition of one image. This takes just over
0.4 seconds (Yerworth et al 2002).
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Figure 1-13 The M klb UCLH E IT system (from Yerworth et al 2002)
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1.4.2.3

U C LH M ark 2
A new multi-frequency EIT design has been developed at UCL, which

adapts the Sheffield Mark 3.5 system for use with up to 64 electrodes (Yerworth et
al 2003). Cross point switches were added to a single current injection/voltage
measurement module from the Sheffield Mark 3.5 system in order to allow
selection from any combination o f 32 available electrodes and to produce what is
known as the UCLH Mark 2 system. The system injects currents at frequencies
from 2 kHz to 1.6 MHz. The system compromises o f a power supply, a base box
and a headnet (Figure 1-14). The headnet has 31 electrodes and also two
multiplexers that switch between the drive and receive electrodes used for a
particular measurement.

M.-V*

Figure 1-14 The Mark 2 system. The base box can be seen to the right o f the
picture, with the headnet with multiplexers is on the left.
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1.4.3

Image reconstruction
Image reconstruction is the process by which the raw data collected by

the EIT system is converted into images. In EIT, the current is applied to the
conducting object being investigated, and the resulting voltages are measured.
Mathematical techniques are then used to reconstruct an image o f impedance or its
reciprocal, conductivity. The simplest equation that will describe this is Ohms Law.
If the resistance and the current flow are known, the voltage can be calculated.
However, with EIT we know the injected current on the boundary and the measured
voltage on the boundary as well but not the impedance distribution inside the object
and finding it can be difficult. When the current and resistance are known and we
need to find the voltage, this is known as \\\q forw ard solution. If we know the
current and voltage (from our drive current and the measured voltages) and we wish
to find the resistance (or impedance), this is known as the inverse solution. W hen
reconstructing the images, the model o f the head that is used is important.

1.4.3.1

The Forward Solution
There are two approaches for solving the forward solution - analytical

and numerical. The analytical solution can only solve for simple geometry, such as
a sphere. The method involves solving an equation for the model, and it is fast and
accurate. However, the complex geometry o f the human head makes it unsuitable
for this approach. A numerical solution based on a Finite Element Method (FEM )
can be used to model the realistic shape o f the head (Bayford et al 2001, Bagshaw
et al 2003).

A FEM is a method for solving partial differential equations by

replacing continuous functions by piecewise approximations defined on polygons,
which are referred to as elements. The finite element method reduces the problem
o f finding the solution at the vertices o f the polygons to that o f solving a set o f
linear equations. When this is the case, the solution is broken down into many
simpler problems, with an analytical solution for each node o f the model being
solved in turn to give the overall answer. These solutions give us a map o f the
voltages (or current density) everywhere inside the model for one current injection
combination. This process is repeated for all other unique current combinations.
Once the current and measurement fields are known, a sensitivity matrix, which
associates boundary potential variation to the admittivity variation with in each o f
the m odel’s elements, is constructed. This sensitivity map is then solved for all
possible electrode measurements, and forms the overall sensitivity matrix.
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1.4.3.2

The Inverse Solution
Once the sensitivity matrix is found using the forward solution, its

inverse can be solved and so be used to give us the resistivity and resistivity
change. This inverse solution is ill-posed as a small change in properties leads to a
large change in measurements.

Linear solution
The linear solution involves the inversion o f the sensitivity m atrix.
Linear inverse solutions are based on the crude assumption that for small
conductivity changes we would expeet small changes in boundary voltages. This
assumption hold valid as long as the resistivity perturbation we introduce in our
system is only o f a slight deviation from the reference resistivity. Ill-posed m atrix
inversion is a delicate process, which can cause noise amplification. To com pensate
for this, some o f the values in the sensitivity matrix are discarded in the im age
reconstruetion. All values below a certain level o f noise are truncated, to ensure
what is reconstructed into an image is actual data, and not noise. This is called
truncated singular value decomposition (SVD) (Gibson 2000).

Non-Linear solution
The non-linear solution o f the sensitivity matrix assumes that a small
change does make a difference to the matrix and can be used to find the absolute
impedance distribution from the recorded data, rather than the change from one
image to the next. To do this an iterative method is used to update the sensitivity
matrix at each step and is based on minimising the difference betw een the
calculated

and

measured

voltages.

This

o f course

greatly

increases

the

reconstruction time. In medical applications the conductivity contrast is often rather
large, or either there is no proper way to estimate the reference conductivity (such
as in EITS). In such applications, the iterative approach is employed: at each step
the sensitivity matrix is updated, and then a regularized linear approxim ation is
solved. This process in essence minimizes the difference between the calculated
boundary voltages and the measured boundary voltages.
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1.4.4

Modelling the Head
There are several types o f 3-D models in use to reconstruct EIT images

o f the head. The simplest model used for the head is a homogenous sphere. The
next level o f complexity is the addition o f shells to the model, introducing
inhomogentiy. This is a far more realistic model, as compartments like the skull and
the CSF are now included, both o f which have an affect on the current reaching the
brain and the measured voltages. This was shown in work carried out by UCL
group using phantoms to simulate impedance changes and in vivo during brain
function using a 3D analytical forward solution for a homogeneous sphere (Gibson
2000, Tidswell et al 2001b). Both these studies showed that in the presence o f a real
or simulated resistive skull, the homogeneous algorithm reconstructed impedance
changes too centrally, suggesting the need to take the skull into account in future
algorithms.
EIT images were reconstructed using an analytical four shell spherical
model and an algorithm optim ised for reconstructing images o f an inhomogeneous
object (Liston 2003). Use o f the four-shell model was shown to produce more
accurate image reconstruction o f resistance changes within concentric shells than
when the images were constructed using a homogeneous model. The model was
also moderately successful for image reconstruction o f impedance changes within
realistic head-shaped tanks and human data when accurate electrode positions were
used.
O f course, even when using the correct conductivity values, a four shell
sphere is still not an accurate representation o f the human head. To overcome this,
realistic geometry must be added to the model. A four shell realistic finite element
method (FEM) model was constructed by segmenting an MRI o f a human head and
then building a mesh (Bagshaw et al 2003) (Figure 1-15). FEM models can be m ade
even more complex by adding greater levels of inhomogenity, such as white and
grey matter in the brain layer o f the model.
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Figure 1-15 The four layers o f the realistically shaped model o f the human head
(from Bagshaw et al 2003).

1.4.5.

Advantages and Disadvantages of EIT
EIT has several advantages over other current imaging techniques. It is

cheap - the Sheffield Mk 3.5 costs around £15,000, it has good temporal resolution
as it takes around 0.3 secs to collect a data set with the UCLH Mark lb. It is
relatively portable allowing use at the bedside, in A&E or in surgery. The main
disadvantage o f EIT is the poor spatial resolution compared to CT and MRI for
general anatomical investigation, in the order of centimetres rather than millimetres.
This lack of spatial resolution also applies to functional activity imaging when
compared with IMRI and PET.
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1.4.6

Current and Future ClinicalApplications

1.4.6.1

Gastric Imaging
EIT has been shown to be very successful at imaging motor activity in

the gut. Gastric emptying is the movement o f large volumes o f conductive fluid
within the stomach and bowel, which can be imaged and measured relatively easily
with EIT. There is a lack o f bony structures between the electrodes on the skin and
the internal areas o f interest, which explains the success o f EIT in this region o f
interest. EIT has been shown to enable qualitative diagnosis o f pyloric stenosis
(Holder and Brown 1993). EIT is non-invasive and is not uncomfortable, as are
many o f the more traditional diagnostic methods used such as radiography, dye
dilution and serial blood sampling following the administration o f drugs. EIT has
also been suggested as a screen for gastroinomas, and the non-invasive
measurement o f acid production and in the investigation o f swallowing disorders
due to neurological disease (Holder and Brown 1993).

1.4.6.2

Lung Imaging
Studies have shown that EIT can provide

an accurate means o f imaging

overall ventilation. The impedance o f the lung changes as air is inspired or expired,
as the air has a higher impedance than the surrounding lung tissue. The Sheffield
Applied Potential Tomography system (Barber and Brown 1984) was adjusted by
Harris and colleagues (1988) to allow it to make a series o f images and compare
them to a reference image and calculate an index o f ventilation. Work continues in
this area to minimise the factors that can cause degradation o f the image. These
include the movement o f the ribs, thoracic muscles, skin and lung tissue during
breathing. EIT has been suggested for ventilation monitoring o f patients in ITU, to
detect the onset o f pulmonary oedema and monitoring during therapeutic
procedures. Planar X-ray, CT and MRI can all be used to image perfusion and
ventilation, but the patient must be brought to the scanner and repeated exposure to
ionising radiation is undesirable. A review of the experimental and clinical
applications o f electrical impedance tomography o f the lung was published by
Frerichs (2001). 37 papers on EIT o f lung imaging were reviewed, with the EIT
system and frequency used, the experiments conducted and the images shown
analysed. Both healthy volunteers and groups o f patients with a range o f conditions
(lung cancer, emphysema, neonates with lung congestion) have been studied. The
conclusions drawn from the review included the fact that EIT should be used to
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acquire functional images rather than anatomical ones, as there are better
techniques for collecting morphological information. EIT is suitable for bedside
collection o f data, as it is non-invasive and does not use ionising radiation (making
it ideal for using on neonates). Another main conclusion was that EIT should not
just provide images, but quantitative parameters such as regional tidal volume, and
fluid accumulation which can be calculated from the EIT data. This data in turn can
be used to create advanced images,

1.4.6.3

Breast Imaging
Early detection and treatment of breast tumours increases the survival

rate amongst women who develop breast cancer. As discussed previously, the
properties o f tumour cells, particularly malignant ones are very different to the
surrounding normal tissue (Joines et al 1994). Groups in the USA, UK and Israel
have been developing EIT systems that can be used to image breast tumours and
cysts. At present. X-ray mammography is the current method used, but this is
uncomfortable as the breast must be flattened to view all the tissue and m inimise
the amount o f radiation used. The technique is also only suitable for older wom en
whose breast tissue is less dense. Some tumours cannot be detected at all using
mammography. There is also a 40% false-positive rate.
The EIT group at Dartmouth College has developed a multi frequency
EIT system for carrying out breast imaging. The system has 16 electrodes which
can deliver frequencies between 10 kHz and 1 MHz. Ten discrete frequencies are
used. The patient lies prone on an examination table, with the breast pendant in
direct contact with the electrodes. The scans take ten minutes per breast. Data was
collected from 13 subjects, with 25 EITS recordings being made. Twelve o f the
breasts scanned were mammographically normal. The other breasts scanned
suffered from some form o f pathology. Three had invasive breast carcinoma, one
had a benign mass and six had fibrocystic disease (four breasts with cysts and two
with fibrocystic change with no discrete cysts). In the other three breasts,
lumpectomies and radiation treatment had been performed. Images o f perm ittivity
and conductivity were reconstructed, and the permittivity images proved more
informative than the conductivity maps, except in the case o f fluid filled cysts. The
EITS images showed benign and malignant abnormalities, cysts and scarring from
clinical treatment that correlated well with the clinical information available.
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1.4.7

Previous Work on EIT of the Brain

1.4.7.1

Animal Studies
As mentioned in section 1.4.6.2, work using impedance measurements

similar to EIT (Holder 1992) has shown that spreading depression elicits changes in
impedance in the cortex that can be measured on the cortex and on the scalp.
Cortical EIT measurements have been made with a ring o f 16 silver - silver chloride
electrodes on the exposed cortex o f anaesthetised rabbits. Spreading depression was
induced using electrical stimulation, and impedance changes between 5 - 25% were
recorded (Boone et al 1994). EIT has also been used to examine impedance changes
that occur in the brain during evoked responses, measured on the exposed cortex o f
anaesthetised rabbits using a ring o f 16 silver - silver chloride electrodes and the
Sheffield M kl EIT system (Holder, et al 1996). Care was taken to stop any
bleeding on the cortex and the cortex and electrodes were covered in liquid paraffin
to prevent false measurements due to drying o f the cortex. Impedance decreases o f
4.5% ± 2.7% were recorded during photic stimulation and 2.7% ± 2.4% during
electrical stimulation o f the forepaw. These changes occurred in the appropriate
areas of the cortex. This data showed that reproducible impedance changes, though
small, could be measured on the cortex.

1.4.7.2

Human Studies

Adult Data
Previous work on the brain in human subjects using EIT has been
carried out in both 2 and 3 dimensions (Tidswell et al 2001a, 2001b). In 2D, 19
adults given visual or somatosensory stimulation resulted in 34 data sets. 16 silver silver chloride electrodes were arranged in a 2D ring above the eyes. EIT data was
collected the with HP-EIT system. From this raw data images were reconstructed,
but data sets were rejected if there was noise in more than 25 % o f the electrode
combinations. The images were validated using a Plaster o f Paris hemisphere in a
saline filled tank. A Perspex rod was inserted into the tank to simulate a resistivity
change. Significant changes in 21% ± 5% (mean ± SD) o f the experiments with
visual stimulation response and 19% ± 3% o f the experiments with somatosensory
stimulation response were recorded. Peak increases o f 0.4% ± 0.1% (visual) and
0.18% ± 0.07% (somatosensory) were recorded and peak decreases o f -0.5% ± 1%
(visual) and -0.07% ± 0.03% (somatonsensory). Impedance changes that were in the
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correct area o f the image (visual or somatosensory cortex) and with a significant
change were found in 7 out o f 16 in the visual stimulation and 5 out o f 18 in the
somatosensory stimulation. There were significant changes in the incorrect
locations in 4 out o f 16 subjects for the visual stimulation and 8 out o f 18 for the
somatosensory stimulation.
3D EIT measurements were made in 39 neurological healthy subjects,
with a paradigm made up o f baseline measurement, stimulation (visual, m otor or
somatosensory stimulation) followed by more baseline measurement, with the HPEIT system (Tidswell et al 2001b). The EIT system and the algorithm were also
calibrated for imaging objects inside a human skull within a saline filled head
shaped tank. In the raw data reproducible impedance increases and decreases w ith a
time course similar to the stimulus periods were observed in 51 out o f 52
recordings. The absolute impedance changes for somatosensory experiments w ere
0.19% ± 0.02%, for visual it was 0.43% ± 0.05% and for m otor 0.34% ± 0.05% .
Once the data was reconstructed into images, significant changes were im aged in
the appropriate areas o f the brain, in 9 out of 13 of the visual, 8 out o f 20 o f the
motor and 2 out o f 18 o f the somatosensory subjects. The raw changes seen are
reproducible in subjects and across subjects, which is encouraging, and this error in
localisation may be due to the incorrect modelling of the head, as the data was
reconstructed on a spherical model, not a realistically shaped head model.
Neonatal Data
Some o f the first measurements made on the neonatal head where m ade
by Murphy et al. at the University o f Oxford (1987), looking at cerebral
haemodynamics, in particular intraventricular haemorrhage. Sixteen electrodes
were placed on the baby’s head in a ring around the occipito-frontal circumference.
A baby bom at 28 weeks gestation was studied. The baby had suffered a right sided
intraparenchymal haemorrhage, followed by bleeding into the right ventricle. Data
collected over the course o f this event, and reconstructed, using data from the
beginning o f the study as a reference. Impedance changes o f greater than 70% w ere
seen in the images that were consistent with changes seen in the ultrasound scans.
There was increased resistivity seen in the right ventricle, consistent with blood
entering the ventricle and displacing, or mixing with, the less resistive CSF. They
also found that there was contamination due to breathing movement artefact and
fluctuations due to venous return - this caused a 1% rhythmic pattern to be seen in
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the raw data.
Data was also collected on neonates at UCL, using 21 electrodes (giving
187 measurements) with the UCH Mark lb EIT system. An image is reconstructed
for 0.25 secs worth o f data. Eleven experiments were conducted in healthy neonates
- four visual ( 1 5 - 2 5 secs o f 8 Hz Flash stimulation) and seven motor responses
with 25 secs o f passive wrist movement. This stimulation was preceded and
followed by periods o f rest. There were 1 0 - 1 5 stimuli blocks for each experiment
(Tidswell 2004). The raw data was examined and the images reconstructed, initially
on a spherical model. Consistent changes were seen in the raw data o f 1 - 2% from
baseline following stimulation and following a similar time course to that seen in
fMRl studies (Figure 1-16). On reconstruction, the images were noisy but this may
improve when the data is reconstructed using a geometrically accurate neonatal
FEM (Tidswell 2004).
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Figure 1-16 Raw data from neonatal experiments to image visual evoked potentials.
The results displayed are fo r two different fo u r electrode measurements o f
impedance on the same subject, repeated 9 times.
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1.4.8

The Problems of Imaging the Brain

1.4.8.1

Pathways of Current in the Head
A current applied to the head will pass through

the skull

m ore

effectively if it is applied over two opposing eleetrodes instead o f two adjaeent
electrodes (Joy 1999). Once applied, the resistance o f the scalp, skull, meninges,
CSF and brain determines the path the current takes. The scalp has low resistance
compared to the skull, so most o f the current will pass through the scalp. The skull
offers a very high resistanee to the flow o f current. It has been estimated from
rabbit studies that only 15% o f an applied current will penetrate the skull (Joy
1999). Joy estimated that more current would cross the human skull due to its
proportionally larger area compared to it’s thickness.
Once inside the skull, the current passes through the low resistance CSF
and is close to the brain. The eurrent can travel either through the low resistivity
path o f the CSF or pass into the brain. It is more likely to move into the brain as the
cross sectional area o f CSF compared to that o f the brain is low. Only the eurrent
that enters the brain will be sensitive to ehanges in brain impedance. Current that
enters the brain can pass through the extracellular fluid that surrounds all the brain
cells, the intracellular fluid o f the neurones and glial cells or the blood. Changes in
the osmotic potentials o f the cells, fluid or blood will affect the flow of current.

1.4.8.2

Modelling the Head
The reeonstruction o f the impedance image requires a prediction o f the

shape being imaged. In most body areas imaged with EIT, the body has been
modelled as a cylinder. This is obviously unrealistic for the head, given the
complex geometry o f the skull. New algorithms based on finite element models
have been developed for the head (Bagshaw et al 2003).
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1.4.8.3

Resistivity of Skin
The skin adds to the complexity o f making recordings on the head as it

makes the interaction o f the electrode with the electrolytes difficult. The skin is
usually abraded before the electrodes are put on to improve the contact betw een the
electrode and skin. As layers o f stratum comeum are removed by abrasion, the
impedance o f the skin decreases with the reactance decreasing at a greater rate than
the resistance (Yamamoto and Yamamoto 1976). If EIT output is measured from
abraded skin, an initial increase in the signal is seen, possibly linked to
vasoconstriction, absorption o f extracellular fluid (ECF) and hydration o f the skin
by the applied gel. After 10 minutes, about 5 times less noise and drift are observed
compared to unabraded skin (Boone and Holder 1995).
Another difficulty in imaging the head is that the application o f
electrodes to the head is harder than for other parts of the body due to the shape o f
the skull, the hair, natural oils on the scalp and sweat. Electrode application can
take a long time to make sure the skin under each electrode is adequately prepared
to minimise error.

1.4.9

Further Potential of EIT in Brain Imaging
Both single and multi frequency EIT could be used to image functional

activity such as epilepsy, and multifrequency EIT can be used for anatomical
imaging o f tumours, stroke and AVM. All o f the above depend on the varying
bioimpedance between tissue types and with pathologies o f the tissue as discussed
in previous sections.
There is a higher risk o f intraventricular haemorrhage (IVH) in neonates
and early diagnosis can lead to improved treatment. When blood displaces CSF
there is a three-fold resistivity increase which should be detectable using EIT.
Another cause o f disabling or fatal brain injury is hypoxia-ischaemia, caused by a
reduction oxygen in delivery or blood flow to the brain at birth. O f great use in
neonatal care would be a cot-side system that could image the brain continuously.
EIT could fulfil this role.
EIT may also present us with a method for measuring fast functional
activity such as the impedance changes that occur during neuronal activity itself,
rather than the related blood flow changes as stated earlier. When a neuron
depolarises and the ion channels

open in the cell membrane, its resistance
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decreases over a period of tens o f milliseconds. It would be o f great use to cognitive
studies could an imaging technique combine the spatial and temporal resolution o f
fMRI/PET and EEG respectively to map neuronal activity itself, rather than its
consequences.
A technique such as EIT has the capability o f measuring with sufficient
time-resolution to do so if it can attain the sensitivity required to detect the small
changes associated with neuronal depolarisation (Boone and Holder 1995). Boone
modelled and predicted a resistance decrease o f 3.7% for a single neurone during
depolarisation and a 0.01% decrease in impedance in the cortex when measured on
the surface of the scalp and that the maximum resistance change associated with
neuronal depolarisation occurs when measurement is made at DC (Boone 1995).
This modelling has been backed up with work on both single neurones
with impedance decreases o f 1.0% ± 0.6% and (Boone 1995, Liston 2003) and in
animal

studies (Boone

1995). For the single neurone measurements,

the

unmyelinated nerve from the walking legs o f the edible crab was extracted, an
action potential was stimulated and the impedance change resulting from this
recorded. Boone measured resistance changes o f -0.01% to -0.03% due to evoked
responses on the exposed cortex o f rabbits (Boone 1995). He stimulated the median
nerve, injected a square wave o f constant current between electrodes 1 - 3 mm apart
and measured the voltage from electrodes 9 mm apart.
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1.5

Outline of Thesis

1.5.1

Dipole Source Localisation
Dipole source localisation has generally been used to localise neural

sources from recorded EEGs and MEGs. Using this method and a realistically
shaped skull tank, different commercial headnets that can be modified for use with
EIT were assessed for their suitability and accuracy o f localisation. No significant
difference in the dipole localisation errors was found between the four head nets.

1.5.2

Direct Current Electrical Impedance Tomography
Nerve studies and modelling (Boone 1995a, Liston 2003) have

demonstrated that there is an impedance change during neuronal depolarisation, but
these changes are very small. Suitable instrumentation with high gain, low noise
amplifiers and signal processing are necessary to have any chance o f recording the
impedance changes on the scalp (Boone 1995b). Using the four-electrode
measurement method. Direct Current Electrical Impedance Tomography (DC-EIT)
was carried out on five subjects during a visual evoked response experiment. The
estimated size o f the impedance change was 0.01% (Liston 2003), and as the SNR
in the experiment was 5 t o i , any impedance changes that may have occurred were
masked by the noise.

1.5.3

Time difference imaging during epilepsy
Spike triggered fMRI has shown that changes in blood flow occur after

ictal and interictal activity (Lemieux et al 2001). The impedance changes after an
evoked response can be imaged (Holder, Rao and Hanquan 1996, Rao 2000,
Tidswell et al 2002a, 200b). Cortical impedance changes on the exposed cortex o f
animals during spreading depression (Boone et al 1994), and during induced
epilepsy (Rao et al 1997) have also been measured. This knowledge, combined with
the fact that there are changes in the size o f the extracellular space during epilepsy
(Lux et al 1986), makes it not unreasonable to suggest that the blood flow changes
after an interictal spike would cause an impedance change measurable on the scalp.
Interictal EIT and EEG data was collected on a number o f patients at Kings College
Hospital Telemetry Unit. There was sufficient data from three subjects. The EIT
data following 100s o f interictal activity events was averaged to see if the
impedance change could be recorded. No impedance change o f the expected size
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and time course was seen, despite averaging over 400 interictal events together.

1.5.4

Multifrequency EIT
The data

collected

by a number o f researchers

indicates

that

multifrequeney EIT could be used as a diagnostic tool for brain tumours. However,
the data is often only for single frequencies or at higher frequencies than the UCLH
Mark 2 operational band. We do not have enough data to construct a Cole-Cole plot
but can estimate the change in impedance between the pathological and normal
tissue. Due to the increased conductivity o f tumour tissue or an arterio-venous
malformation, we expect to see a decrease in impedance. An ischaemic stroke will
lead to a decrease in conductivity. HITS data was collected from three patients with
an AVM, three with a brain tumour and two with chronic stroke. The raw data were
analysed and there was no significant changes were seen between the groups.

1.6

Declaration of Authorship
I carried out all the experiments in Chapters 2 and 5 and analysed the

data, and had help with the statistics for Chapter 2 from Prof Tom Feam. The
reconstruction algorithm and data collection software for Chapter 5 came from Dr
Rebecca Yerworth, Lior Horesh and Dr Tom Tidswell. In Chapter 3 the m odelling
was carried out by Boone (1995) and Liston (2003), while I conducted and analysed
the crab nerve and human experiments. In Chapter 4, the continuous EEG/EIT
Telemetry data was collected by m yself and Matthew Sparkes. All data in Chapter
4 was analysed by me. The data in chapter 5 was collected Dr Andrea Romosaurova
and analysed by m yself and Dr Romosaurova.
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Localisation of Dipole Sources in
realistically shaped head model
with commercially available head
nets

83

2.1

Introduction

2.1.1 General Introduction
As mentioned in the overview o f methods for looking at brain function and
anatomy in Chapter 1, EEG has good temporal resolution but lacks spatial
resolution .As a result; it is poor at localising activity from deep brain sources.
Dipole source localisation is a way measuring brain function that aims to identify
the underlying neuronal generators inside the brain by localising activity recorded
from the scalp with an EEG. Ideally this should be performed using a large num ber
o f electrodes, to acquire as much spatial information as possible. However, this
increase in spatial information leads to reduced voltage measurements and a
decreased SNR. The application of 64 or 128 electrodes by hand is time consuming,
and the use o f commercially available head nets reduces this time. Various
commercial head nets are available, which aim to speed up the application o f
electrodes to the scalp when carrying out high density EEGs.
These head nets include the Physiometix E-Net (Physiometrix Inc, North
Billerica, MA, USA), the Geodesic Net with gel or sponge contacts (Electrical
Geodesic Inc, Eugene, OR, USA) and the Easy Cap (Falk Minow Services
Hersshing-Breitbrunn, Germany). The head nets are all designed as a cap or a net.
Contact is made with the scalp with paste, gel electrodes or sponge contacts. Head
nets suffer from various technical problems; for example, some cannot be used on
abraded skin as they cannot be sterilised in the way conventional silver - silver
chloride cup electrodes can. There is a need to devise a method o f calibrating and
testing the quality o f EEG data collected needed to be devised.
The purpose o f this study was to examine these errors using a head shaped
tank in a controlled situation in the laboratory, allowing us to assess the
effectiveness and accuracy o f conventional EEG silver - silver chloride electrodes
and three different commercially available head nets. The headnets used were:
(I) Conventional Ag/AgCl EEG cup electrodes Standard Ag/AgCl 9 mm diam eter
EEG electrodes were used (Oxford Instruments, W oking, Surrey). The electrodes
were positioned manually in the standard 10:20 system and held on to the surface o f
the tank using Ten20 conductive EEG paste (W eaver and Co. Aurora, USA).
Micropore tape was used to secure each electrode.
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(2) Geosdesic Sponge This head net comprised a geodesic framework o f elastic
lines connecting 64 evenly spaced electrodes (Electrical Geodesics Inc., Eugene,
Oregon, USA). Each electrode is comprised o f a 2 mm circular Ag/AgCl disc inside
a 10 mm diameter plastic cup. Contact with the skin is made with sponges soaked
in a solution o f 1 litre distilled water, 3 ml Baby Shampoo and 8.5 g o f Potassium
Chloride (KCl). Before use, the head net was soaked in this solution for at least 30
minutes. Excess electrolyte was shaken o ff before use and the cap positioned so the
electrodes were in the standard 10:20 positions. For this experiment, 21 o f these
electrodes in the standard 10:20 positions were used.
(3) Electrical Geodesic Net with Gel contacts. This head net comprised a geodesic
framework o f elastic lines which connect 64 equally spaced electrodes (Electrical
Geodesics Inc., Eugene, Oregon, USA). Each electrode comprised a 2 mm circular
Ag/AgCl disc inside a 10 mm diameter plastic cup (Tucker 1993). Contact between
the electrode and the scalp was achieved by filling the cup with Ten20 conductive
EEG paste (W eaver and Co., Aurora, USA), with an overflow o f 4 mm to allow
adequate contact with the scalp. For this experiment, 21 o f these electrodes in the
standard 10:20 positions were used.
(4) Physiometrix E-Net. This head net comprises an elastic net with 21
electrodes in the standard 10:20 system. The electrodes consisted o f a metal ring
with a “Hydrodot”, which is a hydrogel cylinder (9 mm in diameter and 10 mm
long) (Physiometrix Inc., USA) and Ag/AgCl contacts. The cylinder is made from a
polymer system. A patented cross linker binds two monomers to make a blue
hydrogel. This forms a bridge between the scalp and the Ag/AgCl contacts.
Each o f the head nets studied has a possible source o f error. The
Physiometrix head nets have either sponge or paste contacts, which may lead to
bridging due to the saline or paste. However, these head nets are designed to be
used on unabraded skin, while the EEG electrodes and Hydrodot head nets are not,
so this may give them an advantage.
A similar study examining the effectiveness o f various commercial head
nets was conducted using EIT (Tidswell et al 2003). Four head nets were used to
collected EIT data in tanks and in human subjects, and comparisons o f the
localisation, the signal-to-baseline noise, image quality and electrode impedance
(both before and after skin abrasion). The Physiometix Hydrodot elasticated head
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net was judged the best for human imaging with EIT, as it gave the least baseline
noise and the only one that gave acceptable levels o f noise for EIT imaging.
•

Dipole source localisation was carried out from EEG data recorded from the
four sets o f electrodes, using a commercial piece o f software, (ASA, ANT
Software, Netherlands).
As well as the overall accuracy o f localisation, a sub question was also
addressed - are dipole sources with a frequency of 10 Hz (the frequency o f
alpha activity in the brain) more easily localised than sources with a frequency
o f 70 Hz (the frequency o f epileptiform spike activity).

•

The placement and number o f dipoles was also examined - are dipoles on the
edge o f the model more readily localised than ones in the centre o f model and
does the error increase as the number o f dipoles increases? The edge dipoles
are closer to the electrodes, and should therefore be localised more accurately,
while the signals from deeper sources may be recorded on a num ber o f
electrodes, therefore smearing the signal, leading to a less accurate solution.

2.1.2 Background Information
2.1.2.1 Dipole Source Localisation
When carrying out an EEG, the temporal resolution of the signals recorded
from the scalp is very good, in the order o f a few milliseconds (Brown et al 1999).
However, EEG does not always give the required spatial information, as it m erely
reflects what is happening just below the scalp. Dipole source localisation has
become a common research tool that can be used to estimate a limited num ber o f
current sources that are responsible for the EEG signals recorded on the scalp.
Dipole source localisation is a non-linear problem and the solution is usually found
by the source localisation program solving the inverse solution by m oving the
dipole around the head model until the best-fit match for the EEG is found in
location, amplitude and orientation. Various head models can be used: with a
spherical model, the head can be modelled as a sphere, either with layers, or as a
single homogenous sphere. In a realistic head model, the model is built up from
data from a MR or CT image with realistic geometry.
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Once the geometry o f the model is defined, the conductivity is set, using
either the Finite Element Method (FEM) or the Boundary Element Method (BEM).
Both methods involve the solving o f numerous simultaneous equations to find the
conductivity. In a BEM only the surface o f each layer is defined, as a series o f
points linked by elements (usually triangles). This means that there are fewer
equations to solve, and that a 3D problem is solved in 2D, but the BEM can only be
used for a homogenous model. The FEM divides not just the surface o f a shell, but
the whole layer with the points linked by tetrahedral elements. If the actual position
o f the current source is known, the accuracy o f the dipole fit can then be found
using the localisation error (the distance between the actual source position and the
calculated position).

2.1.2 J Sources of Error
Dipole source localisation is subject to four main sources of error. (1)
Source modelling errors are one problem. One such error is if a single dipole is used
to solve the problem, when in reality the source is more complex such as a
distributed volume o f numerous sources. (2) The differences between the actual
electrode location and the assumed location in the dipole model program can also
introduce errors to the solution. (3) There may be differences between the actual
head or tank/phantom and the model used in the localisation program. (4) The final
source o f error can come from the EEG recorded, either due to instrumental or
physiological noise (Cuffin 1998).
Source modelling errors
If the source of electrical activity is on the surface o f the brain, it will
produce an EEG pattern similar to one deep in the brain. By assuming that the
source is actually a series o f dipoles the source localisation errors can be reduced,
but this method has its limitations as well. This is because as it has greater
sensitivity to small changes than the single dipole model. This means that EEGs
recorded from the same source but with different noise levels can result in two
completely different solutions.
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Measurement location errors and noise
When putting electrodes on the head, it is shown that an experienced
technician can do so to within a positional accuracy of 5 mm (American Board o f
Registered Electroencephalographic Technicians 1984). Cuffin examined the effect
o f electrode localisation error on the dipole source localisation error. For a general
non - spherical head model, the localisation error was approximately 1 cm, but this
error was not dependent on the EEG electrode placement montage (Cuffin 2001c).
When a “brain region” o f various shapes was added to the model, the localisation
error increased to a maximum o f 2 cm.
H ead modelling errors
The modelling o f the head to analyse the dipole fit and localisation presents
a number o f areas o f potential error. Numerous papers have been published on the
subject, and some o f the errors are summarised in Table 2-1. The main sources o f
error o f source localisation come from the use o f models with incorrect geom etry or
incorrect conductivities o f the model layers. As discussed in the introduction (1.3)
the conductivities for the skull are subject to much variation, due to m easurement
techniques. The underestimation o f the resistivity of the skull appears to lead to a
significant error (of the order o f 3 cm for a single dipole source). The num ber o f
layers and the boundaries of these layers is also a major source o f error.

Table 2-1 Sources o f error that occur during head modelling.

Source of Error

Type of study

Author

Error (mm)

Neglecting the skull in a spherical model

Computer

Ary et al

7.0

modelling

1981

Local differences in scalp and skull

Computer

Cuffin 1993

6.1

thickness

modelling

Simulation using 3-shell realistic head

Computer

Roth et al

19.7

model then dipole localisation carried out

modelled based

1993

using a 3 shell spherical model

on scan o f head

Localisation o f single dipole when looking
at the effect o f spherical model and
realistic head shaped model

Data collected
on humans with
realistic shaped
model from
MRL

Roth et al
1997

1 0 - 3 0 (average
19.7)

Local skull inhomogeneties

Computer
simulations

Ollikainen et
al 1999

U niform skull
conductivity ^
10.14 ± 2.9 (mean
± SD)
N on-uniform
skull conductivity
= 3.46 ±0.81

Skull conductivity was underestimated at
0.0027S/m (other simulations used
O.OMS/m)

Computer
simulations

Vamrumste
et al 2000

33.4

Head shaped model/actual head calculated
using spherical model

Implanted
sources in
humans

Cuffin et al
2001a

10.6

Varying skull conductivity

Implanted

Cuffin et al

1:80:1* = 2 3 .2

sources in

2001a

1:40:1* = 10.6

humans
1:20:1* = 5.6
*scalp:skull:brain
ratio
Signal to noise ratio in realistically shaped

Implanted

Cuffin et al

head models with uniform conductivity

sources in

2001b

and thickness in the 3 layers

humans
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10.5

2.1.2.3 Tank studies
Several studies have been carried out using tanks to record data for dipole
source localisation using EEG (Table 2-2). The main flaw in these studies is that the
models had no skin layer, and the skin - electrode interface is a major source o f
impedance and error when recording EEG. Only single dipole localisations were
carried out.
The phantoms contained inhomogenity in the skull (Section 1.3.4) while the
models (usually a realistically shaped BEM model or a spherical model) used to
reconstruct the data were homogenous, and therefore introduced a source o f error
was introduced into the localisation problem. In the tank studies, the average dipole
error for a single source is between 7.62 mm and 19 mm.
Table 2-2 Tank studies fo r dipole localisation.

Model

Author

Errors

Human skull

Leahy et al 1998

For single dipole the source o f
error for different head models
were as follows-

Brain = saline gelatine mix

BEM approach = the m ean error
7.62 mm.

Scalp = 40 layers o f rubber latex
Dipoles implanted in the skull
following a pair o f sulcal folds

Locally fitted spheres solution =
8 mm.

CT o f the phantom performed
3 2-element electrode array with
simultaneous EEG electrodes and
MEG sensors
Dry human skull

Baillet et al
2001

Brain = filled with solidified gelatine

For single dipole the source o f
error for different head models
were as followsFEM

Skullrgelatine conductivity ratio o f
1/90

19 mm ± 8.6 mm (mean
± SD)

Spherical model = 11 mm ± 12
mm

No artificial skin or scalp
60 electrodes in the 10/20 montage
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2.1.2.4 Skin Impedance
Even with the advent o f m odem electronics, it is still generally necessary to
reduce the skin impedance to below 5 kQ at a frequency o f 10 Hz in order to reduce
50 Hz noise due to mains power supply when carrying out an EEG. Ferree
examined the theoretical and experimental dependence o f EEG signal attenuation
and noise hum in scalp-electrode impedance (2001). When the amplifier has an
input impedance of 200 MQ and scalp-electrode impedance is 40 kQ, there is no
significant attenuation in any o f the EEG frequency bands. Modelling the electrodes
as a circuit suggests that a scalp-electrode impedance o f up to 200 kQ will only
give an error o f 0.1%. This is obviously an important factor in head nets such as the
Geodesic sponge head net, which cannot be used on abraded skin.
50 Hz mains noise is less o f a problem when making physiological
recordings because o f modem technological advances that allow filtering and post
processing (Ferree et al 2001). The only time it is a real problem is if the signal o f
interest is within 1 or 2 Hz o f the noise band. There are also some disadvantages o f
skin abrasion as it can be painful for the subject when using 128 or 256 channels.
Applying this many electrodes is also time consuming for the technician. The risk
o f infection with Hepatitis C, Human

Immunodeficiency Vims (HIV) or

Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD) due to possible contact with body fluids must also
be considered (Ferree et al 2001).

2.12.5 Head Nets
As mentioned in the introduction, the main advantage in using head nets is
the ease o f use, especially when carrying out a multi-channel EEG, putting 128
electrodes on by hand is very time consuming. There are, o f course, a num ber o f
disadvantages, such as a decrease in scalp contact impedance with some head nets.
Some of the head nets cannot be used on abraded skin (especially the geodesic
sponge head net) as it cannot be sterilised. There is also a risk o f a saline bridge
forming between the electrodes with the geodesic sponge, due to the use o f an
electrolyte

solution

on the

sponge

contacts.

As

well

as these

technical

considerations, to my knowledge, there is only one published paper on the
calibration of a commercially available head net (Tucker 1993).
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2.1.3 Purpose
The realistically shaped tank has been used previously to carry out a study
using EIT, but this is the first time that it has been used for dipole source
localisation. In that study by Tidswell et al (2003) the Physiometrix Hydrodot head
net gave the best data for EIT. It is not clear if this head net and electrodes will give
the best data for EEG as well. EIT requires the injection o f current and the
measurement of voltage, while EEG requires just the recording o f the voltage. For
this reason the experiment is worth repeating for EEG. To the best o f my
knowledge this is the first study examining multiple sources in a tissue specific,
realistically shaped tank. It is for these reasons that I believe that this work is novel
and o f interest.

2.1.4 Design
The calibration and testing o f the head nets was carried out using four
different head nets to record EEGs from dipole sources in a head shaped tank with
realistic geometrical and electrical properties. A tank was developed with m ultiple
layers, using a human skull and various biological materials (Tidswell 2003) to
simulate the properties o f scalp and skin. Three commercially available head nets
and silver - silver chloride electrodes were used to collect the EEG data. The head
nets were tested in the realistic tank, with a choice between one and three dipoles at
currents of 10 or 70 Hz.
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2.2

Methods
A single dipole reconstruction algorithm program with ASA using a three -

shell realistically shaped volume conductor model constructed from a CT o f the
head shaped tank was used to localise the dipoles. The capabilities o f ASA and the
localisation software were checked using a spherical Perspex tank with a Plaster o f
Paris skull filled with 0.2 % saline.

2.2.1 Dipoles
Six Teflon coated silver wires o f 99.99% purity and 0.125 mm diameter
(Advent Research Materials Ltd, Eynsham, Oxford, UK), were heated at the ends to
melt the silver into balls approximately 1 mm in diameter. Glass Capillary tubes o f
1 mm outer diameter and 0.78 mm internal diameter (Clark Electromedical
Instruments, Reading, England) were used to support the wires. The terminal balls
were held in place in the capillary tube end with Araldite glue (Bostik Findley Ltd,
Leicester, UK). The silver wires soldered onto coated copper wire and linked by 1
mm plugs to the current source The current source used has three independent
floating source sine wave generators, which could be adjusted to provide a constant
current o f 100 mA.
The dipoles were held in place over the foramen magnum o f the skull by a
block o f plastic. This had three holes drilled into it to allow it to be secured by three
screws to the skull. The capillary tubes could be slid in and out to the required
position and depth (Figure 2-1). The positions o f the dipoles were measured using a
stereotaxic wand (MicroScribe Digitizer, Immersion Corporation, San Jose,
California, US.A) and their locations entered into the ASA software. There were
three dipoles positioned on the edge o f the tank, and three dipoles positioned in the
centre o f the tank (Figure 2-2). Each dipole position was measured three times and
an average taken.
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Dipole holder

Skull

covered

in

alginate

Figure 2-1 The skull covered in alginate with the dipole holder in place.
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Figure 2-2 The actual positions o f the three edge dipoles as red arrows (left) and o f the three central dipoles (right) on the ASA head
model (the layer shown is the scalp layer). The electrodes are shown as green discs.
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2.2.2 Electroencephalograms
EEGs were recorded using a M icromed machine/Brain Quick 2000
software (Micromed, Treviso, Italy) with a BQ1325 21 channel headbox with a
common reference electrode placed on the front o f the tank. When imported to the
ASA software program, the data was notch filtered and then band pass filtered at 5 35 Hz for the 10 Hz data, and at 55 - 90 Hz for the 70 Hz data.

2.2.3 The Head Shaped Tank
A dry human skull was coated with a 3 mm layer o f slow setting sodium
alginate (Alec Tiranti Ltd., W arren Street, London, UK), with an 8 mm layer over
areas with soft tissues such as the neck and temporal regions, where there is more
flesh. The sodium alginate was found to have conductivity similar to human scalp.
Strips o f marrow skin o f 6 mm thickness were applied and held in place by a head
shaped mould to ensure good contact. Figure 2-3 shows the finished tank..
When the alginate had dried and the marrow skin had adhered, the phantom
was soaked in 0.2% sodium chloride saline solution for 24 hours to allow
equilibration. The skull was then inverted and filled with 0.2% saline to simulate
the brain. Three screws were attached to the skull around the foramen magnum to
allow a dipole positioning plate to be anchored in place. The electrical properties o f
the tissues were measured using a HP4284A Precision LCR impedance analyser
(Hewlett Packard, Palo Alto, California, US A).The properties were measured at 20
Hz and 100 Hz using the two-electrode measurement technique, using silver - silver
chloride electrodes 10 mm in diameter, with an applied current o f 1 mA at room
temperature. Measurements were made at thieknesses o f 1 cm, 2 cm and 5 cm of
material to compensate for electrode impedance (Table 2-3) and the results
compared to those from literature. The skull had a conductivity o f 0.001 S/m and
the alginate scalp layer 0.26 S/m, both o f which are in agreement with published
values.
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Table 2-3 Conductivity o f materials o f the tank (n

=

3, mean ± SD)

Alginate (soaked in

Skull (soaked in 0.2%

0.2% saline)

saline)

0.2% saline

Frequency (Hz)

20

100

20

100

20

100

Conductivity

0.26

0.24

0.0165

0.012

0.44

0.71

(S/m)

± 0.005

± 0.002

± 0.007

± 0.002

± 0.006

±0.001

Figure 2-3 The completed tank. The white alginate layer can be seen below the
marrow skin at the front o f the tank.
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2.2.4 The Head Nets
Four different head nets with 21 electrodes in the standard 10-20 system
(Figure 2-4) with a common reference. Electrode contact was maintained below 2
kO at 10 Hz. Two other electrodes were also placed on the model, one as a ground
electrode, one as the common average at Fpz (the centre of the “forehead” of the
model). The electrode positions were measured three times using a 3D Digitising
Microscribe System (Immersion Corporation, San Jose, USA) attached to a PC. The
average position o f each electrode was then used for the dipole source analysis.

Front

Back
Figure 2-4 The standard 10:20 EEG electrode positions
(from website http://facultv. washimton. edu/chundler).
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Figure 2-5 Electrode sets used in this study,
top: Physiometrix head net (Hydrodot)
bottom left: Geodesic head net (framework fo r Sponge and Paste models)
bottom right :silver - silver chloride EEG electrodes
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2.2.5 Head Scan and BEM Construction
To obtain the necessary spatial information for the ASA software, a spiral
CT scan of the marrow tank was performed on a Siemens CT scanner (Figure 2-6).
Three screws were placed on each side o f the head, and at the nasion, and the 3D
positions were measured to allow co-registration with the electrodes. A Boundary
Element Model (BEM) was then constructed with the ASA software (Figure 2-7)

“Brain"

skull

scalp
skin

Figure 2-6 A CT cross section through the tank. The tank was filled with saline
to he imaged, which appears in white. The three layers o f the tank surface are
labelled.
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Scalp

Skull

Brain

Figure 2-7 The three shell B E M created from the spiral CT scan o f the head m odel
The brain is in blue, the skull in green and the scalp in red. Properties fo r each
^

layer were adjusted to those in Table 2-3.

2.2.6 Advanced Source Analysis
The Advanced Source Analysis Package (ASA) ANT Software, ANT
Software b.v., Colosseum 2, 7521 FT Enschede, Netherlands, http://www.antsoftware.nl/ ) was used to analyse the data collected. The BEG data was read into
ASA, with a volume conductor model (either a BEM o f the head shaped tank or a
three shell spherical model) and an electrode placement file. The error o f estimated
dipole position compared to the actual positions was calculated as the root sum o f
squares.
ASA works by moving the dipole around inside the model of the tank, until
the EEC produced by the dipole matches the EEC recorded from the tank.
A time window o f 1 second o f data was selected for an unconstrained
dipole fit. The fit was performed for the known number o f dipoles, with the
dipole(s) fitted as a rotating dipole source.
For a single dipole, the initial guess used was one dipole, fitted as a rotating
dipole with the x, y and z co-ordinates (0,0,60). If that fit was incorrect, a Goal
Function scan was performed. In this method, the entire region o f interest is
scanned position by position, and a single optimal dipole fit is computed at each. A
fit was deemed incorrect when an overall residual variance (ORV) o f more than
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10% was given. The overall residual variance gives the percentage that the EEG o f
the forward solution varies from the actual recorded EEG.
For the Goal Function scan method, the entire region o f interest is
systematically scanned position by position, and a single optimal dipole fit is
computed at each. The goodness-of-fit values at each position are displayed as a
series o f colour maps in the brain region o f the model, with the largest amplitude
peak indicating the most likely source position. This returns a new position, which
is then used as the initial guess. For the two and three-dipole condition, the fit was
performed as one dipole at a time, using the x, y and z co-ordinates (0,0,60) as the
starting point for the dipole. The first dipole is fitted, retained, and then the second
dipole fitted and subsequently the third dipole. As more dipoles are added, the
position o f the first dipole is adjusted to fit the extra dipoles to the data. If this fit is
unsuccessful (again if the ORV is greater than 10%), an initial guess closer to the
actual dipole positions is used, as suggested by ASA. The accuracy o f the solution
is also tested by carrying out a forward solution on the estimated dipole source
position. This calculates the predicted EEG for a dipole source in the estimated
position,

which

is then

compared

with the
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original

EEG

(Figure

2-8).
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Figure 2-8 The original EEG fo r a single dipole f it on the (left) and the forw ard solution EEG (right). An ORV o f 9 % was given, and a correlation o f 0.98
between the two, indicating that the forw ard solution from the dipole generated is a good match with the initial EEG recorded.
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2.2.7 Spherical Tank Test
A three shell spherical tank was used to carry out a simple localisation test,
with a Perspex outer shell and a hollow shell o f 5 mm thick Plaster o f Paris to
simulate the skull. Two hemispherical shells o f Perspex, diam eter 187 mm, were
bolted together across a rubber seal and filled with a saturated solution o f Calcium
Sulphate (CaS 0

4

- this choice o f solution was made in order to prevent the

simulated skull from dissolving) throughout the tank to simulate brain within the
Plaster o f Paris shell and the scalp outside it (Figure 2-9).The measurements were
made at room temperature. The mean conductivity o f the calcium sulphate was
around 0.25 S/m (n = 3) and that o f the skull was 0.012 S/m (n = 3) when soaked in
the CaS 0 4 solution. The contrast in resistivity of the shell to its surroundings was
therefore about 21:1, a ratio which lies between that reported by Oostendorp et al
(2000) and those by Saha and Williams (1992) and Geddes and Baker (1967). 21
silver/silver - chloride ball electrodes 2 mm in diameter were placed in the 10:20
positions on the inside o f the Perspex outer shell. These were used to record the
EEGs generated from radial dipole sources. The dipoles were clamped in place over
the hole at the top o f the tank, and each dipole was arranged so it pointed directly at
one electrode. The localisation was then calculated on a three shell spherical model
in the ASA software, with the shell conductivities adjusted to those o f the tank.
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Plaster

of

Paris

inner shell (skull)

Perspex
outer shell

Connections to
silver - silver chloride
electrodes in

Figure 2-9 The three shell spherical tank. The Plaster o f Paris skull can be
seen inside the Perspex outer shell, through which the point electrodes are
threaded. The wires to the EEG machine are attached with crocodile clips to
electrode wires.

2.2.8 Statistics used
ANOVA analysis was carried out using the Statistical Package for the
Social Sciences (SPSS) (SPSS Inc. Chicago, USA) on both individual data set (one,
two or three dipoles) and on all the data together (P < 0.05). The localisation error
for each dipole is presented as the mean o f all head nets ± SD.
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2.2.9

Experimental Protocol

2.2.9.1 Spherical tank
Using the spherical tank with the silver - silver chloride ball electrodes in
the tank, data was collected at 10 Hz and 70 Hz, for three different edge dipoles.
Three EEG recordings o f 20 seconds were made in each position at each frequency.
For the rest o f the experiments, all o f the four head nets were used with the
realistically shaped tissue specific head tank. The first dipole was switched on and
the current increased until a 10 Hz, 100 pV sine wave could be seen on the
Micromed screen. The same current level and frequency was then used for each o f
the other five channels. The experiments were then repeated, using a current source
o f 70 Hz.
An initial study was conducted using the Hydrodot head net which assessed
the effect o f varying the frequencies of the current applied to the dipoles.
Experiments were carried out with all the dipoles set at a frequency o f 10 Hz and
then with the current sources set at a range of frequencies from 9 - 2 0 Hz. I
hypothesised that the range o f frequencies would give better localisation, as it
would allow the different dipoles to be identified more easily. This was not found to
be the case, so for the actual experiment only dipoles at 10 Hz were used.

2.2.9.2 One dipole
Data were collected from each edge dipole and each centrally positioned
dipole in turn, at both 10 and 70 Hz. Data was collected once for each dipole.
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2.2.9.3 Two dipoles
Data were then collected for two dipole sources, with two positioned on the
edge o f the tank, two positioned in the centre, or two on the edge and two in the
centre of the head shaped tank (Table 2-4). For each of these experiments data was
collected three times. Data was collected at 10 Hz only.
Table 2-4 Summary o f experiments conducted in head shaped tank fo r two dipole
sources. The position o f the three edge and three central dipoles can be seen in the
third column.
Position of

Dipoles used

D iagram showing location o f the six dipoles in
tan k (tank viewed from above)

dipoles

GO

edge

1 and

2

1 and 3
2 and 3

»

central

3

4 and 5
5 and 6
5 and 6

I
•

1

.

" 'I
• «■>.»». 1

y

1
5

%
6

mixture of

1 and 4

as above

edge and
centre

2 and 5
3 and 6
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2.1.9.4 Three dipoles
Data was then collected for three dipole sources, with three dipoles
positioned on the edge of the tank, three positioned in the centre, or two on the edge
and one in the centre o f the head shaped tank (Table 2-5). For each o f these dipoles,
data was collected three times. Data was collected at 10 Hz only.
Table 2-5 Summary o f experiments conducted in head shaped tank fo r three dipole
sources. The position o f the three edge and three central dipoles can be seen in the
third column.

Position of

Dipoles used

in tank (tank viewed from above)

dipoles
edge

Diagram showing location of the six dipoles

1,2

OQ

and 3

I

central

4,5,6

mixture of

1, 2 and 4

as above

edge and
centre

1.2 and 5
1.2 and 6
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2.3

Results

2.3.1

Spherical Tank
A single dipole was localised with an error o f 8 ± 5 mm (n = 9); the residual

variance was 98% ± 2%.

2.3.2

Effect of Dipole Source Frequency Variation
There was no significant difference between the localisation errors for three

dipoles positioned either all on the edge o f the tank, all in the middle o f the tank or
a mixture (n = 3) with current sources operating at the same or differing frequencies
(Figure 2-10 ).

100

40

3 edge

3 middle

1 edge and 1 middle

dipole position

Figure 2-10 A comparison between the localisation errors fo r three dipoles at a
single frequency and a range o f frequencies. Errors are the average fro m the three
dipoles on the edge o f the tank, the centre o f the tank, or o f 1 on edge and 1 in the
centre. The error bars are 1 standard error.
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2.3.3 Effect of Frequency
Data for a single edge dipole was collected at 10 and 70 Hz and the error
averaged together (Figure 2-11). There was no difference in the errors obtained (P =
0.235). Data presented in the rest o f this section is at 10 Hz. The 70 Hz data is in
Appendix C.

Error (m m) 25

a 10 Hz
■ 70 Hz

70 Hz
G eodesic
Sponge

10 Hz

EEG electrodes

Frequency

Geodesic P aste
Hydrodot
H eadn et

Figure 2-11 The localisation errors fo r a single edge dipole at 10 Hz (Frequency 1)
and 70 Hz (Frequency 2).
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2.3.4

A Single Dipole
Data were collected from each edge dipole and each centrally positioned

dipole in turn, at both 10 and 70 Hz. Data was collected once for each dipole.
There was a difference between the average error for dipoles on the edge o f
the tank and the one in the centre (Figure 2-12): 11.8 mm ± 3 .0 mm (n = 28) and
18.5 mm ± 5.8 mm (n = 28) (P = 0.0001, 2 way ANOVA), for edge and centre
respectively. The average was made from the errors for each o f the three dipoles for
each of the four head nets. There was no significant difference between the head
nets used.

100

□ Hydrodot
■ EEG electrodes

I

□ Geodesic Paste

i

□ Geodesic Sponge

10

—

middle

edge

position o f dipole

Figure 2-12 The average error fo r the three edge or three central dipoles fo r each
head net fo r a single dipole localisation at 10 Hz. Error bars=l S.E.
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2.3.5

Two Dipoles
Data were then collected for two dipole sources, with two positioned on the

edge of the tank, two positioned in the centre, or one on the edge and one in the
centre of the head shaped tank. The results are given in Table 2-6 and Figure 2-13.
There was no significant difference between the four head nets (P=0.01 3-way
ANOVA).
Table 2-6 Summary o f error results fo r localisation o f two dipoles.

Dipole Position

Error (mm) (n = 12)

1st (e d g e of ta n k )

19.8 ± 11.0

2 n d (ed g e o f tan k )

35.8 ±22.8
(P = 0.063, 2-way ANOVA)

1st (cen tre o f ta n k )

24.0 ± 6.9

2nd (cen tre o f ta n k )

53.0 ± 19.1
(P = 0.004, 2 way ANOVA)

1St (ed g e o f tan k )

7.8 ±2.1

2nd (cen tre of tan k )

62.3 ±31.5
(P = 0.02, 2-way ANOVA).
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2 dipole sources localisation
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Figure 2-13 The localisation error fo r two dipole sources fo r each position and head net used. Error bars=I S.E.
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2.3.5 Three Dipoles
Data was then collected for three dipole sources, with three dipoles
positioned on the edge of the tank, three positioned in the centre, or two on the edge
and one in the centre o f the head shaped tank. For each of these dipoles, data was
collected three times. Data was collected at 10 Hz and 70 Hz. The errors calculated
are in table 2-7, which shows a summary of the errors for all four head nets, and
Figure 2-14, which shows all the errors.

Table 2-7 Summary o f errors fo r each dipole in each position fo r three dipoles at
10 Hz. Each error is the average o f the error fo r the dipole fo r the 4 headnets
(n=4).

Dipole Position

Error (mm)

1St (edge of tank)

31.50 ± 16.5

2nd (edge of tank)

42.00 ± 10.8

3rd (edge o f tank)

56.00 ±24.1

1St (centre of tank)

23.25 ± 13.8

2nd (centre of tank)

36.00 ± 18.12

3rd (centre of tank)

33.75 ± 3 .5 9

1st (edge of tank)

34.30 ± 2 0 .0

2nd (edge of tank)

47.00 ± 19.0

3rd ( centre of tank)

35.50 ±7. 1
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Figure 2-14 The localisation error fo r three-dipole source localisation fo r each position and head net used. Error bars = IS.E.
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2.4

Discussion and Summary of Chapter 2

2.4.1 Summary of Results
There was no overall significant difference in dipole localisation accuracy
between head nets (P - 0.059). No difference between localisation at 10 Hz or 70
Hz was observed either.

When comparing the error for single dipole sources on the edge with the
dipoles in the middle o f the tank there was a significant difference (P = 0.0001).
There was no significant difference for two dipoles on the edge o f the tank
(although both dipoles were localised poorly compared to a single edge dipole (11.8
mm ± 3.0 mm for a single dipole vs. 19.8 mm ± 11.1 mm for the first edge dipole
and 35.8 mm ± 2 2 .8 mm for the second. When both sources were deep, the error
was greater for both dipoles than for 2 edge sources, and again the second dipole
source localisation error was worse than for the first (24.0 mm ± 6.9 mm for the
first deep dipole and 53 mm ±19.1 mm for the second one (P = 0.004)). For m ixed
dipole sources, the edge dipole was localised with an average error o f 7.8 mm ± 2.1
mm, the centre dipole with an error o f 62.3 mm ± 31.5 mm (P = 0.02).
When three dipoles were used, all were localised badly. The first one had
greater accuracy than the second and third when all were on the edge o f the tank.
There was little difference when all three dipoles were in the centre o f the tank with
errors of 23.25 mm ± 13.8 mm, 36.00 mm ± 18.12 mm, and 33.75 mm ± 3.59 mm.
With two dipoles on the edge and one in the centre o f the tank the average errors for
each o f the three dipoles were: 34.3 mm ± 20.0 mm, 47.0 mm ± 19.0 mm and 35.5
mm ± 7.1 mm.

2.4.2 Technical Issues
The glass capillary tubes provided a rigid support and allowed accurate
placement o f the dipoles but were extremely brittle. If a rigid plastic tube o f small
enough diameter were available, this would make a more robust support for the
Teflon coated silver wire. The vegetable tank has a limited useful life as the
vegetable matter deteriorates after about two to three days. There are also the
problems o f obtaining marrow out o f season. For the head nets that use an
electrolyte solution or gel as the contact between the electrodes and the scalp, there
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is a small chance o f bridges forming between several electrodes and thus affecting
the data recorded and the overall result. Care must be taken to prevent this from
happening and incorrect results being calculated.

2.4.3 Explanation of Errors
The hypothesis was that single dipole sources would be accurately
localised, and that the dipoles on the edge o f the tank would be more accurately
localised than the ones nearer the centre o f the tank. W hen localising two dipole
sources, the program should be able to localise one o f the dipoles correctly, but not
necessarily the other dipole.
In this experiment, there were no source modelling errors, as the numbers o f
dipoles was known before carrying out the localisation, and were known to be
radial point dipoles o f fixed position. The actual electrode positions were used in
the localisation, which should reduce or negate any error due to electrode
localisation. W ang and Gotman (2001) carried out a study looking at the effect o f
electrode displacement and noise levels (Gaussian noise) in a BEM head model
with single source dipoles. Single dipoles in 200 different positions were used to
generate forward solutions for 20 different electrode sets (one in the standard 10/20,
the other 19 had displacements o f 0 - 8 mm in all three planes) and then the inverse
solution was mapped back using CURRY software (Neuroscan, Compumedics
USA Ltd, El Paso, XX, USA). W hen the SNR is low, the electrode localisation
errors are greater for the deep dipole sources (30 - 72 mm from scalp). W hen the
SNR is high this error is greater for the superficial sources (11 - 30 mm from the
surface). The error due to white noise was greater than that due to electrode
displacement, and that when the SNR is around 6 - 1 0 , the mean error is 2 mm,
suggesting that electrode placement does not affect the localisation significantly.
The wand introduces an error o f less than 8mm to the measured electrode position
so it is concluded that the electrode placement does not introduce any significant
errors to the localisation.
Six independent parameters are required to localise a single current source
at one temporal point (Koles 1998). In a study on patients undergoing pre-surgical
evaluation the errors in source localisation relating to total electrode num ber were
examined. When using 123 electrodes the errors were between 2 - 4 6 mm (median
= 6 mm), for 63 electrodes it was 0 - 5 0 mm (median = 6 mm) and 0 - 7 6 mm,
(median = 22 mm) when using 31 electrodes (Lantz et al 2003). When dipole
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localisation was carried out using EPIFOCUS, an algorithm for use with single
dipole sources, the maximum error for a single dipole with 27 electrodes was 7.6
mm, and 6.1 mm with 53 electrodes. (Vanrum ste et al 2000). W e used 21 electrodes
in this dipole source localisation study, so this could introduce significant error. In
theory all three dipoles should have been localised accurately, but in practice, noise
could well have meant that only two dipole sources could be localised. Gevins
(1984) suggested that 200 electrodes are necessary to capture all o f the spatial
information, so the 21 electrodes on the commercially available head nets used in
this and other studies might be insufficient.
A BEM based on a CT of the head model with the conductivity o f the
layers adjusted to the measured values was used to carry out the dipole fit. Studies
have shown however, that local skull inhomogeneties can cause significant
localisation error. Ollikainen et al’s work on skull inhomogeneties compared the
localisation

error

obtained

when

varying

the

properties

and

levels

of

inhomogentities using a realistic FEM. W hen using a uniform model the
localisation error was 10.14 mm ± 2.9 mm versus a non-uniform model localisation
error o f 3.46 mm ± 0.81 mm. 64 electrodes were used to collect the data (1999).
Another factor to take into account is that the BEM had three shells, while the
phantom contained 4 layers - brain, CSF, skull and scalp. Looking at the evidence, I
think that the use o f an oversimplified head model to localise the dipoles is
responsible for the localisation errors.
The EEG was band pass filtered and notch filtered to remove any noise
that could have affected the localisation. This will have reduced some o f the high
frequency components, hence the amount o f information. However,

EEG

information is contained in the 50 - 150 Hz band, so not much information will
have been lost. As a result o f this, I don’t think that noise will have caused the
localisation failures.
This analysis would suggest that the use o f a BEM without the local
inhomogeneties o f the model and too few electrodes might account for the poor
localisation for two or three dipoles. The use o f a FEM with anisotropy o f the layers
of skull taken into account may provide a more accurate solution. If an MRI o f the
tank with electrodes and dipole sources in place could be carried out, this would
give an even more accurate representation o f the positions o f the sources and
electrodes, and further reduce any sources o f error.
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2.4.4 Differences Between Head nets
There was no difference in the localisation errors between the four sets o f
electrodes. This was a little surprising, as the silver - silver chloride cup electrodes
are used routinely clinically. W hile the application can be time consuming, as the
positions must be measured out and each electrode applied by hand, this also m eans
that the EEG electrodes fit the head correctly.
In the case o f the Physiometrix Hydrodot head net the gel electrodes had
good contact with the surface o f the tank. Tidswell (2003) recommended the head
net for use with EIT studies. When the Geodesic paste head net once the head net
was put on, each electrode had to be adjusted manually and paste applied by hand.
Some electrodes did not sit flat against the tank surface for the length o f the
experiment. The Geodesic Sponge head net had the same problem, and there w as a
risk o f shorting due to saline bridges forming between the electrodes, although
every attempt was made to reduce this effect. The published review o f the net
describes the bridges evaporating in a few minutes due to the tem perature o f the
scalp and hair (Tucker 1993). However, the Geodesic head net is designed to be
used on unabraded skin (up to 50 kH) (Tucker 1993), while the EEG and Hydrodot
electrodes are not, and because o f this it is surprising that the Geodesic Net did not
perform better than the other two.

2.4.5

Effect of Frequency
There is no difference in the data collected at 10 Hz and 70 Hz. This is what

would be expected - when carrying out source analysis it is desirable to localise
different types of brain activity (such as an epileptiform spike, or alpha activity)
equally effectively. There was also no difference between the localisation o f three
dipoles at a single frequency or at a range o f frequencies. This contradicted the
hypothesis that if the dipoles were at different frequencies the program would m ore
readily distinguish between the sources. There may be no difference because o f
inherent poor localisation o f this many dipoles. This could be due to the relatively
low spatial sampling of the electrical fields due to the small number o f electrodes.
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2.4.6

Effect of Position in Tank
As predicted, a single dipole on the edge o f the tank is more accurately

localised than a single dipole in the middle o f the tank. For the multiple dipole
cases, there was a significant difference when there was one central dipole and one
edge dipole. This was not unexpected, as it was predicted that in the case o f one
dipole on the edge o f the tank and one in the centre, the edge dipole would be more
accurately localised. There was also a significant difference when there were two
central dipoles. This is due to the fact that there were too few electrodes, giving
reduced spatial information. The presence o f dipoles on opposite sides o f the tank
may also lead to a blurring in the EEG making localisation more difficult. Again, it
was predicted that in each case the first dipole would be accurately localised and the
second and third dipoles less so.

2.4.7 Advantages of using the Marrow Tank
The marrow tank allowed us to carry out a dipole source localisation study
with as much o f the environment controlled as possible, and with a tissue specific,
realistically shaped model. The other tanks discussed in the introduction may have
the correct geometry and the correct conductivity for the skull, but lack the scalp
and/or skin layers.

2.4.8 Recommendations
As there is no difference in the dipole source localisation between headnets,
any recommendations have to be made purely on ease o f use o f the head net. The
Physiometrix Hydrodot head net was easiest to put on and for application o f
electrodes. There was good contact between the head net and the tank. However,
this head net only has 21 electrodes, and the Geometric head net with the sponge
contacts has 256 electrodes. Furthermore it can easily be applied and is designed to
be used on unabraded skin. The Physiometrix Hydrodot is my recommendation for
use with 21 electrodes, and the Geometric head net with the sponge contacts for
greater numbers o f electrodes.
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2.5

Conclusions
Whilst no head net proved m ore or less successful at localising dipoles, the

study was useful in a number o f ways. It gave further evidence that the realistic
head model is a useful tool for calibration studies and assessment in the laboratory.
It also gave further evidence on the assessment o f the handling and fit o f a range o f
head nets (Tidswell at el 2003). The Physiometrix Hydrodot head net is the easiest
to use. The head net is available in a num ber o f sizes and the electrode positions for
the head net are the same as the EEG electrodes. There is one drawback in that new
Hydrodot electrodes are needed for each experiment or subject but the saving in
tim e offsets this.
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Recording the Impedance
Changes due to Neuronal
Depolarisation
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3.1

Introduction

3.1.1

General Background and Purpose
In the review o f neuronal depolarisation (Section 1.3.5), it was stated that

an impedance decrease occurs during an action potential. This is because the
current can flow though both the extracellular and intracellular spaces, due to the
opening o f ion channels in the membrane. This chapter describes the first direct
current electrical impedance tomography (DC-EIT) measurements made on human
subjects, in an attempt to record the impedance changes due to neuronal activation
in the cortex. Previous work on adults using EIT (Tidswell et al 2001a, 2001b) has
been the recording o f the blood flow response to the evoked potential, not the
electrical activity in the brain itself.
The experimental protocol was developed by adapting the experimental
method used to make four electrode impedance measurements in isolated crab
neurone bundles (Boone 1995, Barbour 1998, Liston 2003). Using results made
with this modified experimental set up, it was intended to assess the possibility that
EIT might combine the temporal resolution o f EEG and a spatial resolution more
similar to fMRI and PET in order to image neuronal depolarization directly.

3.1.2 Modelling and recording of impedance changes
3.12.1 Impedance Changes in Unmyelinated Nerves and the Cortex
Previous studies have been undertaken by Boone (1995) and Liston (2003)
to model the neuronal impedance changes in both a single neurone and the cortex
following depolarisation. ITiese suggest that the impedance changes are in the range
o f 0.1% to 1% from the baseline value. Biological material can be m odelled as an
electronic circuit, as discussed in the introduction, with resistors representing the
intra- and extracellular space, and the nerve membrane can be modelled as a
parallel combination o f a resistor and a capacitor. This model can be extended
along the length o f the axon (Figure 3-1) (the cable model) and the longitudinal
resistance change following neuronal depolarisation can be calculated.
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Figure 3-1 The modelling o f an axon as an electronic circuit, known as cable
theory. (ri= Intracellular space resistance, re= extracellular space resistance, rm=
membrane resistance, cm= membrane capacitance).
Using the cable model and the known bioimpedance properties o f grey
matter, the impedance change expected during neuronal depolarisation can be
calculated. Boone modelled the impedance changes measured with four electrodes
in a compound nerv'e o f mean fibre diameter I mm, with different recording
electrode spacings and at different frequencies o f EIT current injection (1995).
They found that the impedance change in an ideal situation where all the neurones
in the bundle depolarise and there is no capacitive effect due to the m embrane is
27% at DC (Boone 1995). Adjustments are then made for fibre size dispersion
(larger fibres have faster action potentials so the effect o f this needs to be taken into
account) and for charge storage in the membrane, which is only applicable to low
frequencies. When these factors are taken into account, the impedance change is
decreased from 27% to 3.7% at DC and 0.0045% to 0.009% at 27 kHz (Boone
1995).
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Figure 3-2 The decrease in resistivity during depolarisation o f a uniform nerve
sample o f diameter 8 mm as predicted by the cable model at various frequencies
and electrode separations (Boone 1995).
Further refinements, such as the inclusion o f incomplete depolarisation o f
the nerve and the effects of capacitance due to the cell membrane, have been m ade
to the model (Liston 2003). At DC, the new peripheral model predicted a resistance
decrease o f the order o f 2.8% in a compound nerve bundle.
Changes in the impedance o f an actual nerve fibre can be recorded by
applying a voltage to initiate an action potential that propagates down the length o f
the axon. As this occurs, there is a longitudinal decrease in resistance. An
experimental set-up, designed by Boone (1995) and improved upon by Liston
(2003) has been used to record the action potential and the impedance changes. A
known current was injected into the proximal end o f a freshly excised walking leg
nerve from an edible crab to cause an action potential to propagate down the nerve
bundle.

Four silver-silver chloride electrodes, a constant current source and an

isolated voltage source were used to measure the action potentials and any changes
in impedance that resulted from this stimulation (Figures 3-3 and 3-4 for the
experimental set up).
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Figure 3-3 The experimental set up that was used to record the change in
impedance on depolarisation. The separation o f the excitation electrodes ( ‘e ) was
3 mm. The distance between the distal stimulating electrode and the proxim al
current electrode ( ‘d ) was 5 mm.
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Figure 3-4 A schematic diagram o j the experiment, with the current source, the
isolated voltage trigger source and the computer in relation to the nerve
preparation and electrodes.
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The compound action potential (CAP) was triggered at the same point in
each half period, and about 150 full cycles were recorded. In each half cycle, the
CAP caused an increase in voltage, and the change in resistance caused a
simultaneous decrease in the voltage. Each even section o f the trace was subtracted
from each odd section in an averaging process that would cancel out the CAP but
preserve the resistance decreases due to the action potentials. A baseline was fitted
to the averaged half-cycle and the resistance change was seen as a deviation from
the baseline. The data was analysed in an HPVEE programme (Hewlett-Packard,
Palo Alto, USA) written by Liston (Liston 2003), where the baseline was
subtracted, and an average change could be displayed.
Average longitudinal impedance changes o f -1.0% ± 0.6% (mean ± SD)
(Boone 1995) and -1.1% ± 0.1% (Barber 1998) were measured. This correlates
relatively well with Boone and Liston’s theoretical models for the resistance change
o f a crab axon at DC. Once the resistance changes for a single neurone are m odelled
and measured, the model can be expanded to predict the changes that would occur
due to cortical activity.

5A2.2 Impedance Changes in the Cortex
The modelling of the predicted impedance change during depolarisation in
the cortex is considerably harder than for a single neurone. The neurones in the
brain do not all run parallel to each other, and effects such as incomplete
depolarisation, membrane capacitance, myelination o f the neurones (which will act
as an insulator) and the presence o f other cells in the cortex, such as glial cells, need
to be added into the model. Many assumptions, such as the impedance change due
to neuronal depolarisation occupies a similar volume o f the visual cortex as the
blood flow changes that occur during stimulation, and that the effects o f blood
vessels and connective tissue are negligible in grey matter, have to be made (Liston
2003). The cortical cell processes have been modelled as randomly orientated
branches, which undergo a longitudinal resistance decrease when ion channels open
during depolarisation. The size o f the bulk change depends critically on the
proportion o f neurones that depolarise in an active part o f the brain. This is
unknown, but it was assumed that 10% - 20% o f the neurones depolarise during an
evoked response (Liston 2003). Published values for the nerves were used for the
geometry and electrical properties o f the cell processes (Rail 1975). A factor o f 0.1
- 0.2 was used to relate the changes in the cortex to the changes measured on the
scalp, based on results o f previous EIT measurements made on the scalp and in
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saline-filled tanks (Gibson 2000). The filtering effects o f membrane capacitance
and the fraction o f active neurons were included.
The model predicted resistivity decreases o f 0.6% (0.06% - 1.7%) in the
cerebral cortex, which corresponded to mean scalp signal decreases o f 0.06%
(0.006% - 0.17%) and a maximum signal o f 0.12% (0.012% - 0.34%) on the scalp
(Liston 2003).

3.1.3 Experiments for Cortical Impedance Measurements
When designing an experiment to record the impedance changes due to
neuronal activity there are a number o f aspects that need to be considered. A
method needs to be found that will stimulate a known part o f the brain to produce
action potentials. This is simple enough; evoked potentials are used all the tim e
both clinically and in research to look at the electrical activity on the scalp in
response to an external stimulus. All that is needed is to find a way to initiate an
evoked potential and record the changes in the brain, rather than electrical
potentials on the scalp. This stimulation should occur in the middle o f the period o f
current injection from the DC source.
3.1.3.1

Cortical E voked Potentials

Visual Evoked Poiendds
Visual evoked potentials (YEP) are probably the easiest evoked potential
(EP) to initiate. The YEP is used to evaluate the visual system from the optic nerve
to the occipital lobes o f the brain. Each eye and visual field can be evaluated
separately. The generator site for the YEP is believed to be the peri striate and striate
occipital cortex. The P I 00 component (a change in voltage occurring 100 m secs
after stimulation) o f the evoked response is the most clinically useful aspect for
determining visual functioning (Figure 3-5) (Chiappa 1990). Little variation is seen
between subjects or over time (Odom et al 2004). If a patient is unable to focus on a
target stimulus, LED flash goggles or an alternating flash can be used to stim ulate
the visual field. If a patient is able to focus, pattern reversal stimulation o f various
checkerboard sizes is used. Pattern reversals are provided by video m onitor with
reversing checkerboard patterns. In general, visual evoked potentials are often used
to evaluate problems like double vision, attention deficits, or damage to the optic
nerve. The response is recorded using five electrodes over the visual cortex (Figure
3-6).
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Figure 3-5 The typical recorded trace fo r a VEP.
(from Odom et a l VEP Standards 2004fo r International Society fo r Clinical
Electrophysiology o f Vision). The trace is reversedfrom conventional recordings,
where the P I 00 appears as a negative change in current.

Figure 3-6 The visual cortex, positioned at the back o f the brain, coloured in blue
(from http://www-medlib.med.utah.edu).
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Somatosensory Evoked Potentials

For somatosensory evoked potentials (SEPs) the subject should be lying down
and remain as still as possible. When carrying out median nerve stimulation at the
wrist, stimulation o f 5 - 15 mA should be used and the subject should be grounded.
The stimulation is produced by variable square waves that could be time-locked.
The scalp potentials appear 9 - 1 0 msecs after stimulation and SEPs are known to
produce EPs of greater amplitude and clarity compared to visual and auditory
evoked potentials. SEPs can be recorded in two regions o f the head, either SI or S2
in the somatosensory cortex (Figure 3-7). Fatigue does not appear to affect the
recording, the median nerve conduction does not slow with age and the electrical
stimulation can be easily controlled and measured. Predominantly large-diameter
group la fibres and group II nerves are responsible for SEPs and the neural areas
responsible for the signal recorded on the scalp are thought to be located in the
posterior wall o f the central sulcus (area 3b) and the crown (areas 1 and 2) o f the
post-central gyrus (Namiki J et al 1996).

Figure 3-7 The somatonsensory cortex. The Primary Somatosensory Cortex (SI)
(areas 1,2,3a, 3b) is by the central sulcus and is coloured in pale b lu e . The
Secondary Somatosensory Cortex (S2) is fo u n d in the posterior parietal cortex
(areas 5 and 7) and is coloured in white (from http://www-medlib.med.utah.edu).
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A uditory Evoked Potentials
Auditory Evoked Potentials (AEP) are cortical, brainstem and cranial nerve
VIII responses to an auditory stimulus such as different tones or speech patterns.
They are very small, with 2 - 1 0 pV responses from the cortex and 1 pV responses
from deep brain structures. The primary auditory cortex is in the superior temporal
lobe, with the slow cortical auditory response being recorded between 50 and 200
msecs post-stimulus (Chiappa 1990). Brainstem AEPs are very resistant to
alteration by anything other than structural pathology in the brainstem auditory
tracts.

3.1.3J Skull Thickness
Skull thickness and resistivity is not uniform. MRI slices o f an adult head
show that the skull is quite thick at the base, measuring between 2.3 mm to 8.2 mm
(Hwang et al 1999). The thickest part o f the skull is over the occipital plate (5.7 mm
± 0.6 mm (mean ± SD)) and the thinnest regions are on the side o f the head where
the temporal bones do not overlap with the parietal bone (4.5 mm ± 0.4 m m (mean
± SD)). The thickest part o f each plate is in the middle (Law 1993).
Thickness o f the bone is not the only component to take into account when
examining resistance to current flow. As discussed in the introduction, the plates o f
the skull are made up o f two types of bone - compact (cortical) and cancellous
(trabecular) bone. Most o f the skull plates are made up o f three layers, with a layer
o f cancellous bone sandwiched between two compact bone layers. The only plate
not like this is the temporal bone, which is composed completely o f compact bone.
Skull resistivity ranges from 1360 Qcm to 21400 flcm s, with a mean value o f 7560
f)cm ± 4 1 0 0 flcm (Law 1993). Samples taken along the suture lines o f the skull
have a much lower resistivity (only 3940 flcm ). The sutures are filled with
cartilage, chondroid (pseudocartilidge) and vascular tissues, all o f which would
contribute to the lower resistivity values. One thing that becomes apparent is that
while the temporal bones are some o f the thinnest, they have the highest resistivity
values due to the absence o f cancellous bone. The matrix-like structure o f
cancellous bone and its ability to absorb water would explain this finding (Law
1993).
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3.1.3.3 Whidi Evoked Potential to Use?
All three types o f EPs discussed here have their benefits and disadvantages.
The best EP to use when taking just skull thickness into account is an AEP.
However, this gives the smallest EP and the trace is very noisy due to high
background noise. A somatosensory EP can be time-locked in phase with the
stimulating current, with greater ease than for a visual evoked potential, as the skull
is also quite thick over the occipital cortex. For overall ease o f generation, the VEP
is probably the most suitable for this experiment as the subject merely has to
concentrate on the reversing checkerboard pattern displayed on the screen.

3.1 J.4.

Electrode Placement for Recording Impedance from Visual Cortex

When Holder wrote about the placement o f injection electrodes in
conventional EIT, it was decided that a polar drive is the optimal positioning for
human measurements (1994). However, when positioning the current injection
electrodes for DC measurements we want to get the maximum current possible in
the smallest area o f cerebral cortex. As the electrodes are moved further apart, m ore
current enters the brain but spatial localisation is lost (Liston 2003). W hen
positioning the recording electrodes it is also essential to take into account
isopotential lines (points which lie along the same voltage) on the head. If the
measurements are made on the same isopotential line, no voltage difference will be
recorded.

3.1.3.5

Currents that can be Safely Applied to the Head
When carrying out the experiment we can not use “true” DC as this

will result in electrode polarisation, as the net movement o f charge between the
electrodes will not be balanced. This leads to the production of chlorine at one
electrode and silver at the other (Boone 1995). Electrode polarisation occurs when
the current? A charge-balanced square wave (where the net movement o f charge
between the electrodes is zero) can be used instead from an isolated current source
o f 1 Hz. A current of 50 pA at 5 Hz was used at first by Boone and Holder, with an
11 mm diameter electrode (1995) and is used in this study. This translates to a
current density o f 0.5 pA/mm^, assuming uniform distribution, on the surface o f the
scalp. In these experiments a 100 pA, 1 Hz square wave was used.
The are few published guidelines on current application to the head.
Therefore the main consideration when setting the current levels is to use an
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electrical current below the level that may stimulate/shock the heart. Lowfrequency current up to 1 kHz can lead to prolonged tetanic contraction o f skeletal
and respiratory muscles, arrest o f respiration due to interference with the muscles
that control breathing and heart failure due to ventricular fibrillation (Brown et al
1999). The published standard for direct cardiac stimulation (BS5724) is a limit o f
10 fiA for a susceptible patient and 50 /xA for other patients. W ith indirect cardiac
stimulation when the surface current reaches 70 - 100 mA ventricular fibrillation
may occur and lEC 6061-1 limits the AC leakage from equipment to 0.1 m A
(W ebster 1995). The safe current limit is known to be frequency dependent down to
1 kHz, which is still far greater than the frequency intended to be used. Current
intensity is not the only factor to be taken into account. The size o f the electrode
and the stimulation duration also has to be considered (Agnew and M cCreery
1987). The current density (A/m^) is a determinant o f skin damage.

3.1.3.6

The Data Acquisition Process
Figure 3-8 shows a model o f the data acquisition process. The first

panel shows the expected response, made up o f the current square wave with the
impedance response on top. The 2"^ panel shows the current square wave alone, and
the third shows the stimulator pulses causing the action potentials. The fourth panel
shows the actual response seen, with the filtered square wave and the impedance
changes.
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driven square wave current
500 ms

Stimulator timing pulse
500 ms

Expected recording
^ ---------------------- ►

Voltage change due to
impedance change

500ms

Typical recording
500 ms

Figure 3-8 An overview o f the data acquisition process. The first panel shows the
EIT injected current 1 Hz square wave. The second panel shows the timing o f the
trigger o f the visual evoked potential in relation to the square wave. The third panel
shows the expected signal from the two recording electrodes. This demonstrates the
square wave from the injected current with the voltage change fro m the 0.01%
impedance change in the cortex from the visual evoked potential. The fo rth panel is
an example o f an actual recording from the two electrodes with parts o f the square
wave filtered out by the low pass filters in place in the REG machine.
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3.1.4

Experimental Design
The design for the recording set up was based on that used to record the

impedance changes in the crab nerve bundles (Boone 1995, Liston 2003). In order
to record the impedance change during action potentials in bundle o f nerve fibres, a
short electrical voltage pulse was used to initiate an action potential. The resulting
impedance change was recorded using 4 silver-silver chloride electrodes to measure
the impedance. The current injected to record the impedance change was a 1 Hz
square wave, as modelling showed that this would give the largest impedance
change. The pulse to initiate the action potential was time locked to the current
square wave allowing the resulting impedance changes to be averaged together. For
the experiments on the human scalp, a stimulus was used to initiate a visual evoked
response. The stimulus occurred at the same point in the 1 Hz square wave to
ensure that the impedance change can be easily measured, verified and averaged.
Visual evoked potentials were selected due to the ease o f initiation (no electrical
stimulation is required), and the resultant response is o f high amplitude. The
impedance response was measured using 2 electrodes to inject the current and 2
electrodes to record the resultant voltage.
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3.2

Methods

3.2.1 Evoked Responses
The first step was to record evoked responses using the five conventionally
used VEP (Figure 3-9) recording electrodes both with and without a current
injected through two silver-silver chloride EEC electrodes placed behind the ears
on opposing sides of the head. This is to ensure the response is not affected by the
current. The VEP electrodes were referenced to Cz, and two ground electrodes were
also attached. ITie two current injecting electrodes were placed to create a diam ond
shape with the visual evoked response recording electrodes in positions 2 and 3.
The VEP was triggered at 200 and 700 msecs, and the current source switched
direction at 500 msecs.

i

2
a

Figure 3-9 The positions o f the electrodes used in conventional VEP recordings.
The fiv e recording electrodes are placed across the back o f the head over the visual
cortex (from “Evoked Potentials in Clinical Testing” ed. by Halliday 1982).
The amplitude and latency o f the evoked potentials with and without the
current square wave were compared. Once it was known that the visual evoked
response was unaffected by the current square wave, multi-channel VEP data was
collected, to allow mapping o f the isopotentials on the scalp.
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3.2.2 Evoked Potential Collection
Isopotentials are lines where the measured voltage is the same. If we were
to record DC-EIT measurements on isopotentials, no impedance change would be
recorded as the Micromed amplifiers are differential amplifiers. Between 10 and 32
silver-silver chloride electrodes were positioned on the head over the visual cortex
(Figure 3-10). This was following abrasion o f the skin using cotton buds and
Nuprep Abrasive skin preparation gel (D.O. Weaver and Co, Aurora, CO, USA) to
reduce skin impedance to less than 5kQ. The electrodes were held in place using
Ten20 Conductive EEC paste (D.O. Weaver and Co, Aurora, CO, USA). A
Micromed EEG/Evoked Potential Device with headbox model BQI325 was used to
record the VEP data. The subject was seated 70 cm from the Evoked Potential
stimulator screen and asked to concentrate on a fixation point in the middle o f the
screen for two minutes. After each stimulation protocol a few minutes break was
given to allow the subject to rest their eyes. A mapping program on the EEC system
(as well as viewing the data manually), allowed the isopotentials to be located, and
the two DC-EIT recording electrodes positioned accordingly.

Figure 3-10 The electrode array used to record VEPs fo r isopotential lines. The red
electrode is the reference electrode; the green is the ground, while the pink
electrodes show the recording electrodes on the back o f the head positioned over
the visual cortex.
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3.2.3 Recording the DC-EIT Signal
A Micromed EEG/Evoked Potential Device with headbox model BQ1325
(Micromed, Treviso, Italy) was used to record the data, replacing the electrode
array and the data acquisition card used in the crab nerve experiments. The
Micromed EEG system sends out a pulse every second to a timing device
(Digitimer DDU-315 unit (Digitimer Ltd, Welwyn Garden City, Hertfordshire,
England)). The pulse from the EEG system had to be inverted as the timing device
is triggered by a falling-edge and the EEG system produces a high-edge signal. The
timing unit then sends a TTL pulse to a high-edge triggered DC current source. A
signal with a frequency of 1 Hz with a duty cycle o f 50% was created. Two TTL
pulses at either 100 msecs and 600 msecs after the pulse from the EEG system, or
200 msecs and 700 msecs, were sent to a STIO Evoked Potential Stimulator
(Medelec Ltd., Old Woking, Surrey UK) (Figure 3-11).
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_____ j W

Figure 3-11 A schematic diagram o f the timing used to initiate and record the
impedance changes, with TTL pulses sent to STIO evoked response stimulator at
200 and 700 msecs. (0 equals off, 1 equals on).
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Two recording electrodes were positioned on two different isopotential
lines and two current injection electrodes were positioned on the head. The drive
electrodes were placed in a polar arrangement on opposite sides o f the head above
the ears. This placement was chosen after initial investigations revealed which
electrode placement gave the largest recorded signal without saturating the
amplifiers of the EEG system. The resultant voltage was measured using the EEG
system polygraphy channels Each DC-EIT experiment lasted three m inutes
(recording 360 evoked potentials). Each experimental run was repeated twice. The
above method was used to collect data from five neurologically healthy subjects.

3.2.4 Analysis of the Data
The principle o f the data analysis was the same as for the crab nerve
experiments (Liston 2003). The first half o f the averaged square wave was
subtracted from the second half. This was to average out and remove any P I 00
evoked potential artefact but preserve the impedance decreases. Polynomial fits o f
zero, one or two orders were used to flatten the baseline and remove any rem aining
artefact o f the square wave. Any remaining 50 Hz mains hum was filtered out
digitally using Matlab (The Mathworks, Natick, Massachusetts, USA).
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3.3

Results

3.3.1 The Evoked Potentials
The mean amplitude and latency for the visual evoked potentials for the 16
trials across 5 subjects were 56.1 ixV ± 3.87 /iV and 97.8 msecs ± 2.23 msecs
respectively. An example of the multi-channel VEP can be seen in Figure 3-10.

Table 3-1 The amplitude and latency o f evoked potentials recorded^ in all trials f o r
all subjects.
Subject

1

2

3

4

5

6

Trial

Timing of
VEPs (msecs)

Amplitude of
PlOO (/xV)

Latency of PlOO
(msecs)

n = 400

n = 400

1

100 and 600

60

95

2

100 and 600

60

95

3

100 and 600

55

98

1

200 and 700

60

99

2

200 and 700

60

100

1

200 and 700

60

100

2

200 and 700

60

100

1

200 and 700

55

95

2

200 and 700

57

95

1

200 and 700

55

100

2

200 and 700

55

100

1

200 and 700

50

98

2

200 and 700

50

98

3

200 and 700

55

95

4

200 and 700

50

100
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0.4

0.5

Time (s e c s )

Figure 3-12 The data from the multi-channel visual evoked potential. A ll the data is
plotted on the same axis. Two positives can be seen at 0.3 and 0.8 secs. They show
similar morphology and represent the cortical response 100 ms after retinal
activation. No current was injected.
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3.3.2 Square Wave Injection
The square wave due to the current source injection can clearly be seen at
0:5 seconds, and two PI00s were seen 100 msecs after each VEP was triggered
(Figure 3-10). This shows us that the VEP can be recorded and seen, even with a
200

)iV

square wave. The recorded change in current was 200

|liV

and the current

input was 80 pA, giving an overall resistance o f 6.25 kf2.
The mean amplitude and latency for the visual evoked potentials with an
injected current for the 16 trials across five subjects was 60.1 pV_± 4.5 pV (mean
± SD) and 96.5 ± 3.43 msecs respectively. The mean and SD for the amplitude o f
the recorded square wave was 1146.6 pV ± 509 pV (n = 4600) (Table 3-2). There
was no change to the amplitude and latency o f the visual evoked responses. The
amplitude o f the PlOO without current injection was 56. 1 mV ± 3 .8 mV, and 56.4
mV ± 4.1 mV with current injection (p = 0.29 student t-test). The latency o f the
PlOO without current injection was 97.9 msecs ± 2.2 msecs and 98.2 ± 2.1 msecs
with current injection (p = 0.1356).

200 |

150
PlOO

100

C uirent
Square
wave

-15C-200

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

tim e ,se c s

Figure 3-13 A Visual Evoked Potential recorded with Direct Current Electrical
Impedance Tomography. The PlOO responses can be seen at 300 and 800 msecs,
with the current square wave switching at 500 msecs. The 5 traces are the
differential recordings from each o f the 5 electrodes and the reference electrodes.
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Table 3-2 Summary o f current injection on visual evoked responses.
15 recordings o f VEP with injected current where made in 6 subjects. The injected
current square wave does not affect the amplitude or the latency o f the PlOO.
Subject

Trial

Current
Injected(mAnips)

Amplitude of
square wave
(mV)

n = 400

Amplitude of
PlOO (/iV)
n = 400

n = 400
1

2

3

4

5

6

Latency of
PlOO
(msecs)
n = 400

1

95

1500

58

97

2

95

1500

62

96

3

95

1500

53

99

1

90

1600

60

100

2

90

1600

61

100

1

95

1600

62

100

2

95

1600

59

99

1

90

250

54

97

2

90

50

58

95

1

95

700

56

100

2

95

700

56

102

1

80

1000

51

99

2

95

1200

54

95

3

95

1200

54

96

4

95

1200

49

99
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3.3.3 The DC-EIT Recordings
When the DC-EIT data was collected there was a single channel of
recorded data. The square wave is not recorded completely, due to the 1 Hz high
pass filter on the EEG system. However, this was only when recording and the
current actually injected was a complete square wave (Figure 3-14). The square
wave switching at 500 ms could clearly be seen, and there were no obvious VEP
artefacts.

M icro v olts
W h ere im p e d a n ce
c h a n g e is e x p e c t e d

1000

too

250

D ata points

Figure 3-14 An example o f a 4-electrode D C -EIT measurement with the complete
square wave. The second h a lf o f the experimental data has been subtracted fro m
the first h a lf o f the data.
To see if there is actually a genuine change, we can compare it to other
parts o f the trace. We also need to look at the magnitude o f the change, which
should be 0.01%. The square wave amplitude was 1000 p,V, so 0.1 p.V would be
equal to a 0.01% change. When amplifying the region o f interest in the graph the
change seen was around 2%.
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Table 3-3 Summary o f results fo r DC-EIT. The results fro m 15 trials in fiv e
subjects, with size o f the signal change and the noise on the recording summarised.
Subject

Trial

Signal change
seen

Amplitude of
change (% )

Noise (% )

1

I

No

-

0.5

2

Yes

2

0.1

3

No

-

1.0

I

None - flat signal

None - flat signal

None - flat signal

2

None - flat signal

None - flat signal

None - flat signal

1

No

-

1

2

No

-

1

1

No

-

5

2

No

-

5

1

No

-

0.5

2

No

-

0.5

1

No

-

0.5

2

No

-

0.5

3

No

-

0.5

4

No

-

0.5

2

3

4

5

6
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3.3.4 Polynomial Fitting
A third order polynomial fit was carried out in M atlab to remove any
remaining square wave in the trace (Figure 3-15a). A polynomial fit is a method o f
curve fitting by finding a function which the measured data approximately satisfies.
By changing the constants we can alter the shape o f the curve, in order to fit it to
data for example. Once the polynomial fit is generated, we can subtract it from the
data, removing the background and leaving just the m easured voltage change
arising from the impedance change. Figure 3-15b is an amplified region o f the data,
with the polynomial fit (black) against the subtracted square wave data. A 0.5%
fluctuation can be seen at 160 data points, but at 0.5%, the change is too large to be
an impedance change, and is more likely to be an EP artefact.
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(b)
Figure 3-15 (a) The third order polynomial f i t and (h) highlighting the region o f
interest. A change in voltage o f 0.5% fro m the baseline can be seen at 160 msecs.
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Table 3-4 Summary o f results fo r D C -E ITfollow ing 5'^'^ order polynom ial f t . The
results from 15 trials in fiv e subjects, with size o f the signal change and the noise
on the recording summarised.
Subject

T rial

Signal
ch an g e seen

A m plitude of
change (% )

Noise (% )
n=400

R eason fo r
noise level
seen

n=400

1

2

1

No

-

0.5

2

Yes

2

0.1

3

No

-

1.0

1

None - flat
signal

None - flat
signal

None - flat
signal

None - flat
signal

None - flat
signal

None - flat
signal

1

No

-

0.2

2

No

-

0.1

1

No

2

No

-

5

1

No

-

0.2

2

No

-

0.2

1

Yes

0.2

0.01

2

Yes

0.2

0.01

3

Yes

0.2

0.01

4

Yes

0.2

0.01

2

3

4

5

6

5
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5% noise w ouldn’t filter
- square w ave
small (500
pV )

3.4

Discussion and Summary of Chapter 3

3.4.1 Summary of Results
The P I 00 o f visual evoked potentials for all subjects was within normal
limits both with and without current stimulation. The amplitude o f the PI 00 without
current inject was o f 56.1 mV ± 3 .8 mV, (mean ± SD) and 56.4 mV ± 4.1 mV with
current injection (p = 0.29 student t-test). The latency o f the P I 00 without current
injection was 97.9 ± 2.2 ms, and 98,2 ms ± 2.1 ms with current injection (p = 0.135
student t-test)
The data collected for DC-EIT consisted o f four-electrode impedance
measurements from 5 subjects in 16 experiments. The levels o f noise here were
between 0.01% - 5%. Four experiments were discarded immediately due to noise
levels. Out o f the remaining 12 experiments, only four data sets were collected with
a noise level of <0.01%, a level that would allow us to see the estimated impedance
changes. However, no changes that could be due to impedance changes were seen.

3.4.2 Technical Issues
The VEPs can only be carried out for three minutes maximum duration as it
was found that the subjects become restless and unable to focus leading to loss o f
the VEP signal.
Care was taken to ensure that the Digitimer triggered the VEP at the same
point in the square wave each time, to prevent jitter.
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3.4.3 Interpretations of Results Seen
3.4.3.1 Review of model prediction
Before examining the data it should be reiterated what we are looking for:
the model predicts impedance decreases o f 0.6% (0.06% - 1.7%) in the cerebral
cortex, which corresponds to mean scalp signal decreases o f 0.06% (0.006% 0.17%) and a maximum signal o f 0.12% (0.012% - 0.34%) on the scalp (Liston
2003).

3.4.3.4

Does the model’s predicted noise levels allow us to see impedance
changes?
The model predicts impedance changes in the cortex o f 0.04% - 0.32%

(Liston 2003). In 4 o f the data sets collected, the noise is less than 0.01%, which
should allow us to see impedance changes o f the order predicted. Boone carried out
work looking at the resistivity changes that occurred during stimulation o f the
median nerve on the exposed cortex o f rabbits (1995). Four channel impedance
measurements were made during the EP. Twenty recordings were made on two
animals, seven of which were used (others were discarded due to noise levels).The
resistance changes recorded were between 0.01% and 0.03%.
The noise in these experiments is o f order 0.03% after 800 - 2000 stimulations.
The smallest predicted resistance changes (0.006%) would not be observed but the
representative value would give a signal to noise ratio o f two. The model therefore
predicts that it would be possible to measure resistance decreases after 800 - 2000
evoked responses.

3.4.3.3 What impedance changes can be seen?
Changes were seen in five out o f the 16 trials. Out o f the five experiments
with a level o f noise that could allow us to see a change o f 0.1%, one had a change
of 0.2% at the correct time. If the predicted impedance changes modelled by Liston
and Boone are used, this could be a change due to impedance. However, the change
appears to be an EP artefact. Another trace has a VEP artefact while the other three
have a 0.2% change at the correct time point. However, as we are looking for a
0.01% maximal change (Liston 2003), this would not be visible. An acceptable
SNR is a 5:1, so at the current level o f noise, only a change o f 0.05% and upwards
would be visible.
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3.4.3.4

Why couldn’t the impedance changes be seen?
The impedance change could not be recorded with the current equipm ent

due to three separate reasons: the level o f current used was too low, the optim al
electrode positions were not used, and the SNR was too great. The current level
could not be increased anymore due to the dynamic range o f the data acquisition
EEC machine. This was 400/LiV, so when the injection current was high enough the
amplifiers of the EEG machine saturated. After the experiments were carried out,
simulations o f the impedance change using the FEM were conducted (Ahadzi
2004). These revealed a lower impedance change than predicted by the cable theory
model, 0.001% rather than 0.1% for a scalp VEP (Ahadzi 2004). With the SNR o f
my equipment, these new values mean that I have a signal o f 0.01/iV, and a noise
level of 0.02 fiV (two times greater the signal).

3.4 3.4

Future Work

To increase the chance o f recording the impedance changes, improvements
should be made to the equipment, the data collection and the data processing
methods. Changes need to be made to the experimental protocol, the equipment and
the software used. The improvements fall into three categories - changing the
current electrode positions, reducing noise and increasing the size o f the signal.
Reducing the noise is more difficult, but various methods could be tried, such as
increasing the amount o f averaging. Boone predicted that averaging o f 800 - 2000
impedance changes would be required to measure the impedance decreases.
Anymore averages than this is not entirely feasible as it is hard to concentrate for
such a long a time, and if the subject’s attention wanders the VEP signal will be
lost. As well as this, averaging can only increase the signal to noise ratio up to a
certain point, as the SNR is in proportion to the square root o f the num ber o f
measurements. This only applies if the noise is genuine random noise, sop if the
noise is not random, increasing the average will not help. Recording the signal
without averaging, and post processing the data may be another possibility.
Looking at the spectral frequency o f the noise and further filtering in M atlab may
also reduce the noise.
Liston’s model estimated a localised impedance change o f 0.4 % - 3.2 %,
while Gibson states that the signal would be reduced by a factor o f 10 by the scalp
and skull (2000), to 0.04% - 0.32%. Therefore, to see a change o f this size the size
of the square wave recorded must be maximised by reducing the resistance at the
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scalp-electrode interface and using as much current as is medically safe (100 pA)
without saturating the electrodes and the level o f noise should minimised. This can
be done by averaging, reducing movement artefact and preventing the subject from
becoming drowsy, as this will introduce 4 - 8 Hz theta waves and contaminate the
data.
When increasing the amount o f the current injected, one factor that must be
taken into account is whether the action potential will be affected by the injection o f
the current? A constant direct current will polarise tissue (Priori 2003), while a
weak superficial DC can change the excitability o f human nerves, or stimulate the
vestibular system. DC applied to the scalp can also induce prolonged changes in
brain excitability (Priori 2003).
Care must be taken not to stimulate neural activity, as this will affect the
data recorded. For example, transcranial stimulation is used to initiate activity in
regions o f interest in the cortex and by examining the response, the levels o f current
that will change the evoked potential response can be found. The papers published
on the topic concentrate on current density in a defined unit o f volume in the cortex.
This density depends on the electrode size, the current used and the duration o f
stimulation and the literature reveals a range o f current density values from 0.03 - 6
liAJmm " on the scalp (0.003 - 0.6 /xA/mm ^ in the brain). The current level used by
Boone and Holder, and m yself leads to a current density o f 0.05 fxA/mm^. W hile
this is greater than some values used in transcranial stimulation, the current used is
at DC and for a period o f time up to 7 seconds, which is significantly longer than
the 1 Hz AC used in these experiments. It was predicted by Gilad that a current
level and density 10 times greater than 0.02 [lAJmm^ would need to be used before
any change in the evoked response was seen (2005). By increasing the current in
stages and looking at the evoked response it should be possible to see which current
level will increase the chance of measuring the impedance change without changing
the evoked potential.
The modelling o f current density could also provide more information, by
using a realistic FEM of the human head and computations o f the forward model.
Ahadzi (2004) carried out modelling work, estimating the mean current density in
the primary visual cortex. Injecting 100 /xA through two electrodes gives a current
density in the cortex o f 0.02

(Ahadzi 2004). Again, this is less than the

level that will cause any change in the evoked response.
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Another experiment that could be tried would involve current injection
without the VEP stimulation and then compare the resulting data with data
collected during DC-EIT with evoked response stimulation. Increasing the size o f
signal is probably the most difficult o f the possibilities. There does not appear to be
any fMRI literature on any stimulation that can be time locked which will cause a
greater blood flow change than occurs when carrying out a VEP with the
checkerboard.

3.5

Conclusion
In conclusion, at present the levels o f noise are too high to see the expected

impedance change. Either reduction o f the noise during the experiment, and/or
careful post-processing is required to enable the imaging o f action potentials.
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4.1

Introduction

4.1.1 Orientation
A former member o f the UCL EIT group, Matthew Sparkes, examined the
effectiveness o f EIT at recording and imaging blood flow changes due to seizures
using EEG-correlated EIT. EEG and EIT data were recorded concurrently at the
Telemetry Unit o f Kings College Hospital for up to a week in patients undergoing
testing prior to surgery for intractable epilepsy. Seizures have been recorded in
seven subjects to date and all had one or two seizures that were in agreement with
data from clinical EEG and imaging. The data collected will be presented later in
this introduction. The data and images obtained were extremely encouraging
(Holder 2002).
Members o f the group had also carried out spike-triggered EIT collection
following interictal activity. EIT data was collected in 11 patients, and there was no
change in impedance that could be related to interictal activity, even when all the
spikes (302 in total) for all 11 patients had been averaged together. One o f the main
limitations o f this study was that only 1 to 1 V2 hours worth o f data was collected
from each patient, which led to too few interictal events being recorded and
averaged. By increasing the recording time and therefore the number o f spikes, and
thereby increasing the signal to noise ratio, we hope that the impedance change due
to blood flow changes after interictal activity can be recorded.
Much work has been published on spike-triggered fMRI and the results
presented are encouraging (these will be discussed later in this chapter). For this
reason it was thought that repeating spike triggered EIT experiments would prove
successful if sufficient spikes were averaged. This work carries on from previous
studies o f ictal and interictal activity with EEG-correlated EIT. This is an attempt to
increase the chances o f seeing something by taking as many interictal spikes as
possible and averaging them to see if an impedance change can be seen. Collection
o f EIT on a continuous basis was carried out on the telemetry unit at Kings College
Hospital. Patients with intractable drug resistant epilepsy come into the hospital for
up to a week or so (sometimes with their anti-epilepsy medication withdrawn) and
continuous EEG and video are used to record both ictal and interictal activity to
allow better localisation o f the region o f onset o f the seizures and interictal activity.
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prior to surgery. Three out o f the nine patients recorded on the telemetry unit had a
large number o f interictal spikes over four or more hours o f data collection.

4.1.2 Epilepsy and the Need for Information
One in 133 people in the UK have epilepsy, around 440,000, m aking it the
second

most

common

(http://www.epilepsy.org.uk).

neurological
Epilepsy

is

condition
defined

as

a

after

m igraine

chronic

condition

characterised by the tendency to have unprovoked seizures. Two or m ore seizures,
more than 24 hours apart are required for this diagnosis to be made, and febrile
convulsions

or neonatal

seizures

are

not

included

in

this

classification

(http://www.epilepsy.org.uk). Seizures are episodes o f sudden onset that may
manifest as a disturbance o f consciousness, behaviour, emotion or motor, sensory
or autonomic function. Seizures can be classified into several categories, depending
on the part o f the brain affected. This classification system includes partial (located
in one part o f brain) or generalised (involving the whole brain) seizures. There are
different types o f the generalised form, which include absence, m yoclonic, and
generalised tonic-clonic, tonic and atonic seizures (Hughs 1994). Partial seizures
involve one lobe o f the cortex and the symptoms that arise are related to the
affected lobe function. For example, frontal lobe seizures may cause limb jerking,
head turning or speech arrest. Partial seizures can then be divided into sim ple
partial seizures (where consciousness is retained) or complex partial seizures
(altered consciousness). Seizures can also be provoked (due to flashing lights or
reading) or unprovoked, and single or recurrent. The causes o f epilepsy can either
be primary (idiopathic) due to a genetic cause or secondary (symptomatic) due to
scarring, tumours or arteriovenous malformations. Diagnoses o f epilepsy are m ade
using EEG primarily, along with anecdotal evidence. MRI can show up lesions or
tumours that may be the cause o f the seizures (Hughs 1994).
A large number o f patients with epilepsy exhibit abnormal EEG discharges
in the intervals between attacks, known as interictal discharges. The International
Federation of Societies for Electroencephalography and Clinical Neurophysiology
(IFSECN) describes these as a sub category of epileptiform activity, made up o f
“distinctive waves or complexes, distinguished from background activity” (IFSECN
1974). These usually take the form o f spikes, sharp waves or spike-wave complexes
(Figure 4-1), which may be isolated or repetitive but are generally much briefer
than the ictal discharges that occur during the actual seizures.
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The classic interictal discharge forms are:
- •

Sharp waves - transient, clearly distinguishable from background activity
with pointed peak and duration o f 70 - 200 msecs.

•

Spike - Same as sharp wave but with duration o f 20 to less than 70 msecs.

•

Spike-and-slow-wave complex - Pattern consisting o f a spike followed by a
slow wave (classically the slow wave is o f higher amplitude than the spike).

•

Multiple spike-and-slow-wave complex - same as spike-and-slow-wave but
with 2 or more spikes associated with 1 or more slow waves (IFSECN
1974).

100 pV

100 nV

200 msecs

200 msec

(a)

(b)

Figure 4-1 Examples o f typical epileptiform activity (a) spike activity and (b) spikeand-slow wave activity.
Interictal epileptiform activity has a strong association with epilepsy and
evidence of it in an EEG is used to support the diagnosis o f epilepsy. The
percentage of patients with epilepsy who show interictal activity varies in relation
to the timing of the last seizure, age and alertness. When a patient is drowsy there is
an increased chance o f recording interictal activity (Binnie 1999). 90% o f patients
with epilepsy show interictal discharges (Binnie 1999) and a waking EEG with
hyperventilation and photic stimulation will show interictal activity in 50% o f
adults with epilepsy. Repeating the awake EEG will increase this to about 85% o f
patients (Binnie 1999). An EEG recorded during sleep increases the chance of
interictal activity being seen yet further. A small minority o f patients with
intractable epilepsy (2 - 3%) do not have interictal activity detectable in a surface
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recording. The EEG is limited as it only records the activity from the scalp, which
prevents accurate localisation o f the source o f the epileptiform activity. To be able
to resolve the location o f the discharges would be o f great advantage in the medical
and surgical treatment o f epilepsy.

4.1.3 Previous Studies
Epileptic activity causes changes in cerebral blood flow, cerebral blood
volume and blood oxygenation levels (Krings et al 2000). During focal seizures and
localised status epilepticus (defined recurrent or continuous seizure activity lasting
longer than 30 minutes in which the patient does not regain baseline mental status)
there is an increase in cerebral blood flow, blood volume and metabolism. The
increase in perfusion may exceed the increase in oxygen consumption.
Information from current neuro-imaging techniques can give us some
insight in to the expected EIT response in recordings o f epileptiform activity. A
PET study carried out on interictal spikes looked at the cerebral glucose metabolism
and blood flow in patients with epilepsy as compared with normal subjects (Bittar
et al 1999). To see if the number o f spikes in a period o f time had any effect on the
blood flow changes, data sets were collected from all subjects with eyes open (17
spikes per minute in epileptic patients) and eyes closed (44 spikes/min). There was
a 34.6% increase in blood flow to the affected region during spike activity.
Measurements looking at the regional cerebral metabolic rate o f glucose (CM Rglc)
found that with eyes shut the blood flow was 39.1 /zmols/lOOg/min with eyes open
(recording 432 spikes), and 44.1 //mols/lOOg/min when the patients’ eyes were shut
(recording 1003 spikes).
Seeck et al carried out EEG and fMRI on one patient with m edically
intractable epilepsy (1998) with 16 electrodes in the standard 10:20 positions used
to record EEG inside the MRI magnet. W hen an interictal spike was seen MRI data
acquisition was performed with an average o f 0.46 seconds between the spike and
data acquisition. Using this method, 100 spikes were averaged. The fMRI revealed
areas o f blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) signal increases compared to
the control data sets. These areas o f signal change are concurrent with a region o f
thickened cortex seen on the structural MRI and with inter-cranial EEG. However,
the paper does not directly state the increase in the BOLD signal measured.
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In 1999 Krakow performed a study with BOLD fMRI to examine interictal
spikes in ten patients and reported detectable and significant localised change in the
fMRI signal in six o f these patients (Krakow et al 1999). Spike triggered fMRI was
performed in the MRI scanner. EEG was recorded and when an epileptiform spike
was seen, after a 3.5 sec delay, fMRI data acquisition was triggered. Between 21
and 50 spikes were recorded in each subject. The peak BOLD change was seen 4 7 secs after the spike, with an average signal increase o f 1 - 2%. A signal to noise
ratio of 100 was needed to get clear localisation o f the signal increase. The group
has published further work on the subjects, detailing the improved technique,
involving online filtering o f the EEG signal to remove the MRI artefact. BOLD
responses are seen 8 - 9 secs “post spike”. In light o f these results, we can assume
that increases in local blood flow will be detectable with EIT and can be recorded
post-spike.
In Lemieux et al’s 2001 paper, simultaneous recording o f EEG and fMRI
was carried out, and the BOLD response from 37 epileptiform spikes was averaged
together (2001). The signal increase in the area o f maximum activation was 1%
compared to the whole brain signal, and the peak signal change was seen 8 - 9 secs
post spike, followed by an undershoot. In 2002 an ictal event was recorded in a
patient in the MRI scanner, with simultaneous EEG (Salek-Haddadi et al 2002). A
5.5% signal rise was seen 6 seconds into the seizure, followed by an undershoot.
The SNR is low and reliable changes are only seen in about 50% o f the subjects.

4.1.4 EIT of epilepsy
4.1.4.1 EIT of Epilepsy in Rabbits
EIT data collection has been made on the exposed cortex o f anaesthetised
rabbits, to see if EIT could detect and localise epileptic activity (Rao 2000). Both
four electrode impedance measurements and EIT measurements made with a ring o f
16 electrodes were made. The ring o f electrodes was placed on the exposed surface
o f the brain, to record both the electrocorticogram (ECoG) and EIT data. When
local impedance measurements were made using four-terminal measurements,
Laser-Doppler flow probes were also placed on the cortex to record rCBF. Both
focal and generalised seizures were induced by using direct electrical stimulation o f
the cortex.
Impedance changes were seen close to the stimulating electrode during
focal and generalised seizures. During focal activity, there were directly measured
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(using a four electrode probe) impedance increases o f 9.5% ± 1.4% (mean ± SD).
During generalised seizure activity, directly measured impedance increases o f
14.3% ± 0.5% occurred in close proximity to the stimulating electrode. No
impedance decreases were seen during the local impedance measurements.
Increases in rCBF and rCBV occurred during focal and generalised seizures, on
average ten seconds after stimulation.
Changes in impedance were also seen in the EIT images. During focal
epileptic activity, EIT images reconstructed from data recorded with 16 electrodes
showed increases in cerebral impedance o f 7.1% ± 0.8% (mean ± SD) and
decreases of 7.6% ± 0.9% adjacent to these increases. When a generalised seizure
occurred, cerebral impedance increases o f 5.5% ± 0.8% and decreases o f 6.1% ±
1.0% adjacent to the increases occurred.
The conclusions o f the work were that the impedance decreases seen were
due to increases in rCBV and cortical temperature. The principal m echanism s for
the impedance increases were thought to be intracellular oedema, associated with
decreases in extracellular space (cell swelling). The impedance decreases were
either due to increased blood volume or an algorithm artefact. However, when
looking at this data, it is important to bear in mind that this work was looking at
prolonged seizure activity, rather than the interictal activity that this study is
concentrating on.

4.1.4.2 Spike Triggered EIT Collection in Humans
A study looking at EEG spike triggered EIT was conducted in 2001, by Dr
Andrew Bagshaw and M r Matthew Sparkes at the Department o f Clinical
Neurophysiology, UCL. Eleven subjects who had had an EEG in the past two years
for clinical reasons at either the Middlesex Hospital Clinical Neurophysiology or
Kings College Hospital Clinical Neurophysiology Departments made up the study.
The EEG had to show fairly frequent (at least one every two minutes) epileptiform
activity in the form o f spikes or sharp waves. Approximately 100 requests w ere sent
to subjects at their home address from which there were 11 responses. The subject
was required to come to the Department to undergo an hour and a half o f EEG
recording. Thirty one EIT electrodes were used to record the EIT data, with 21 o f
these doubling up as EEG recording electrodes. EEG data was collected
continuously, and when a spike or spike wave was seen on the EEG, 30 seconds o f
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EIT data was collected. As a result o f this the EEG data was lost for these time
periods due to EIT artefact on the EEG.
A total o f 302 events were recorded, with a minimum o f 14 and a maximum
o f 41 events from any one subject. In the data plots o f the spike-triggered
epilepsy/EIT data, no impedance changes can be seen. Any changes that were seen
in the data were due to noise alone. There were an insufficient number o f spikes to
average across.
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4.1.4.3

Ictal Activity in Humans
As mentioned previously, EEG correlated EIT data was collected for up to

a week on seven patients in the telemetry unit o f Kings College Hospital (Figure 42, Table 4-1) by Mr M atthew Sparkes. A total of 88 seizures were recorded, 30 subclinical and 58 clinical. From these, 11 data sets produced EIT images that
correlated with clinical EEG and MRI results.
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Figure 4-2 Time difference Electrical Impedance Tomography images recorded on
a patient on telemetry. Five horizontal slices are shown fo r each E IT image made
and images are shown every three seconds fo r 63 seconds. Images are taken fro m
10 seconds before any clinical symptoms were shown by the patient. The seizure
begins at 24 seconds, and changes are fir s t seen on the EEG at 39 seconds. The
patient was suffering from a cortical dysplasia on the left side o f his brain
(diagnosedfrom MRI). A large impedance decrease can be seen in blue on the
images on the left side o f the head. (Holder et al 2002, presented at M unny Range
Workshop on Electrical Impedance Tomography, Colorado State University 2002).
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Table 4-1 Summary o f ictal data collected at Kings College Hospital. The table
contains information on the type o f seizure each patient had and how many are
recorded. The number o f seizures that could be reconstructed into EIT images, and
how many o f these showed impedance changes that correlated with EEG and M RI
data, are also listed.
CPS =complex partial seizure

Patient

Type of
Seizure

Seizures
recorded

Seizures
reconstructed

Positive EIT images
(showing correlation
between EIT and
MRI/EEG findings)

1

CPS

6

1 and 2.

2

Noise from rest.

2

CPS

2

Seizure 2.

1

Seizure 1 too noisy

3

CPS

3

Seizures 2 and 3.

2

Seizure 1 too noisy

4

CPS

5

Seizures 3 and 4.

2

1 and 5 noisy.
2 nothing seen

5

Sub-clinical

28

14

0

Tonic

12

1

1

absence

28

7

0

6

CPS

1

1

1

7

CPS

1

1

1

Sub-clinical

2

1

1
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4.1.5 What Results are Expected in EIT of Interictal Activity?
When we combine the information from the MRI studies, which give us an
idea of the size and time course o f the blood flow changes after interictal activity,
and the previous work on EIT, we would expect a signal with a m aximum
impedance change o f 10 % if recorded directly on the cortex during a seizure.
While the changes in im pedance due to interictal activity are unknown, fMRI
studies have shown a 5.5% change in blood flow during a seizure (Salek-Haddadi et
al 2002) compared with a 1% increase during interictal activity (Lemieux et al
2001). From this, it was proposed that a maximum impedance change during
interictal activity of 2% is expected on the cortex. The ratio between the superficial
cortex impedance change and that in the closest EIT leads is about 5:1 so we are
expecting an impedance change o f 0.3% to be recorded on the scalp (Joy et al 1999,
Gibson et al 2000, Tidswell et al 2001 a, 2001b). The baseline noise in previous EIT
experiments on the scalp has been o f the order o f 1% (Tidswell et al 2001a, 2001b).
Therefore to get a SNR o f 5, we need a baseline noise o f 0.05%. To reduce the 1%
noise, we need 400 averages (20^= l% /0.05% ).

4.1.6 Purpose
The purpose o f this experiment was to carry on from the spike-triggered
epilepsy project, and see if increasing the number o f spikes averaged would
increase the SNR. This would hopefully give us a greater chance o f recording and
seeing changes in impedance due the increased blood flow after interictal activity.

4.1.7 Design
The EEG was examined manually after cleaning (as described in M ethods
section) to remove any artefact due to the EIT current injection. Using a feature in
Advanced Source Analysis (ASA) software, the times o f each interictal spike were
entered into a text file. This file was then read into a Matlab program, and the
corresponding EIT time window was calculated. The spikes were then averaged
together, and baseline corrected. Several different signal-processing techniques
were employed to extract the signal from the background noise. Various polynomial
fits were applied to the baseline, and several different methods o f filtering the data
- such as removing outlying points, or batch filtering the data.
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4.2

Methods

4.2.1

Subjects
In the original study, EIT and EEG were recorded simultaneously in 9

subjects.

Sufficient (more than four hours worth) interictal EEG and EIT data was

recorded from three subjects out o f the nine.
These were:
1.

A thirty seven year old female with a family history o f epilepsy and a
prolonged febrile convulsion at six months. She has had intermittent complex
partial seizures ever since. She had seven to ten Complex Partial Seizures
(CPS) a month and one or two secondary generalised seizures a year. Her MRI
showed changes consistent with right Mesial Temporal Sclerosis (M TS)’ and
her EEG showed frequent right anterior temporal spikes, especially during
sleep. The patient was on scalp telemetry under continuous video monitoring
and EIT recording for nine days.

2.

A thirty year old male who suffered from intractable complex partial seizures
since the age o f six, during which he had a feeling o f fear welling up from his
stomach and he has a warning by way o f a noise in his ears and things seeming
‘‘blocked o f f ’. Sometimes there is a sensation o f déjà vu. Once or twice a year
he had the same complex partial seizure but it proceeded to loss o f
consciousness. Interictal abnormalities during sleep were bi-temporal spikes
and sharp waves that were more prominent over the left side o f the cortex. His
MRI showed a Dysembryoplastic Neuroepithelial Tum our (DNET)^ lesion at
the left parahippocampal gyrus. The patient was on scalp telemetry under
continuous video monitoring and EIT recording for nine days.

3.

A thirty-nine year old male with a long history o f seizures. The MRI showed a
cavernous haemingioma^ over the left frontal convexity. Interictal EEG in the

' Mesial temporal sclerosis is a thickening o f the cortex, with associated neuronal loss.
^ A DNET is a low grade astrocytoma-a type o f brain tumour.
^ A haemangioma is a benign angioma, consiting of a mass o f blood vessels
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past had shown bilateral spike-and-wave activity that lateralised to the left with
a frontal maximum. The patient’s drop attacks and general cognitive
impairment suggests a more widespread abnormality. The patient was on scalp
telemetry under continuous video monitoring and EIT recording for 6 days.

4.2.2 Hardware
For these experiments the UCLH Mark lb system, as described in Chapter
1, was used to collect the EIT data with EEG data recording running concurrently.
The base unit o f the EIT system calculates and stores the electrode switching
combinations and times downloaded from a laptop via an A to D PCMIA card,
using an HPVee (Hewlett Packard, Palo Alto, USA) program written for the M ark
lb system.
The EIT recordings were made at 38.4 kHz and 2.2 mA using the UCH
Mark lb. The measurement time used (the time taken to collect 258 independent
measurements) was 350 msecs. Each written EIT data file was 30 minutes long,
with each data file being separated by a one second pause. The phase o f the
demodulator and the gain o f the measurement amplifiers were selected before each
experiment to calibrate the system for each individual subject. Each m orning the
electrodes had the conductive paste reapplied to prevent drift due to increased
electrode impedance and a new phase and gain tile was written, while the subject is
asked to lie still. The laptop for the EIT and the desktop EEG machine were
synchronised every morning to reduce the timing errors due to the laptop losing
time to the desktop. The amount of time lost over each session was noted and the
amount of seconds lost per hour could be calculated. W hen this figure was known,
the laptop time could be compared to the time recorded on the desktop.
Twenty one silver - silver chloride EEG electrodes placed in the
conventional EEG positions were used to record the EEG with a Standard 10:20
system placement. Thirty one additional silver - silver chloride EEG electrodes
were used to record the EIT, using the extended 10:20 system (10 extra electrodes
were added to improve spatial resolution (Figure 4-3). Twenty one o f these
positions already had an EEG electrode in place so the EIT recording electrodes
were positioned in as close a proximity as possible to the EEG electrode. All
electrode impedances were below I kD. This level o f resistance was achieved by
preparing the skin surface adequately by rubbing the skin with an abrasive paste
(NuPrep - D.O. Weaver and Co. 565-C Nucia Way, Aurora, CO 80011, USA.) on a
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cotton bud. The electrodes were applied with a paste, which acts both as a
conductor and an adhesive (Ten20 EEG paste - D.O. W eaver and Co. 565-C Nucia
Way, Aurora, CO 80011, USA).
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Figure 4-3 The scalp electrode placement on the head, viewed fro m above, with
labels corresponding to those from the 10-20 International system o f EEG electrode
placem ent (from Tidswell et al 2002b).
A Nervus Profile EEG system (Tauggreining, Reykjavik, Iceland) was used
to collect and record the EEG in hour-long files. The seizures that occurred were
marked on the record by either the patient or the nursing staff. Continuous EEG and
EIT data was collected from the patients over a week or so. The patient was in
complete control o f when to switch off the EIT data collection if they wished to
disconnect themselves from the system, while the nursing staff were responsible for
the EEG side of the data collection.
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4.2.3 Cleaning the EEG
As the EEG data recorded was for clinical use, it was important that the
data was clear o f artefact. EIT causes significant contamination o f the EEG and this
was unacceptable. To remove this artefact a number o f steps were taken. A filter
was designed and added to the EIT head box (See 1.4) to remove the EIT artefact
from the EEG record (Figure 4-4). The high pass filter (1 kHz) was designed to
reduce the low frequency switching artefacts present on the injected EIT (these
artefacts do not contain any EIT information, as this is contained in recording
frequency o f 38.4 kHz). The low pass filter (20 Hz) was designed to prevent the
EIT signal from contaminating the EEG trace (removing the EIT signal at the scalp
and preventing it from being recorded by the EEG machine). The file was also
processed in Matlab to remove the remainder o f the EIT artefact from the EEG
(Figure 4-5 and 4-6).
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Figure 4-4 The filters usedfor the acquisition o f continuous EEG and E IT data.
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injection.
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Figure 4-6 Cleaned version o f EEG trace in Figure 4-5. The 3 Hz artefact has been
removed by the filters and post-processing.
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4.2.4 Interictal Activity Detection
There was still some EIT artefact on the EEG, but before this was filtered
out, the files were examined and the times o f the one second gaps in the EIT data
collection were noted, for further use to aid the correction o f the time difference
between the EIT and the EEG recordings. This could have a significant affect on
the data analysis, so corrections have to be made. The time of the EIT start on each
EEG file was plotted against the start time o f the EIT time file. From this, the time
drift between the two computers could be calculated.
Once the EEG was cleaned it was read into the Advanced Source Analysis
software (ASA) (ANT Software, Netherlands) to examine the traces and record the
times o f the epileptiform activity. The ASA program allows the viewer to click on
each spike and record the tim e that the activity occurred. The times are written to
file, which can then be used to index the EIT file. A time file was constructed, with
the number of the EIT files and the tim es that the EIT files started according to the
EEG clock. The spike time file was then read into Matlab and a linear time
correction time entered into the programme.

4.2.5 Timing Error
There was a small difference in the clock speeds o f the EIT and the EEG
computers. A basic test to ensure that the time correction program worked correctly
was carried out. A single EEG trace was examined for each subject in which there
was considerable noise present, such as movement artefact that was also seen in the
raw EIT data. The times o f these bursts o f noise were recorded by the same m ethod
as the interictal spike activity. The times were read into Matlab along with the tim e
file and the time correction factor added. The raw EIT traces examined to m ake
sure the examples of artefact coincided with the EEG by less than 0.3 secs (the
sampling rate o f the UCLH Mark lb EIT system), and that they occurred at 60 secs
into the EIT segment. Figures 4-7 and 4-8 give an example o f the raw EIT data and
the importance o f ensuring the time correction factor was right. For each subject,
three examples o f the artefact collected over a three hour period were used to test
the time correction program before analysing the interictal EIT data.
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Figure 4-7 Timing using 0.9974 (linear correction factor calculatedfor Patient I).
The three times are neatly lined up and occur at 60 seconds. The top trace shows
the raw data, and the bottom shows the mean o f the data along with 2 SD o f the
data. The x-axis shows a time course o f 120 seconds, with the interictal spikes
occurring at 60 seconds. The y-axis is the percentage change in impedance fro m
the baseline.
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Figure 4-8 The timing using correction fa cto r 1.000. The spikes are not lined up,
and occur two or three seconds earlier. The top trace shows the raw data, and the
bottom shows the mean o f the data along with 2 SD o f the data. The x-axis shows a
time course o f 120 seconds, with the interictal spikes occurring at 60 seconds. The
y-axis is the percentage change in impedance from the baseline.
The software finds the time from the start o f EIT file to the time that the
spike occurs in the EIT data file for each spike. The time o f the spike is taken as the
start o f the spike, when the voltage being recorded rose above the background EEG
levels. 120 seconds worth o f EIT data for each spike was read in with the spikes
aligned at 60 seconds. If a spike had insufficient time before and after its
occurrence, it was discounted. The EIT data for the spikes was then averaged
together.
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4.2.6

Baseline Correction
The raw EIT data was analysed and corrected for noise using M atlab

software. All the data was baseline corrected individually for each electrode
combination by the subtraction o f a straight line derived from the least squares fit to
the baseline data.
A baseline o f 0 - 30 and 90 - 120 secs was chosen (allowing for 30 secs
either side o f the spike), and a linear fit was performed on the data. Each spike was
read into Matlab, and if any point in the file deviated by more than 3% the electrode
combination was removed.
If more than 40 out o f the 258 electrode combinations were removed from
an event, the event was rem oved from the average o f spikes. This is because the
data remaining might not hold enough information about the impedance change
resulting form the spike.
A low pass Butterworth filter was applied to the data to remove any signal
over 20 Hz. As the blood flow changes we were expecting to see are considerably
slower than this, there was no risk o f removing any physiological data.
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4.2.7 Data Analysis and Post Processing
The data was analysed with all the spikes averaged together, and then single
hours o f data, by categories o f spikes and by splitting the number o f spikes into
halves and quarters (to see how many spikes were needed to see an impedance
change). The data was displayed as a percentage change from the mean baseline
impedance. Once the raw data was analysed and corrected for noise, baseline fit and
artefact, the data was saved in a corrected form with the spikes averaged together.
The data was then sorted or filtered using a number o f methods - waterfall plots,
impedance plots, cluster filtered and a match filtered form o f the data. The
corrected data was examined for mean and standard deviation shifts from the
baseline at a time period o f 65 - 75 secs (where the blood flow changes relating to
the spike were expected) and at 30 - 40 sees (where no physiological change was
expected).
Waterfall plots
The data was displayed as a waterfall graph with the sorting array in the
graph set to sort by change and stacked on the vertical axis at 65 - 75 sees. To
ensure any changes seen on the graph were not due merely to noise, sim ilar
waterfall graphs were constructed with the sorting array at 30 - 40 sees (where no
physiological changes were expected) and the graphs were compared. Tim e is
displayed on the x-axis, in seconds from start to finish o f the data set (0 - 120 secs).
The y-axis shows the 258 electrode combinations. W aterfall plots were constructed
for each category of event from each subject with first a zero order polynomial fit
and then a first order polynomial fit to reduce the baseline drift.
Impedance Plots
The impedance plots displayed the top mean and SD o f the 50 electrode
combinations that show the greatest impedance increases and decreases at the
selected point in time. The blue trace shows the top 50 impedance decreases, and
the red trace shows the top 50 impedance increases. Time is displayed on the x-axis,
in seconds from start to finish o f the data set (0 - 120 secs). The y-axis shows the
percentage impedance change from baseline. Impedance plots were m ade for each
category o f event from each subject with first a zero order polynomial fit and then a
first order polynomial fit to reduce the baseline drift.
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Removal o f Outliers

By averaging and sorting over a specific time period, we can introduce
errors or produce false negative results. By looking at the data for all 258 electrode
combinations sorted at a specific point in time, we can examine the noise levels o f
the traces and to see if any patterns become apparent. A cluster filter was the
applied to the data. The cluster collates the 50% (or whatever cut off specified) o f
the data that is most similar removing the outliers. The mean o f this data is then
found which can be plotted as the percentage change in impedance from baseline
over time.
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Figure 4-9 The spread o f data included and excluded by the cluster filter. The
highest 50 (red) and lowest 50 (blue) impedance changes, and the rest o f the data
(green) is included. All other data is excluded.
The data is displayed with the top 50 (red) and bottom 50 (blue) impedance
changes, and the mean o f the rest o f the data (green). The x-axis shows the number
o f data points (120 secs = 289 data points). The y-axis shows the percentage change
in impedance from baseline. The data was sorted at 65 secs, and then at 30 and 90
secs.
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Application o f a Matched Filter to the Data

The cluster filter program runs a loop, sorting the data at each point,
plotting it and finding the values o f the red, blue and green traces at each data point.
The data was also put through a matched filter. To get the maximum signal to noise
ratio, we want to allow through all the signal frequency components - but to
amplify the signal frequency components that are large and so contribute more to
improving the overall signal to noise ratio. We can do this by weighting the
contributions from each filter band proportionally to the signal power using a filter
with a frequency response is designed to exactly match the frequency spectrum o f
the signal. This increases the signal to noise ratio, and is called a matched filter.
This method o f filtering is used in fMRI to look at the BOLD signal traces, using a
haemodynamic response function (HRF) (Benar et al 2002).
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Figure 4-10 The haemodynamic response fo r interictal activity follow ing BOLD
activation offM R I (from Benar et al 2002) in 4 different subjects. The fo u r graphs
show the response following interictal spikes in 4 subjects, with time plotted against
the % change in the BOLD signal from baseline.
For our purposes, the matched filter used was the same shape as the
expected response, with a peak response seen 7 secs after the spike and return to
baseline by 15 secs (as determined from experiments looking at BOLD activation.
Figure 4-10). Everything that was o f similar shape (the impedance response) would
be amplified and the rest o f the spectrum suppressed by the filtering. This would
increase the SNR.
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4.2.8 Statistics
If any impedance change o f more than 0.05% and o f 10 secs time course
(peaking 5 - 6 secs after the beginning o f the spike) was observed, t-tests would be
performed on the peak against the baseline to see if the change was significant.
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4.3

Results

4.3.1 Number of Spikes Recorded and Analysed
When the EEG data was analysed, the number o f spikes was added up, as
well as the classitlcation o f each spike (Table 4-2).

Table 4-2 Sum m aty of number o f spikes. A total o f 945 spikes were recorded, and
682 were included in the studv.
Subject

Hours
of data

10

Total Number of Spikes

Classification of spikes

Total
recorded

Number
Rejected

Total
analysed

606

138

468

Spike and spike wave over F8'A2

96

24

72

bilateral fronto-temporal spikes

243

101

142

1. Spike at T3
2.Spike wave F/yT6

85

3.FZ/F3 3Hz spike wave

34

4 .Spike wave T6

59

5 .Spike predominately on T6

*rejected due to noise level or position o f spike in EIT file.
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3

4.3.2 The Raw Data
The traces shown are examples of the raw data and no impedance changes
of the expected size and shape at the correct time were clearly seen. (Figure 4-11
and Figure 4-12). Inspection of the traces revealed no consistent changes with the
expected time course of 5 - 10 secs which were greater than the baseline noise of
0 . 1%.
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Figure 4-11 An example o f raw data with fla t baseline. The top traces show the
data fo r a single electrode combination fo r all the spikes averaged, while the
bottom red trace shows the average ± 2 standard errors in black. The x-axis shows
a time course o f 120 seconds, with the interictal spikes occurring at 60 seconds.
The y-axis is the percentage change in impedance from the baseline.
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Figure 4-12 An example o f raw EIT data with baseline drift even after baseline
correction. The top traces show the data fo r a single electrode combination fo r all
the spikes averaged, while the bottom red trace shows the average ± 2 SE in black.
The x-axis shows a time course o f 120 seconds, with the interictal spikes occurring
at 60 seconds. The y-axis is the percentage change in impedance fro m the baseline.
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4.3.3 Varying the Baseline Fit of the Data
The previous figures o f data show a large amount o f drift in the baseline, so
it was decided to try a first order polynomial fit to reduce this drift. The level o f
drift has been reduced from 0.7% to 0.01% without affecting the impedance
response when a linear baseline correction was used (Figure 4-13, 4-14).
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Figure 4-13 The raw data traces fo r a single electrode combination demonstrating
the effect o f a T ' order polynom ial f i t on the baseline drift. The x-axis shows a time
course o f 120 seconds, with the interictal spikes occurring at 60 seconds. The y-axis
is the percentage change in impedance fro m the baseline.
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Figure 4-14 Waterfall plots comparing the data fo r Subject 1, with all the spikes
averaged, (a) The data with a zero order polynomial fit. (b) A F* order polynomial
fit. The x-axis shows a time course o f 120 seconds, with the interictal spikes
occurring at 60 seconds. On the y-axis the 258 electrode combinations are sorted
from largest impedance increase to largest impedance decrease.
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4.3.4 Waterfall and Impedance Plots of Individual Subject Data
4.3.4.1 Subject One
The waterfall and impedance plots for Subject One with a zero order
polynomial fit show a lot o f baseline drift, despite baseline correction (figure 4-15,
figure 4-16). There are impedance changes o f 10 seconds in length, and 0.01%
change from baseline in the plots sorted at 65 seconds, but not at 30 seconds. This
change is masked by the large baseline drift, which is 0.15% in some cases. Due to
this considerable amount o f drift, a 1** order polynomial fit was applied to the data
(Figure 4-17). Following the 1®* order polynomial fit o f the data, the baseline was
smoothed and the level o f drift reduced from over 1% to less than 0.01%. There is
an impedance increase and decrease from baseline in the order o f 0.01% with the
peak at 66 seconds, lasting 10 seconds in total. There is also some drift before and
after this time period when compared to 0 - 30 and 90 - 120 secs (the period
selected for the baseline correction). This change in impedance is not seen in the 30
second data sort (Figure 4 - 17a and b), while this baseline drift is. W hile there is a
change in impedance seen in the 65 -7 5 second window when sorted at 65 secs and
not at 30 secs for Subject 1, peaks o f a similar size and time scale are also seen at
24 secs, 95 secs and 110 secs.
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Figure 4-15 (a) Waterfall display fo r all spike triggered data at all spikes (604) fo r
Subject I. The x-axis shows a time course o f 120 seconds, with the interictal spikes
occurring at 60 seconds. On the y-axis the 258 electrode combinations are sorted
fro m largest impedance increase to largest impedance decrease, (b) The impedance
plot o f the data fo r Subject One with a zero order polynomial f it o f the baseline. The
y-axis shoes the change in impedance fro m the baseline. The mean o f the 50
electrodes showing the largest impedance increase and the 50 showing the largest
impedance decrease are plotted, with 1 S.E.
Both are sorted at 65 - 75 seconds, with a zero order polynomial f it o f the baseline.
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Figure 4-16 (a) Waterfall analysis o f all the spikes fo r Subject One. The x-axis
shows a time course o f 120 seconds, with the interictal spikes occurring at 60
seconds. On the y-axis the 258 electrode combinations are sorted fro m largest
impedance increase to largest impedance decrease.
(b) The impedance plot o f the data fo r Subject 1, with a zero order polynomial f it
o f the baseline. The y-axis shoes the change in impedance from the baseline. Tthe
mean o f the 50 electrodes showing the largest impedance increase and the 50
showing the largest impedance decrease are plotted, with 1 S.E.
Both are sorted at 3 0 - 4 0 seconds.
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Figure 4-17 (a) The waterfall plot o f the data fo r Subject One. The x-axis shows a
time course o f 120 seconds, with the interictal spikes occurring at 60 seconds. On
the y-axis the 258 electrode combinations are sorted from largest impedance
increase to largest impedance decrease.
(b) The impedance plot o f the data fo r Subject I. The y-axis shoes the change in
impedance from the baseline. The mean o f the 50 electrodes showing the largest
impedance increase and the 50 showing the largest impedance decrease are
plotted, with I S.E.
Both are sorted at 65 - 75 seconds, with a T ' order polynomial f it o f the baseline
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Figure 4-18 (a) The waterfall plot o f the data fo r Subject One. The x-axis shows a
time course o f 120 seconds, with the interictal spikes occurring at 60 seconds. On
the y-axis the 258 electrode combinations are sorted from largest impedance
increase to largest impedance decrease.
(b) The impedance plot o f the data fo r Subject One. Both are sorted at 30 - 40
seconds, with a T ' order polynom ial f i t o f the baseline. The mean o f the 50
electrodes showing the largest impedance increase and the 50 showing the largest
impedance decrease are plotted, with I S.E.
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4.4.4 2

Subject Two

The waterfall and impedance plots for Subject Two all show changes
around the period the spike was expected (sorted at 65 - 75 secs), and when it was
not (sorted at 30 - 40 secs). This suggests that it may only be noise that is being
sorted rather than genuine physiological changes.
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Figure 4-19 The (a) waterfall plot and (b) impedance plo t o f all the data fo r Subject
Two, with the data sorted at 65 - 75 seconds. The x-axis shows a time course o f 120
seconds, with the interictal spikes occurring at 60 seconds. The waterfall plot y-axis
shows the 258 electrode combinations are sortedfrom largest impedance increase
to largest impedance decrease. The impedance plot o f the data fo r Subject Two
shows the mean o f the 50 electrodes showing the largest impedance increase and
the 50 showing the largest impedance decrease against time. Error bars show 1
S.E. Both plots are sorted at 30 - 40 seconds, with a T ‘ order polynomial f i t o f the
baseline.
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Figure 4-20 The (a) waterfall plot and (b) impedance plot o f all the data fo r Subject
Two, with the data sorted at 30 - 40 seconds. The x-axis shows a time course o f 120
seconds, with the interictal spikes occurring at 60 seconds. The waterfall plot yaxis shows the 258 electrode combinations are sortedfrom largest impedance
increase to largest impedance decrease. In the impedance plot, the y-axis shoes the
change in impedance fro m the baseline. The mean o f the 50 electrodes showing the
largest impedance increase and the 50 showing the largest impedance decrease are
plotted, with 1 S.E.
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4.4.4 3 Subject Three
The waterfall and impedance plots sorted at 65 - 75 and 3 0 - 4 0 seconds for
Subject Three show changes around the designated sorting. This suggests that it
may only be noise that is being sorted rather than genuine physiological changes.
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Figure 4-21 (a) Waterfall analysis and (b) impedance plot o f all spike data fo r
Subject Three, with the data sorted at 65 - 75 seconds. The x-axis shows a time
course o f 120 seconds, with the interictal spikes occurring at 60 seconds. The
waterfall plot y-axis shows the 258 electrode combinations are sorted fro m largest
impedance increase to largest impedance decrease. In the impedance plot, the yaxis shoes the change in impedance fro m the baseline. The mean o f the 50
electrodes showing the largest impedance increase and the 50 showing the largest
impedance decrease are plotted, with I S.E.
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Figure 4-22 The (a) waterfall plot and (b) impedance plot o f all the spike data fo r
Subject Three, with the data sorted at 30 - 40 seconds. The x-axis shows a time
course o f 120 seconds, with the interictal spikes occurring at 60 seconds. The
waterfall plot y-axis shows the 258 electrode combinations are sorted from largest
impedance increase to largest impedance decrease. In the impedance plot, the yaxis shoes the change in impedance fro m the baseline. The mean o f the 50
electrodes showing the largest impedance increase and the 50 showing the largest
impedance decrease are plotted, with 1 S.E.
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4.3.5

Removal of Outliers
As there were impedance changes o f the expected size and time course seen

in Subject One, cluster filters were applied to the data.

D ata points

Figure 4-23 The 258 electrode combinations fo r the cluster filtered average o f all
the spikes fo r Subject One, sorted at 65 seconds.
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Figure 4-24 Mean values o f the biggest 50 impedance increases (red) and largest
50 impedance decreases (blue), and the mean o f the rest o f the data (green) after the
cluster filter. The data is sorted at 65 seconds.
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The data was sorted at other data points (30 secs and 90 secs) and plots of
all the electrode combinations and the mean of the clustered data were made. The
0.1% peak seen at 65 secs in Figure 4-24, is also seen in Figures 4-25 to 4-28,
suggesting that it is merely noise being sorted.

D f ü points

Figure 4-25 The 258 electrode combinations fo r the cluster filte re d average o f all
the spikes fo r Subject One, sorted at 30 seconds.
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Figure 4-26 The mean o f all the cluster filtered data fo r Subject One. Mean values
o f the biggest 50 impedance increases (red) and largest 50 impedance decreases
(blue), and the mean o f the rest o f the data (green).
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Figure 4-27. All the cluster filtered data fo r Subject One, sorted at 90 seconds.
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Figure 4-28 The mean o f all the cluster filtered data fo r Subject One, sorted at 90
seconds. Mean values o f the largest 50 impedance increases (red) and largest 50
impedance decreases (blue), and the mean o f the rest o f the data (green).
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4.3.6

Matched Filter
The matched filter was applied to the data for Subject One. Figure 4-29

shows a plot of this data. The circles show the peak values on the mean data traces,
the lines show the values of the matched filtered data at each time point. The top 50
changes are in red, the middle 100 are in green and the bottom 50 changes are in
blue. For the matched filtered data the top 50 changes are in magenta, the middle
100 are in yellow and the bottom 50 changes are in cyan. No impedance change can
be seen.
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Figure 4-29. The values at each time point fo r the clusteredfiltered data and the
matched filtered data. Time is on the x-axis while the y axis shows the percentage
impedance change fro m baseline.
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4.4

Discussion and Summary of Chapter 4
The main purpose o f this study was to see if the UCLH Mark lb EIT system

can be used to measure the impedance changes relating to the blood flow response
to interictal epileptiform activity using EIT recorded from scalp electrodes, and if
so, how many spikes need to be averaged together to see any changes.

4.4.1 Summary of Results
There was no change seen in the raw data or in the waterfall plots and
graphs o f impedance for any o f the three subjects, where 462, 72 and 142 spikes
were block averaged together respectively. A large level o f drift was seen in the raw
data and the waterfall plots for all three subjects, but a T' order polynomial fit
reduced this drift in the baseline to 0.01%. It was expected that with the num ber o f
spikes averaged for Subject One that an impedance change would be seen, but there
is no change despite attempts to reduce noise by filtering, baseline correction and
cross correlation. It may be possible that by clustering the data that we are throwing
out the impedance change, but that seems unlikely, as the response we are looking
for is physiological and therefore rhythmic in nature.

4.4.2 Technical Problems
There were a number o f technical and processing problems with the
experiments. The data collection proved uncom fortable for the patients with so
many electrodes being applied for continuous recording. The use o f the splitters for
the spike triggered data collect will ease this problem in the future by reducing the
number o f electrodes needed. However, this would only work if there were some
way to carry out online cleaning o f the EEG for use clinically. If online processing
could be carried out this would improve our knowledge o f what was occurring
during the EIT data collection. The post-processing software filtering plus the
hardware filtering cleaned the EEG to the clinician’s approval, so if it was possible
to instigate online cleaning o f the EEG traces as carried out in EEG/fMRI studies
this would be o f great benefit (Lemieux et al 2001). There may be possible
problems with timing, although every effort was made to reduce this effect.
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As can be seen in the zero order polynomial fitted data, there is a
considerable amount o f baseline drift. Why did this drift occur in the first place?
Could it be due to varying background activity? This drift in baseline would m ake
testing the impedance change for significance difficult, as the baseline drift changes
are o f a similar pattern and size as the expected interictal impedance changes. W hat
is also suspicious is the very symmetrical split o f the data - why is the variance so
small? We would expect different electrodes to have different baselines due to the
fact they are measuring over different voltage dividers. Care was taken to ensure
that the spikes included in the average had no extra activity occurring one minute
before and one minute after the interictal activity (as suggested by Benar et al 2002)
as failure to do so would introduced artefacts and affect the baseline correction.

4.4.3 Reasons for the Results Seen
There was one subject where an impedance change was expected to be
seen, as this subject had a considerable number o f spikes (468) compared w ith the
other two subjects in the continuous HIT and EEG data collection study. Seeck
found that when 100 spikes were averaged together there was an increase in the
BOLD signal with fMRI compared to the control data sets (Seeck et al 1998) while
Krakow found that an increase in the number o f spikes averaged together led to an
increase in activation signal as well, with an average o f 34 spikes the smallest
number leading to an activation (1999). An average o f 45 - 49 spikes was required
for positive results (Krakow et al 1999). Krakow also found that epileptiform
activity o f lower amplitude (average 69.9 /iV) did not lead to significant activation
while activity of larger amplitude (average 144.9 fiV) did lead to significant change
in blood flow (1999). Could it be that the changes were not o f significant
amplitude? Reanalysing the data, this does not appear to be the case, as the subject
produced obvious, large spike and spike-wave activity, localised on electrodes
F8/A2.
When filtering there is always the risk o f throwing out data, but w e are
assuming that the physiological effects are periodic, and not random, so the
application o f a cluster and m atched filter to the data should not lead to the loss o f
genuine information in the data. The fact that no obvious impedance changes w ere
seen in the raw data trace for each electrode combination, unlike the raw data
changes seen in work on the exposed cortex o f rabbits or in evoked responses in
humans (Rao 2000, Tidswell et al 2001a, 2001b), leads to the conclusion that if any
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impedances changes occurred after interictal activity, they were smaller than the
background variability.

4.4.4
4.4.4.1

Future Work
Increasing the Spike Number
By increasing the number o f spikes yet further, can we get a significant

result? It is possible that more spikes are needed to improve the SNR sufficiently to
see any significant changes in impedance (of the order o f 1000) may be needed.
Further studies to record the blood flow changes during seizures and interictal
activity are proposed. Care must be taken to log and label the HIT and EEG data,
allowing correlation to be done. In practice, this could be done with a file that
writes the name and the start and end o f data collection for each file to a
spreadsheet, for both the EEG and EIT data

4.4.4.2

Spike Recognition Software
Num erous spike recognition software packages have been developed since

the 1970s. In a 24 hour EEG 95% to 99% o f the recording will be normal
background activity. Computer analysis methods can help by marking the 1% to 5%
o f the recording that is important clinically (Gotman 1999). The usual approach for
developing automatic spike detection consists o f selecting EEG sections lasting one
or two minutes, free o f artefacts, but including num erous interictal spikes, then
devising a method for detection. The results o f automatic detection are compared to
what qualified EEG reviewers consider "Irue” spikes (Gotm an 1999). There are two
commonly used methods. In one the EEG is broken down into basic components
and the method attempts to identify the parts o f the EEG that has characteristics
normally associated with spikes (amplitude, duration and sharpness). The second
method analyses the EEG to find statistically improbable events o f short duration.
The problem becomes more complex as the EEG trace becomes longer, due to the
volume o f data, which may explain why spike recognition is not used routinely. The
programs tend to include features that are similar to spikes, such as eye blinks and
vertex sharp waves (activity that occurs along the m idline o f the brain, when the
subject is asleep) (Gotman 1999).
Methods such as artificial neural networks are a new tool for spike
detection, which involve training the computer to recognise patterns. State
dependent analysis has also been investigated (Wang and Gotman 1991, 1992).
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Five states are defined in which the program should operate differently, dependent
on the subject/patient’s state o f alertness.
A paper by Hostetler et al (1992) compared the output from a software
algorithm (The Montreal Spike Detection Program - Gotman 1985) with six EEG
reviewers detecting spikes in six, 16 - channel, 20 m inute sleep recording, telemetry
EEG records. The EEG reviewers were rated according to their experience and a
weighting given to their "‘scores'’. The paper concluded that spike detection
software is useful as a screening editor, not able to replace the EEG reviewer as the
program lacks specificity, but speeding up the review o f large amounts o f data.
When a clinician or technician reads an EEG, they m ake use o f clues from a wide
spatial and temporal context, and these clues are very difficult to encode into a
computer package, as most programs analyse the EEG at a very local level. W hile
these software spike detection programs may miss more subtle activity, the use o f
them to analyse the data for interictal activity would certainly speed up the data
analysis process. W ould it even be possible to use one o f these programs to trigger
EIT data acquisition during telemetry data collection? If the software was able to
recognise the interictal spikes and trigger data collection, this would speed up the
analysis stage o f the experiment considerably.

4.4.3. Reconstructing images from the data
While no obvious changes were seen in the raw data, reconstruction o f the
images may cause any changes present to become m ore apparent when localised.
This work is currently being undertaken by a PhD student in the research group.

4.5

Conclusions
There was no significant impedance change from baseline o f greater than

0.05% and with the 10 second time course expected. Despite this, 1 think it is worth
continuing with the collection and analysis o f continuous EEG and EIT interictal
data. More spikes need to be included in the averaging to increase the signal to
noise ratio. The use o f on-line cleaning o f the EEG and spike recognition software
will aid analysis.
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Multifrequency Electrical
Impedance Tomography
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5.1 Introduction
5.1.1

Orientation
This final chapter in the thesis is concerned with multifrequency electrical

impedance tomography. The work presented up to this point has been tim e-difference
EIT, when two different states have been compared to each other. Multi frequency EIT
can be used to look at differences in impedance between tissue types during a single
moment in time. From this data, time-independent “single shot” impedance images can
be reconstructed.

This ability to make images o f impedance for a single moment in time would be
useful in situations such as the imaging and diagnosis o f stroke, when we do not have
the impedance measurements o f the brain prior to stroke. The eventual goal o f this
project was to develop EIT for imaging in acute stroke. However, before clinical testing
o f EIT in acute stroke could be carried out, it was desirable to calibrate the system on an
easier task and in a controlled out-patient environment where the added difficulty o f
acute in-patient recording was not present. I therefore undertook EIT m easurem ents in
patients with sub acute or chronic brain abnormalities such as tumours, areteriovenous
malformations or chronic stroke. These had the advantage o f posing the difficulty o f
recording in a real life situation, and these conditions approxim ated the acute stroke
abnormalities o f either ischaemia or haemorrhage.

5.1.2 Stroke - The Need for Diagnosis
Around 100,000 people every year in the UK suffer a stroke for the first tim e
(Health Survey for England, 1991, The Stroke Association). Common symptoms
experienced include partial or total weakness, paralysis down one side, speech
impairment and loss, vision disturbance, confusion or an inability to swallow. For some,
the effects are more minor and last less than 24 hours. This is termed a m ini-stroke or
transient ischaemic attack (TIA). For others, the symptoms improve after a few weeks
as other parts of the brain take over. H ow ever for some people a stroke is perm anently
disabling. Strokes are the most comm on cause o f long-term disability in the UK, with
stroke victims occupying 10 - 20% o f hospital beds, and 25% o f nursing home beds
(Wade 1994, The Stroke Association).
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The word stroke is used to describe two different conditions - infarction and
haemorrhage. The diagnosis o f stroke is based on two criteria:

1) The clinical presentation, which is incorrect in 10% o f cases (Baird and W arach
1998),
2) CT scans, which show minimal changes in most patients during the acute stage o f
stroke (Bryan et al 1991).

When an infarct occurs, a vessel is occluded, resulting in an area o f the brain
being deprived o f its blood supply, a condition known as ischaemia. Infarctions leading
to ischaemia account for 80% o f strokes (Bamford et al 1988). Blood clots are the most
common source o f blockage. The clot can either be an embolus, with the clot forming in
another part o f the body and travelling through the blood vessels to the brain, or a
thrombus, when a clot forms in one o f the cerebral arteries and remains attached to the
wall until it is large enough to block the vessel.

A haemorrhagic stroke is caused by a burst vessel, leading to pooling o f blood in
the tissue. This not only interrupts the blood supply but also affects the chemical balance
o f the brain, as neurones do not usually come in direct contact with blood. Haemorrhage
can occur in a number o f ways. Two common causes are a bleeding aneurysm, or the
rupture o f an arterial wall. As atherosclerotic plaques form, the vessels become less
elastic and more brittle and thin and prone to breakage. Hypertension can increase the
risk o f the vessel rupturing.

Infarctions can be treated with throm bolytic drugs, and further brain cell death
and tissue damage can be prevented. Thrombolytics, also known as fibrinolytics, are
drugs that are used to dissolve clots that may have formed in a blood vessel (Neal 2002).
They work by boosting the action o f plasmin, an enzyme which breaks up the strands o f
fibrin that bind a clot together. This dissolves the clot and restores normal blood flow.
However, if these drugs were administered to a patient with a haemorrhage, the
condition would be made much worse. Several indications are used to determine
whether thrombolytics should be used: tim e since onset of symptoms (less than three
hours), the non-contrast cerebral CT findings (absence o f haemorrhage) and an absence
o f risk factors for intracranial haemorrhage.
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Thrombolysis is still associated with a 15% risk o f intracranial bleeding
(Wintermark and Bogousslavsky 2003) and uptake o f the treatment in the UK is cautious
compared with other countries such as the US (H arraf et al 2002). This is because (1)
meta-analysis o f studies does not support throm bolytic therapy (benefit is marginal, and
mortality may be increased) and (2) there is the perception that most patients present too
late for treatment to be effective.

CT is the most valuable o f the current imaging m ethods in the first three hours
when thrombolytic therapy should be given to the most eligible patients. It is used to
exclude sub-arachnoid haemorrhage, to detect early infarct signs and to exclude
haemorrhagic stroke. However, CT does not reliably depict ischaemic lesions within the
first 6 - 1 2 hours. This is because o f the early pathological changes that occur during
acute stroke. Cytotoxic oedema occurs in the first instances. The neurones, the glia and
the endothelial cells swell with in minutes due to the breakdow n o f the ATP-dependent
ion transport in the cells this leads to a change in volum e in the extracellular space (one
study

showed a change

from

21%

to

11%

after

30

minutes

o f ischaemia

(Hossm annl971)).

Conventional structural MR] can not show up stroke in the hyper-acute phase (8
- 12 hours) (Baird and Warach 1998), though some vascular abnormalities can be
detected within 2 - 3 hours in some cases (Yuh et al 1991). Indeed, signal changes due to
morphological changes such as cell swelling are not usually found before 8 hours on T2weighted images or before 16 hours on T1-weighted images (Yuh et al 1991). After 24
hours, 50 - 80% o f strokes can be detected on T2-weighted imaging MRI (50% with CT)
(Baird and W arach 1998). This is due to vasogenic oedema that occurs in the late stages
o f cerebral ischaemia. Vasogenic oedema is caused by the disruption of the cerebral
capillaries. The amount o f oedema is greatest in the white m atter (increased water and
sodium in the extracellular spaces, decreased potassium); but some lesser changes may
take place in grey matter.

In cases o f intracerebral haem orrhage, blood goes through several phases o f
breakdown and this is detectable with MRI. The transition from oxyhaemoglobin to
deoxyhaemoglobin (several hours to days) leads to signal darkening. One type o f MRI
has made its greatest impact on the im aging and evaluation o f ischaemic stroke. This is
diffusion weighted MRI. The diffusion coefficient o f brain decreases within minutes o f
the onset o f ischaemia. Ischaemic diffusional changes occur much earlier than
conventional T2 M R signal changes. W hile standard MR sequences may detect
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ischaemic infarction more than three hours after the ischaemic event, diffusion weighted
imaging (DWI) can detect it within minutes (Baird and Warach 1998). However, few
hospitals offer diffusion weighted imaging MRI as standard on admission.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5-1 Images o f different stroke types. (a)DWI o f ischaemic stroke
(www.neurographics.org).and (b) C T o f haemorrhagic stroke (http://www.strokeinformation. net)
As the literature demonstrates, stroke is difficult to detect and if there is a
mistake

in

the

diagnosis between

ischaemic

and

haemorrhagic

types

before

administering thrombolytics it can be fatal. The development o f an EIT system that
could rapidly provide information on the type o f stroke, based on the changes in
bioimpedance, would be of great clinical benefit. EIT could also provide a system
suitable for bedside monitoring, following stroke or brain injury. This study has been
planned, but before this can occur, we need to determine the appearance o f healthy brain
and in patients with known pathologies in a controlled setting.
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5.1.3

Review of Impedance
The changes in brain bioimpedance from normal due pathological conditions

were reviewed extensively in the introduction.

Brain tumours such as gliomas have a lower impedance and higher conductivity
than surrounding healthy tissues. W hile acute ischaemic stroke will cause an increase in
impedance due to the reduced blood flow in the region, and haemorrhagic acute stroke
will show a decrease in measured impedance, the situation with chronic stroke will be
different. The hole left in the brain due to cell damage will become filled with
cerebrospinal fluid, or scar tissue will develop. In the case o f the CSF filled region will
have lower impedance than the surrounding brain.

There

are

no

papers

published

on

the

impedance

of

arteriovenous

malformations, but it is reasonable to assume that there will be a decrease in impedance
in the area affected by the AVM due to the increased blood volume in the region
(section 1.3.3.4). There may also be regions o f increased impedance due to ischaemia, if
the patient has suffered a haemorrhage or interrupted blood flow to an adjacent part o f
the brain, due to the AVM.

Table 5-1 Summary o f impedance changes with pathology

Pathology

Impedance
change from
normal

Reason for
change

Average
impedance
change in
sample (%)

Relevant Publications

Tumour

Decrease

Increased water
in tissue

20

Lu et al 1992
Rajshekhar 1992
Lattika et al 2001

Ischaemia

Increase

Cell sw elling due
to anoxia

50 - 200

Van Harreveld and Ochs 1956
Hossman 1971
Matsuoka and H ossm an 1982
Holder 1992a

AVM

Decrease

Pooling o f blood

10 *

No papers published

* Estimate based on data from E IT o f Visual Evoked Potentials (Tidswell et al 2002)
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5.1.4

Clinical Details

5.1.4.1 Tumours
Brain tumours are classified by their location and pathology. The major
classification is whether the tumour is intra-axial (within the brain tissues) or extra-axial
(outside the brain tissue, either in the subarachnoid space or arising from the meninges).
Tumours can arise from either the cells in the brain itself - the glial cells (and very rarely
from the neurones themselves) or from the meninges surrounding the brain. Both MRI
and CT are used to image tumours, with different tumour types showing up more clearly
with different methods (figure 5-2). Injections o f gadolinium are used to enhance the
tumour, as the contrast material concentrates in diseased tissues in a greater
concentration than in healthy tissues. This concentration occurs because o f the 'leakiness'
o f blood vessels in and around brain tumours.

The patients in this study with brain tumours all suffer from oligodendrocytomas
or astrocytomas. These are tumours arising from the glial cells in the brain.
Astrocytomas are the most common type o f malignant brain tumour in adults,
accounting for 75% to 90% of such lesions. They are classified as either benign brain
tumours (with a World Health Organisation (WHO) Grade o f 2), or malignant tumours
(with a WHO Grade 3 or 4 (described as anaplastic tumours)). Tumour cells migrate
away from the main tumour mass and invade adjacent tissue, often travelling along
white matter pathways. Although all o f these tumours are eventually fatal, longer
survival has been associated with younger age and greater extent o f surgical resection.

A,

Figure 5-2 Example o f a T2 weighted M RI o f a temporal lobe low grade
astrocytoma (http://emedicine.com) The tumour is the area o f white contrast on the
left on the image
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13.4.2 Arteriovenous malformations
' Arteriovenous malformations (AVMs) are defects o f the circulatory system that
are generally believed to arise during embryonic or foetal development or soon after
birth. They are comprised o f “tangles” o f arteries and veins with no intervening
capillaries (figure 5-3). As there are no capillaries, high-pressure arterial blood empties
directly into veins with thin walls that capable o f containing only low pressure fluid. If
the wall o f a vein breaks because o f the high pressure, a haemorrhage will occur. The
other clinically significant consequence o f arterial blood flowing directly into veins
without intervening capillaries is that the tissues through which the blood flows cannot
adequately extract the oxygen and glucose necessary for their functioning and survival.
This lack o f oxygen and glucose can result in abnormal activity o f the neurones, which
may lead to seizures or stroke.

Figure 5-3 A MRI o f giant A VM (scan image from http://www.thamburaj.com). The
tangle o f blood vessels can be seen on the left o f the image at the fro n t and midline
o f the brain.
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5.1.5

Instrumentation
Data were collected from the patients using the UCLH Mk2 EITS system. The

system is adapted from the Sheffield Mark 3.5 system, which is a four-channel
impedance measurement system and the UCLH Mark lb EIT system designed by Dr
Yerworth (Yerworth et al 2003). The UCLH Mark 2 consists o f single current/receive
module (which employs a digital signal processing (DSP) chip from the Sheffield M ark
3.5 system (the original Sheffield system has 8 DSP chips - one for each electrode). The
cross-point switches from the UCLH Mark lb system have been added to allow the use
o f more electrodes and are used to select the drive and receive electrodes. This m eans
that different protocols can be selected by software rather than the system being
hardwired (Yerworth et al 2003) (see Figure 5-4 for schematic diagram o f the system
and figure 5-5 for a photograph o f the system.).

The cross-point switches were mounted on small circuit boards, which were
then attached to a head net. This head net was used to aid the application o f the
electrodes. It was decided to make these cross-point switch m ultiplexer boards
removable to further aid the application process. The cross-point switch boards then lead
to short wires, which in turn attach to the 31 electrodes on the head net. The wires end in
1 mm sockets and the electrode cups on the head net have 1 mm plugs, allowing the
wires to be attached and removed as required (Figure 5-6 shows a subject wearing the
headnet).

The head net used was a modified Physiometrix head net (Physiom etrix Inc.,
USA) with Hydrodot disposable electrodes. The electrodes consisted o f a metal ring
with a Hydrodot hydrogel cylinder (9 mm in diameter and 10 mm long) and Ag/AgCl
contacts. The cylinder is made from a polymer system. A patented cross linker binds two
monomers together to make a blue hydrogel. This forms a bridge between the scalp and
the Ag/AgCl contacts. This head net was chosen after a study examining the
effectiveness and suitability o f several commercially available head nets (Tidswell et al
2003, Section 2 o f this thesis).

Improvements were made to the UCLH Mark2 EIT system to correct the
problems o f the current clipping, highlighted in section 5.2 o f this chapter. The gain o f
the voltage measurement circuits were reduced to ensure the transimpedance o f head
could be measured without exceeding the input range o f the analogue to digital
converter. The coupling capacitors in the current source and voltage amplifier w ere
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increased to reduce their impedance at lower frequencies. The coupling capacitors in the
cross point switches (for patient safety) were increased to reduce impedance at lower
frequencies. This increases the discharge time between measurements. A 1 MO resistor
to ground was included at each electrode to ensure the discharge time was similar
between electrodes. The current dividing effect of the 1 MO resistor results in a 0.1%
error in the measurements (McEwan et al 2005). The coupling capacitors limit the lower
frequency o f the system to 40 Hz and the capacitance in the cross point switches limits
the higher frequencies to 512 kHz. Using ideal calibration on a resistor phantom, the
variation over an impedance range o f 1 to 66 O was ± 0.9%, ± 1.5 % over the range o f
frequencies and ± 2% between electrode combinations (McEwan et al 2005).

Tri-ax

leads
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To PC
Mother Board

electrodes to system
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>
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Mk 3.5

system
Serial

cable

controlling switching
Components
from UCLH Mk
1b system
Multiplexer
mounted

boards
on

head

leading to electrodes

Figure 5-4 A schematic diagram o f the UCLH M ark 2 Multifrequency EIT system
showing the components from the Sheffield M k 3.5 system and the UCL M k I b
system.
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t

Figure 5-5 The UCLH M k 2 Multifrequency EITS system with head net. The cross
point switches are mounted on the head net.

Figure 5-6 A photograph o f a subject wearing the head net. The cross point
switches and electrode connectors are not present to make the photograph o f the
head net clearer.
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5.1.6

Modeling of Changes
The expected impedance changes and their variation over frequency were

calculated for three neurological conditions. These were benign brain tumours,
arteriovenous malformations and chronic stroke. The changes in impedance over
frequency were calculated for each condition and normal brain tissue. Three calculations
were made-the change in impedance if it was measured in the centre o f the region o f
pathology, the impedance changes if measured on scalp, and the impedance changes
seen over frequency in the effective operational band o f the UCLH Mk 2 system (4 to
100 kHz).
5.1.6.1 W hat im pedance changes to expect?
A review of literature o f the dielectrical properties o f head and tumour tissue
(figure 5-7) suggested that in the frequency range of 4 kHz to 100 kHz , the frequencies
used in this study, the resistance o f normal brain tissue will decrease by 30% (Gabriel at
al 1996 a,b,c). Tumours may be estimated to cause a local impedance decrease o f 1015% (Surowiec et al 1988, Pethig 1987). The AVM has similar dielectrical properties
with blood, therefore its impedance behaviour will be almost constant in the chosen
frequency range (figure 5-8).
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Figure 5-7 Absolute resistivity fo r blood, tumour and normal brain tissue vs.
frequency (from Gabriel et al 1996, Lu et al I993).As frequency increases,
resistance decreases. Due to its biological structure, bone has the highest
impedance in the head, and blood has the lowest.
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Figure 5-8 Summary o f the predicted changes in boundary voltages fo r two
pathologies and normal tissue between 4 and 100 kHz in the centre o f the region o f
interest. The % change is the difference in the measured voltages between the two
frequencies.
Even in a perfect measuring system, when all the current passes through the
region o f interest, there will be at least a one hundred times decrease in the measured
signal. This decrease is made up from a ten times decrease due to the presence o f the
skull and shunting o f current through the scalp and CSF layers (Gibson 2000, Horesh et
al 2005) and another ten times decrease due to the partial volume effect (figure 5-9).
Therefore, these changes due to the lesion over frequency will be reduced by about two
orders o f magnitude in the most sensitive channels (Horesh et al 2005).
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Electrode

Figure 5-9 The path o f current through the head and region o f interest. 90% o f the
applied current is lost through shunting through the scalp and the CSF layers
which are highly conductive and there is a further J Ox decrease due to the partial
volume effect- only a certain amount o f current will pass through the region o f
interest. This will result in a lOOx decrease in the actual measured boundary
voltage change compared with the predicted.

5.1.6.3 Im pedance Changes M easured on Scalp with the U C L H Mk2 system .

The effect of the presence o f the skull, the current shunting and the partial
volume effect will reduced the size o f the impedance changes measured on the scalp.
Once the data is normalized (figure 5-10), and looked at in the operational band o f the
UCLH Mk2, the following changes should be seen over frequency on the scalp (figure
5-11).
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Figure 5-10 The normalised changes recorded on the centre o f the lesion (from
data from Gabriel et al 1996c, Lu et al). There is a decrease in the normalised
change as the frequency increases fo r all tissue types.
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Figure 5-11 The normalised changes recorded on the scalp in the operational band
o f the UCLH Mk2 E IT system (from data from Gabriel et al 1996c, Lu et al )
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5.1.7 Algorithms available
For all previously collected EIT data collected at UCL, linear time-difference
reconstruction algorithms (see 1.4.3 for an explanation o f the different types of
reconstruction algorithms) were used to reconstruct the images. The images displayed
showed the difference in impedance between the two states. This was possible as both
measurements were made at the same frequency, and it was assumed that the
background remained constant. This allows a linear reconstruction algorithm to be used.
However, linear reconstruction algorithms can only accom m odate small resistance
changes, where the background resistance remains constant. This is obviously not the
case for absolute or ffequency-difference imaging.

There is also a problem as

admittivity changes vary drastically with frequency (Gabriel et al 1996) and the blood brain tissues admittivity contrast within each frequency is high.

Unfortunately at the time o f data collection and analysis, a robust, com puter
time efficient, absolute non-linear reconstruction algorithm was not available, though
work continues to develop one. The only way o f inspecting the data was through raw
data analysis, or by using the current algorithms available in an attempt to obtain
images. W ork continues to develop a robust non-linear algorithm that could then be used
to reanalyse the data.

Two different algorithms could be used to reconstruct the data. One is a
frequency difference algorithm, with the difference betw een 2 sets o f two frequencies
(16 kHz and 64 kHz, 16 kHz and 128 kHz) being reconstructed. This is obviously a
linear reconstruction, and is therefore a com prom ise for the problem. The other
algorithm gives a reconstruction o f a pseudo-absolute image using the data for a single
frequency, displaying the difference between the lesion and the rest o f the brain as a
simple two region image. This is a non-linear algorithm.
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5.1.8 Purpose
The purpose o f this work is four fold. The main aim is to see if meaningful
measurements can be made on hum an subjects with the UCL Mk 2 M ultifrequency EIT
system. The other purposes are to see if the instrumentation in adequate for our task, and
if changes can be seen in the raw data and in reconstructed images.

5.1.9 Design
5.1.9.1 Validation with Tank Studies
In order to test the linearity o f the system over the load, simple experiment o f serial
dilutions of saline resembling changing load has been designed. This will allow us to
control the resistance o f the sample being measured, and by increasing the saline
concentration, assess the systems perform ance o f increasing resistance. The system
needs to be linear with load, constant with tim e and with frequency (for a purely
resistive load) and to have a constant zero-phase for a purely resistive load. Once data
from the cylindrical tank is collected, and the resistance o f the system over frequency
found, phase and gain files can be constructed.

5.1.9.2

Human studies
Patients with known neurological conditions were recruited from outpatient’s

clinics at the National Hospital for N eurology and neurosurgery and the M iddlesex
Hospital. Multi frequency EIT data was collected from theses patients in the Outpatients
Department o f the Middlesex Hospital. The phase and gain correction files obtained
from the tank studies were applied to the data.

5.1.9.3

Data analysis
The analysis o f the m ulti-frequency data needs to be done is several stages. The

data must first be cleaned and normalised, to remove any movement artefact and
electrode combinations with errors on removed. For each patient and each group, the
percentage change in impedance betw een two frequencies (4 kHz/64 kHz and 4 khz,
/128 kHz) is calculated, for all the raw data and in the 25% electrode combinations that
showed the largest changes.
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A more rigorous analysis is then needed, comparing the changes in electrode
combinations sensitive to the lesion with the electrode combinations most sensitive to
the mirror image o f the lesion (a region o f normal brain tissue).
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5.2 Methods
5 .1

2D Cylindrical tan k Studies

Tank tests were conducted to look at the linearity o f the system. The
conductivity o f a saline filled cylindrical tank, 10 cm diameter and 8 cm high, with 16
stainless steel chlorided electrodes in a ring, was changed in steps o f 10%, by dilution o f
the 0.2% saline, by serial dilution up to 15 dilutions or until ADC saturation occurred on
50% o f electrode combinations. A ground electrode was placed inside the tank (figure
5-12). The temperature of room/saline was measured and at the beginning and the end o f
experiment.

Sets o f 96 boundary voltages were collected for each dilution, with the modified
UCLH Mk 2 system. Phase and gain calibration curves were calculated from this data
and then tested on data from a saline filled head-shaped tank.

F

Figure 5-12 The cylindrical tank used to test the Mk2 system. There is a ring o f 16
electrodes in the tank (two o f these are marked with white arrows on the
photograph). The wires to the UCL Mk2 E IT system are clipped on to the electrodes
using crocodile clips. A further electrode was placed in the tank as a ground
electrode.
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5.2.1.2 Human M easurements
Data Collection
Multifrequency EIT data measurements were made with the modified UCLH M k 2
system from seven o f patients. Two suffered from benign brain tumours, three had
arteriovenous malformations and two had suffered from an ischaemic stroke in the past
two years. The age o f the patients was 49 ± 12 years old (mean ± SD)). The electrode
positions were measured for each patient, and the MRI scans were obtained (table 5-2).

Table 5-2 Summary o f the seven patients who had multifrequency EIT.

Patient

Sex

Age

Condition

1

52

female

AVM left temporal

2

29

male

AVM occipital

3

63

m ale

Ischaemic stroke in 2003

4

48

female

AVM left occipital

5

42

female

Right frontal low grade
astrocytoma
Right frontal low grade
6

44

m ale
astrocytoma

7

62

male

Ischaemic stroke in 2003

Once the subject had been given the opportunity to ask any questions and had
signed a consent form, the experim ent was carried out. The head net was put on and
adjusted to give a good fit. Once the head net was in place, the wires and m ultiplexer
boards were attached. One mm plugs are fitted on to each electrode cup, allowing the
wires leading to the m ultiplexer boards to be attached and removed at will. The skin
under the electrode was abraded with Nuprep Skin Gel (Unimed Electrode supplies,
Surrey, UK) prior to application to ensure low skin impedance. The electrodes w ere
positioned using the conventional EEG 10:20 system, with ten extra electrodes added to
increase spatial resolution (see Chapter 4)
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The positions o f the electrodes, the nasion, inion and left and right tragi were
measured using a M icroscribe Digitizer Arm (Immersion Corp, San Jose, USA). This
was because it was found that the non-linear algorithm used to reconstruct images was
sensitive to electrode placement errors (Yerworth 2004, Horesh 2005). The subject was
asked to sit with their chin in the chin rest and their forehead against the bar at the top of
the rest. To obtain extra data to improve the reconstruction, in one patient and one
normal subject, extra points on the scalp were also measured. The positions were
recorded using the Microscribe, and written to an Excel file. This data could then be
used later in the image reconstruction process.

Once the positions were recorded, the scalp was abraded and the Physiometrix
electrodes slotted into place. Care was taken to ensure each electrode was in contact with
the scalp, and not the hair. The wires attached to the cross point switches were plugged
into the electrodes and a contact impedance cheek carried out to ensure good contact
between the electrode and the scalp and low scalp impedance (Figure 5-13).

The subject was then asked to rem ain relatively still while data was then
collected. Four to eight batches o f 30 seconds worth o f data were collected for each
subject. These measurements were repeated to see if there was any drift caused by the
electrodes. For this reason, a contact impedance check was carried out before each
experimental run. Each recording lasted for approxim ately 116 hours.
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Figure 5-13 A graph o f a contact impedance check. The red diagonal line shows the
cut o ff impedance values fo r the electrode. The different coloured lines show the
impedance fo r each drive p air o f electrodes in ohms. The figures on the x-axis
indicate the 30 frequencies used with impedance on the y-axis.

D ata Analysis
During human measurement saturation o f the amplifiers o f the EIT system
occurred but that was spotted retrospectively during raw data analysis. The results
resemble as a valid result, o f increasing boundary voltages measured with increasing
resistance on the scalp. But it was only when checking with known resistances that the
increase was not longer proportional at a certain level and this was greater than the
limiting voltage o f 2V on the ADC and fitted with its specifications. The reason for not
seeing the clipping directly is that it occurred inside the ADC chip. The DSP chip, the
next component then took whatever result the ADC has given and did the inverse
Fourier transform to find the voltage at each frequency (figure 5-14).
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Figure 5-14 The schematic drawing o f some parts o f the E IT system network.

This pre-processed data was then analysed in Matlab and Microsoft Excel. The
change in the boundary voltages between two sets o f two frequencies (16 kHz and 64
kHz, 16 kHz and 128 kHz) was analysed for each patient. This would give an idea o f the
change across frequencies and with pathologies, which could be compared with the
predicted changes. For the AVM patients, there should be many electrode combinations
with little or no change across the frequencies, due to the frequency independent nature
the impedance o f blood.

The 10% of the electrode combinations that showed the largest boundary
voltage changes where then taken and a comparison between the three patient groups
carried out.

Modelling o f the lesion, based on the patient's MRI, was then performed. An
anatomically realistic FEM o f the head, with 31000 elements was made by Lior Horesh,
and a model lesion inserted into this mesh. The size, shape and position o f the lesion
were taken from the MRI (Figure 5-15). The sensitivity matrix and boundary voltages
were then calculated for the mesh and the electrode combinations most sensitive to the
area o f lesion were found, and the 25% o f these combinations that showed the largest
change were then taken. These electrode combinations in the patient data were then
examined, and the frequency difference o f these electrodes calculated. A region o f the
same size and position o f the lesion was then inserted onto the contralateral side o f the
mesh, in a region of healthy tissue. The process above was then repeated. The voltage
changes in the sensitive electrode combinations for the lesion were compared with the
top 25% electrode combinations for the “mirror” image o f the lesion. The percentage
changes were compared for the three patient groups, and for each individual subject.
Two ways ANOVA was used for comparison (using Matlab).
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Figure 5-15 An M RI and the F E M o f a patient with a large right frontal
astrocytoma. The region in red is where the lesion was inserted.

Image reconstruction
Data from the patients with the largest lesions were then further analysed using a
simple constrained non-linear reconstruction algorithm. The impedance in the region o f
interest was compared to that in the rest o f the brain, using a 4 shell FEM of the head
and a non-linear reconstruction algorithm written in Matlab code by Mr Lior Horesh. A
comparison image was also reconstructed, taking the mirror image o f the lesion, and
reconstructing he impedance in reference to the rest o f the brain (without including the
region o f the lesion, as this would add errors into the reconstruction). Care was also
taken not to include the channels that were removed due to clipping, as this too would
add error to the reconstruction.
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5.3 Results
5.3.1 ' 2D tanks
The UCLH Mk2 system was linear with respect to the load of saline dilution, t< l ohm
error (Figure 5-16).

voltage (dsp units)
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Figure 5-16 The plot o f voltage (dsp units) on y-axis over resistance (kQ) on x-axis
show a series o f 30 fla t lines (I fo r each frequency from 20 Hz to 1.29 M hz ) that
are linear with load.
The EIT system was linear with respect to the load o f saline dilution, to
<lohm error, but the gain was reduced at high and low frequencies, being 10% at 2 and
400 kHz relative to 16 kHz (figure 5-17 for the measurements for a single electrode
combination) . The error in the system across the saline dilutions is 5% up to 1 MHz,
where it then increases up to nearly 70% (Figure 5-18).
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Figure 5-17 The voltage measurements against frequency fo r a single electrode
combination, fo r each o f the ten saline dilutions. As the saline is diluted, the
measure voltage (dsp units) decreases and the resistance decreases.
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Figure 5-18 The % error in the system fo r a single electrode combination over
frequency, fo r the ten saline dilutions. As the saline is diluted, and the resistance
decreases, the error decreases.
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5.3.2

Human Data

5.3.2.1' T he raw data

The 258 electrode combinations for each patient were examined for noise and
artefacts, such as a large noise spike probably caused by the electrode being affected by
movement artefact (figure 5-19). The data was then pre-processed by removing
combinations with a noise level greater than 1% of the signal and those that suffered
from current clipping Figure 5-20). The data was then normalised to 4 kHz (Figure 521). Prior to this the data was displayed as the raw DSP units. After normalisation, it was
displayed as the percentage change in voltage compared to the normalisation frequency.
Normalisation is a process in which the boundary voltages o f one frequency are chosen
as baseline, and all boundary voltages for all the other frequencies are given in
comparison to these data points.
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Figure 5-19 The raw data prior to pre-processing. A ll 258 electrode combinations
are displayed as the impedance change from baseline against frequency.
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Figure 5-20 The raw data after pre-processing fo r noise and any current
saturation.
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Figure 5-21 The data after normalisation to 4 kHz.
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After phase and gain correction based on tank studies, the frequency spectra
across different electrode combinations in the human data varied by ± 20% below 16
kHz. The 64/16 kHz boundary voltage ratios, averaged across all electrode combinations
for each subject, were -6.3% to -8.0%, as opposed to -3.5 ± 0.5% (mean ± SD) predicted
from the FEM simulation .

5.3.2 J Analysis of the electrode combinations showing the largest difference in the
boundary voltage with frequency
The electrode combinations that showed a difference voltage between both 16 64 kHz and 16 - 128 kHz w ere sorted according to the size o f the boundary voltage
change between the two frequencies. The changes in the boundary voltages are greater
in the 16/128 kHz analysis, which is to be expected.

The percentage changes seen are different to the predicted changes from the
modelling work, which are -1% for an AVM and -10% for a tumour. There is also a
wide spread o f values, from -2.7% to -0.5% for the AVM patients, +0.9% to -2% for the
tumour patients and -2.5% to -0.5% for stroke patients at 64/16 kHz, (figures 5-22).

There is no significant difference between the three patients groups at both
frequency ratios (figures 5-24 and 5-25) (p<0.05).
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Figure 5-22 The average change over the top 10% electrode combinations and 1
standard error (SE) fo r each patient between frequencies 16 kHz and 64 kHz.
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Figure 5-23 The average change over the top 10% electrode combinations and 1
SE fo r each patient between frequencies 16 kHz and 128 kHz.
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Figure 5-24 The mean and 1 SE o f the top 10% change between frequencies 16 kHz
and 64 kHz
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Figure 5-25 The mean and 1 SE o f the top 10% changes between frequencies 16
kHz and 128 kHz.
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5.3.2 3 Analysis of the voltages ratios in the electrodes sensitive to the lesion
The 25% electrode combinations that were most sensitive to the lesion were
examined, and compared with the 25% electrode combinations sensitive to the mirror
image o f the lesion (Figures 5-26 and 5-27). The mirror image of the lesion was defined
as the area o f the brain symmetrically opposite that o f the lesion. For example, if the
tumour was in the right tempioral lobe, the mirror image region would one o f similar size
and shape in the left temporal lobe. No significant difference between the two sides is
seen except in two subjects (AVM 1 and TU2) where there was a significant difference
(p<0.05 t-test).
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Figure 5-26 The mean voltage changes that occurred between 16 and 64 kHz in the
25% most sensitive electrodes fo r the seven individual patients. The voltage
changes fo r the side with the lesion and the contralateral side are shown.
When the means o f each patient group were examined there was no significant
difference for the mean ratio for boundary voltage difference between the lesion and
mirror image o f the lesion. The tumour patient group shows a significant difference in
the boundary voltages changes on the lesion side when compared to the other two
groups (p > 0.05).
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lesion
□ mirror image

Figure 5-27 The m e m voltage change and 1 SE seen between 16 kHz and 64 kHz
fo r the three patient groups in the 25 % electrodes sensitive to the lesion and fo r the
mirror image.
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S.3.2.4

Reconstruction

The multifrequency data for the patients that showed a difference in the boundary
voltages when comparing the electrodes sensitive to the lesion to those sensitive to the
mirror image o f the lesion change was processed using the constrained non-linear
algorithm. The conductivity values for each compartment across the frequency range
were calculated in the program written by Mr Lior Horesh. The values for the region o f
the lesion and the mirror image o f the lesion are then compared to set values for the
surrounding white and grey matter. The data from one patient with a small ischaemic
stroke at the back o f the head (figure 5-28) showed no difference in the values for the
conductivity when comparing the lesion grey matter and the lesion mirror grey matter.
The rest o f the data shows a very high conductivity for the CSF, low for the skull, with
grey matter more conductive than the white matter.
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Figure 5-28 The reconstructed compartment data fo r a patient with a small
ischaemic stroke. The x-axis shows the frequency in Hz, and the y-axis shows the
calculated conductivity values. There are no differences in conductivity seen
between the normal brain regions and those affected by the lesion.
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The data from the patient with the large frontal astrocytoma that showed a change in
the raw data also showed some differences values for the conductivity when comparing
the lesion grey matter and the lesion mirror grey matter and for white matter (figure 529).The rest o f the data shows a very high conductivity for the CSF, low for the skull,
with grey matter more conductive than the white matter. The values o f the scalp are half
that o f the previous patient, 0.6 S/m compared with 1.2 S/m. the values for white and
grey matter are also reduced.
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The data from a patient with a large AVM on the right side o f the head (figure 5-30)
showed no difference in the values for the conductivity when comparing the lesion grey
matter and the lesion mirror grey matter. The rest o f the data shows a very high
conductivity for the CSF, low for the skull, with grey matter more conductive than the
white matter. The same trend was seen in another patient with an AVM, near the midline
o f the brain (Figure 5-31). The values for CSF, white and grey matter for these two
patients are similar to the first patient, while the scalp value varies between all four
patients ranging between 0.4 and 1.2 S/m.
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Figure 5-30 The reconstructed compartment data fo r patient with large A VM.
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Figure 5-31 The reconstructed compartment data fo r patient with A VM near
midline o f the brain.
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5.4.1
5.4.1.

Summary of Results and Discussion of Chapter 5
Tank Studies
The tank calibration studies showed that the system was linear with load, (to

< lohm error), constant with frequency (for a purely resistive load), constant with time
and had constant phase for purely resistive load. The gain was reduced at high and low
frequencies, being 10% at 2 and 400 kHz relative to 16 kHz. The error in the system
across the saline dilutions is 5% up to 1 MHz, where it then increases up to nearly 70%.

2.4.2

Human Measurements- Raw Data
The results o f the raw data analysis are summarised below.

Table 5-3 Summary o f the boundary voltage changes seen in the 10% o f electrode
combination that show the largest change

P atient G roup

16/64 kH z

12/128 kH z

AVM

-1 .2 % ± 0 .1 %

-4.7% ± 0 .1 %

Tumour

-1.0% ± 0 .2 %

-4.8% ± 0.3%

Stroke

-1.5% ± 0 .2 %

-5.5% ± 0.2%

The predicted changes were -1% for the AVM group, and -10% for tum our
group change between 4 kHz and 100 kHz. The AVM boundary voltage change is
therefore in line with the m odelling work, while the tumour and stroke groups are not.
The fact that there is no difference betw een the groups suggests that any changes there
may be due to pathology are not being measured.
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Table 5-4 Summary o f the boundary voltage changes seen in the 25% o f electrode
combination most sensitive to the lesion and to the mirror image o f the lesion fo r
16/64 kHz ratio

Patient Group

25% most sensitive

25% sensitive to

to lesion

mirror image

AVM

-5.8% ±0.3%

-5.47% ± 0.3%

Tumour

-7.4% ± 0.2%

-6.69% ± 0.4%

Stroke

-6.2% ± 0.3%

-6.66% ± 0.3%

There were no significant differences in the comparison between the ipsilateral
and contralateral sides o f the lesion, except in two subjects who showed a significant
difference (p < 0.05). One subject (AVM 1) suffered from a very large AVM (over 3 cm
in diameter) while the other subject (TU2) had a large brain tumour. Between the lesion
types, the 16/64 kHz boundary voltage ratios from sensitive channels in subjects with
brain tumours were significantly larger than the other groups (p <0.05).

2.4.3

Human Measurements- Reconstructed Data
The conductivity for scalp, skull, CSF, white matter, grey matter, the lesion and

the mirror image o f the lesion were reconstructed using a non-linear constrained
reconstruction algorithm for four subjects. In one subject with a large brain tumour, the
conductivity values for the lesion grey and white matter are larger than that of the mirror
image and the rest o f the brain, as predicted.

No other changes were seen when

comparing the lesion to the m irror image o f the lesion, although the conductivity for the
other compartments were com parable to the changes expected.
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5.4.2

Technical Issues
As the UCLH Mk2 HITS system stands at the moment, I do not believe that it

ean be used in an emergeney clinical setting. The measurement o f the electrode positions
was relatively simple to carry out in a relaxed setting, but might not work in a ward
situation, especially if the patient is cognitively impaired. Polhemus Inc. (Colchester,
Vermont, USA) produce a 3D digitiser that computes the position and orientation o f a
tiny receiver as it moves through space with a 3D motion tracking and digitising system.
This is not attached to a base as the M ieroscribe is and would be more suitable for
measurements on the ward. If the technique is to be used in an emergency setting,
measurement o f the positions m ay be impossible.

Abrasion o f the scalp below the electrodes takes up to 45 minutes for each
subject. This is time consuming but necessary, as high contact impedance will result in
to useless data. If HITS is to be used as a tool in emergency medicine, it will be vital that
the electrode application time is reduced, possibly achievable by the use o f self-abrading
electrodes. The use o f a head net does not significantly decrease the application tim e
when compared to the time taken to apply the standard EEG electrodes. The EEG
electrodes are also easier to apply to patients with thick hair, as it is mechanically easier
to get to the scalp and ensure good contact without the head net in the way.

The modified UCL Mk 2 system was tested on the scalp o f a volunteer, over the
frequency range o f 40 Hz to 512 Hz. The noise over an impedance range o f 1-66
1.5%,

was

± 5 % over frequency (M cEwan et al 2005) and ± 2% between electrode

combinations. This is higher than the results for the resistor phantom, and exceeds the
1% error requirements for a transim pedance range o f 1 to 66 Q over the frequency range
o f 2 kHz to 500 kHz. If the error is greater than this, changes due to pathology m ay be
masked.
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5.4.3 Raw data
Although there might have appeared to be significance if just data from the
sides with lesions were com pared across subjects, verification using the subjects as their
own controls indicated that this m ay be artefactual. Differences in anatomy or stray
capacitance between subjects m ay be two o f the causes responsible.

The 64/16 kHz resistance ratios were from 1.2 - 2.4 times larger than those
predicted from FEM sim ulation. This may have been due to inaccuracies in
conductivities used in simulation or instrumentation error.

One o f the problems in com paring the electrode combinations sensitive to the
lesion with the sensitive electrode com binations on the mirror image side is that
sometimes the position o f the lesion was such that the same electrode combinations were
relevant for both lesion and m irror image.

5.4.4 Reconstructed Data
A difference was seen in the com partm ent conductivities for one patient with a
large tumour at the front o f the head. The differences seen are in the predicted direction,
with an increase in the conductivity o f the region o f the lesion, compared with the m irror
image o f the lesion and the rest o f the brain. The differences however are not uniform
over the frequency spectrum, with a decrease in the difference at the higher frequencies.
This may be an actual phenom ena, or m erely due to errors and artefact in the data and
the reconstruction process.

This was the only change seen in the spectra for the conductivity o f the
reconstructed data, even in patients which had large lesions, and showed changes in the
raw data boundary voltages. This was surprising in some respects, as the reconstruction
was constrained to the region o f interest, with the conductivity for all the other layers o f
the model set to values from the literature. The patient shown in Figure 5-28 has a very
large, untreated AVM and showed a boundary voltage changes in the raw data when
comparing the lesion and the m irror image. This change was not seen in the
reconstructed data spectra. For the patient shown in figure 5-30, with the stroke, the
lesion may have healed, and therefore no change would be seen. For the patient in 5-31,
the AVM was close to the m idline, and there was some overlap between the lesion and
the mirror image. This would add errors into the reconstruction, and possibly mask any
changes due to the AVM.
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5.4.5

Future work
One possible area o f future work, based on already reconstructed data could be

the comparison o f the conductivities in eight or ten dilTerent regions o f the brain, not just
comparing the region o f the lesion with that o f the m irror image. This gives a m ore
robust com parison betw een the dilTerent regions o f the brain, and may possibly highlight
some dilTerences.

Multi frequency HTI data needs to be collected from neurological ly normal
volunteers. The raw data from this group can then be com pared with that from the three
patient groups. This will allow a valid comparison o f the data to be made, as m erely
comparing the three patient groups will provide no real information that could be used
clinically. M ore data from patients will also increase the usefulness o f the data.

Reconstruction o f im ages may bring out localised changes not seen in the
boundary voltages on the scalp. W ork is being continued in the UCL EIT group to
develop a robust non-linear algorithm that will allow absolute multi frequency EIT
images to be made. If im ages are produced, statistical mapping using programs such as
Statistical Parametric M apping (http ://ww w.til.ion.uc 1.ac.uk/spm ') produced by the
Functional Imaging Lab at the Institute o f Neurology, UCL could be used to provide
quantitative analysis o f the images.

M odelling has identified the frequency bands that would be most sensitive to both
ischaemic and haem orrhagic stroke (Horesh et al 2005). These bands are from 5 Hz to
500 Hz which is m uch low er than the frequencies used in this study (2 kHz to 1.7 MHz).
To successfully record the differences in the boundary voltages, a lower frequency
system would need to be developed. Simulations w ere perform ed to investigate the
effects o f electrode positioning and the impedance o f the tissues on the perform ance o f
the system (H oresh ct al 2005). Noiseless simulations, using a five shell realistic head
mesh (white m atter, grey matter. ( SF, skull and scalp plus the optic nerve and ear
canals) with 31 electrodes equally distributed over the scalp, were carried out over 24
frequencies betw een 5 Hz and 5 MHz T he boundary voltages and impedance maps were
generated using the EIDORS package an open source m esh generator and image
reconstruction program developed at UMIST for electrical im pedance tomography and
difTuse optical tom ography (Polydorides and Lionheart 2002). Simulations were carried
out o f normal brain and 6 pathological cases- 3 ischaem ic and 3 haemorrhagic
pathologies, o f varying sizes.
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It was found that for ischaemia the greatest information could be found at 10 Hz,
with a peak change o f +0.2% to +1.9% tor the ischaemic lesions, and -0.8% to -7.1 %
tor the haem orrhagic lesions. At 2.5 MHz, these changes decrease, with peak changes o f
+0.007% to +0.3% for ischaemic lesions and -0.7 % to -5.5% for haemorrhagic. These
figures are tor the channels that show the m aximum change. More clinical intbrm ation is
available at 750 kHz tor the haemorrhagic pathological condition, which coincides with
the 3 dispersion for blood, fh e difterence over frequencies is greatest at 10 Hz vs. high
tVequency. This frequency o f 10 Hz is, however, outside the bandwidth used by the
UCLH Mk2 (the lowest frequency is 2 kHz).

Simulations were then perform ed with the boundary voltages calculated with 6
increasing levels o f electrode m is-location, electrode contact impedance, shell thickness
variation and impedance variations. This analysis allowed a more quantitative
examination o f where the im pedance changes are greatest. It was found that geom etrical
uncertainties such as the exact position o f the electrodes and the lack o f an im pedance
reference introduced an error larger by an order o f magnitude than the m easured
physiological change (Horesh et al 2005). As a result o f this simulation, it seem s
unlikely that absolute im aging could be carried out, as the changes due to the lesions
would be swam ped by the errors due to the electrode location errors. Frequency
dilTerence imaging may be m ore plausible. He concludes that the incorporation o f the
overall information content throughout all chosen frequencies, may still allow reliable
classification o f the pathologies being investigated.

5.5

Conclusions
At present, the UCLH Mk 2 M ultifrequency EIT system operates at too high a

frequency range for to record data for optimum difference images. I he instrum entation
is harder at these bands as electrode impedance become more o f an issue, so this is not a
trivial task. How ever, useful data can be collected from the current system.
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Summary, Conclusions and
Suggestions
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6.1

Progress
This thesis has described various methods o f recording and imaging the

impedance changes or electrical activity relating to neuronal

function and

anatomical structure.

6.1.1

Dipole Source Localisation
In Chapter 2, a realistically shaped, tissue specific head model was used to

test the accuracy o f four different l-EG electrode head nets at localising dipole
sources. This is the first tank study that uses a four layer phantom to carry out
dipole source localisation, and the first to attempt to localise multiple sources. It is
also the only work I am aware o f that compares the effectiveness and ease o f use o f
different comm ercially available headnets. Findings included the fact that there was
no significant difference betw een the four headnets. W hile a single dipole was
localised successfully, m ultiple dipoles were less so. Dipoles o f the edge o f the tank
were localised more accurately *han central dipoles.
This was thought to be due to the relatively small num ber o f electrodes, and
errors in the m odelling o f the tank in the dipole source localisation software. To
improve the localisation o f m ultiple dipoles, more electrodes are needed.
Improvements need to be m ade to the head model used tor the dipole source
localisation, with the use o f a FEM that will allow the inclusion o f anisotropy,
particularity in the skull layer.

6.1.2

Direct Current Electrical Impedance Tomography of

Neuronal Depolarisation
In Chapter 3, the results and modelling o f previous experiments on single
nerve bundles were confirmed, and the technique extended to try and record at DC
the impedance changes relating to neuronal depolarisation in the cortex. U sing a
sim ilar experimental technique to the single nerve bundle experiments, 4 channels
IX'-FiI'f measurements were m ade during a visual evoked potential in 5 subjects. It
was found that this Visual evoked response not affected by DC-EIT. How ever, it
was difficult to average for m ore than 5 minutes due to difficulty in concentrating,
and the level o f noise was too great to see expected signal.
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These first DC-EIT m easurem ents on human subjects have highlighted
num erous regions o f improvement. These include increasing the SNR by increased
averaging or post processing o f the data, and im provem ents in the electrode
placement for current injection and recording. M odelling by other mem bers o f the
UCL EIT group has already allowed an improvement in this.
A m em ber o f the EIT research group, Ori Gilad, has been carrying out
further work on IX -E IT since I finished this piece o f research. By building on my
findings, he has developed an improved recording method tor m easurem ent o f
neuronal depolarisation. W ith the use o f an EEG m achine with an increased
dynamic range (lOOmV) he has been able to increase the injection current to 1mA.
The use o f large cup electrodes, with gel contacts and a protective edge allowed the
application o f this higher level o f current, as the current density was more evenly
distributed. In conventional electrodes, the edge o f the electrode has the highest
current density which causes tingling at higher levels o f current, long before an
unsafe level is reached. FEM m odelling was carried out to find the ideal electrode
placement for both conventional EIT electrode placement, and a specialised DCEIT visual evoked potential montage. In recordings from 8 subjects, a possible
impedance change o f the right time course and size was recorded in 1 subject.
Further work is being carried out to check the repeatability.

6.1.3

Electrical Impedance Tomography of Interictal Epilepsy
Epilepsy seizures have been recorded and imaged in both anim als and

humans. In C hapter 4, the recording and analysis o f interictal epilepsy was carried
out, using EEG correlated single frequency time difference EIT with the UCL M ark
lb system. EEG data from three patients was examined for interictal actitivy and
the appropriate sections o f EIT were averaged together. The expected LIT change
during an interictal spike was 2 % in the cortex and 0.3 % on the scalp. No
impedance changes o f the predicted size and time course were seen in the raw or
filtered El I data a fier interictal activity, despite up to 400 interictal spikes being
included in the average. To increase the SNR ratio m ore spikes need to be added to
the average.

The use o f automated spike triggered LIT data acquisition will aid

data collection and speed up the processing time.
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6.1.4

Multifrequency Electrical Impedance Tomography
Chapter 5 examined the first recordings were made using the m ulti

frequency UCLH M ark2 EITS system, on both normal subjects and patients. The
impedance changes expected in patients with tumours, strokes, or an AVM were
predicted. Data was collected from 7 o f the original subjects and the raw boundary
voltage ratios exam ined and compared between three patient groups - patients
suffering from tum ours, A V M s or chronic stroke. No significant changes were seen
overall, or in the electrode combinations most sensitive to the lesion when
comparing the three patient groups, though changes were seen in the raw data when
comparing the lesion w ith the m irror image in one patient with an AVM, and one
with a large tumour. C hanges w ere also seen for the patient with the tumour when a
constrained

reconstruction

was

performed.

M odelling

has

shown

that

the

instrumentation errors m ay be m asking any changes in the boundary voltages due to
pathologies in the frequency bandw idth o f the EIT system.
Numerous problem s with system were highlighted, both technical and
problem s that will im pede the use o f the system in its intended niche, for use in an
emergency situation. A pplying the head net and abrading skin under each o f the 31
electrodes is time consum ing (up to 45 minutes), which is unsuitable for em ergency
use. For the reconstruction algorithm, we need to m easure electrode positions,
which is another problem for use in emergency medicine and in bedside m onitoring
in sick patients, who m ay be unable to sit up or comply with requests to sit still
while the positions are m easured. The use o f self abrading electrodes or electrodes
that do not need to be applying to abraded skin may speed up the application o f the
headnet.
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6.1.5

Summary

In summary the main developm ents m ade during this work are:
First multiple dipole

source localisation experiments

in tissue specific,

realistically shaped head model (Chapter 2)
First comparison betw een head nets using dipole source localisation and ease o f
use (Chapter 2)
First DC-EIT m easurem ents made on human subjects in attempt to record
impedance changes due to neuronal depolarisation (Chapter 3)
Highlighting areas o f im provem ent for the collection to DC-EIT data in hum an
subjects (Chapter 3)
•

Prediction o f size o f im pedance change due to blood flow changes during
interictal epilepsy (C hapter 4)

•

Development o f a m ethod for analysing continuously collected EIT and EEG
data for impedance changes due to interictal activity (Chapter 4)
Prediction o f m agnitude and direction o f impedance change due to pathological
conditions (Chapter 1 and Chapter 5)
Highlights num erous regions for improvement on the UCLH Mk2 EITS system
and data collection (Chapter 5)
Improved understanding o f the difficulties in recording EIT in a clinical setting
and ways these can be overcom e (Chapter 5)
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6.2

Future Work

6.2.1

Interjetai and létal Epilepsy data eolleetlon
The Electrical Impedance Tom ography o f epilepsy project is being

continued with further collection o f data during ictal and interictal periods in
children and adults with epilepsy, at Great Ormond Street Hospital and the National
Hospital for Neurology and Neurosurgery. Ictal liEG and HIT data were recorded
on the Kings College Hospital Telemetry Unit and analysed by Matthew Sparkes.
Data was collected on 7 subjects and several seizures w ere recorded in each subject,
and the HIT changes w ere correlated with the EEG and other investigations to
localize the site o f onset.

In 3 subjects, seizures w ere recorded that on

reconstruction gave reproducible impedance changes o f 2 - 5% occurred in HIT
images in the tem poral lobe at physiologically reasonable sites which correlated
with the independent diagnostic information. The impedance changes imaged were
encouraging but the m ethod is not yet sufficiently robust for clinical use.

6.2.2

Reading Epilepsy
Reading epilepsy is a curious form o f epilepsy where seizures are triggered

in response to reading-either the action o f reading itself or the contents o f the text.
It is classified as a kx:alisation-related reflex epilepsy (Koutrom abidis et al 1998)
and is characterised by m yoclonic jerks o f jaw and throat that may generalise if the
patient continues to read. People with this condition are often used in studies
looking at seizures, as the seizures can be evoked at known tim es and the effects on
the EEG or other neuroim aging modalities can be examined. For this reason, HIT o f
patients with reading epilepsy may be an interesting path to follow, as the time o f
data collection will be relatively short compared with the recording o f data on the
telemetry unit.
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6.2.3

Further Collection of EIT Multifrequency Data in

Outpatients
As Chapter 5 highlights, substantial improvements need to be made to the
hardware before raw data and images can be accurately assessed. M odelling shows
that for ischaemia, the greatest information could be found at 10 Hz, with a peak
change o f + 0.2% to + 1.9% for the ischaemic lesions, and - 0.8% to - 7.1 % for the
haemorrhagie lesions. At 2.5 MHz, these changes decreased to + 0.007% to + 0.3%
and -0.7 % to - 5.5%. I'herefore an HITS system that operates within the bandwidth
o f 1-lOOHz would greatly increase the chances o f reeording these impedance
changes.
The

need

to

m easure

the

electrode

positions

for

the

non-linear

reconstruction algorithm is tim e consuming and difficult. A method o f easily
finding the positions o f the electrodes needs to be found before the method can be
used in a clinical setting.

6.2.4

Collection of Data on Acute Brain Injury Unit
A further step in the testing and calibration o f the m ulti-frequency EIT

system would be to collect data from recent strokes on the Acute Brain Injury Unit
(ABIU) o f the National Hospital for Neurology and Neurosurgery. This is obvious
experimentally difficult, but would provide valuable information and test the
et'fectiveness o f El 1 as a clinically valid imaging method. The problems that may
arise come from a num ber o f different areas. ITiese include the current need for
measuring o f positions o f electrodes, as this requires the patient to sit up and rem ain
still tor the 5 m inutes it takes to measure the positions o f the nasion, inion and tragi
and the electrodes. Patients with large areas o f their brain alTected by dam age due
to a stroke are likely to be extremely ill with physical and cognitive impairm ents,
and may possibly be unable to verbally consent, let alone sit up and remain still.
Subjects that are well enough to take part may well be in demand from other
research projects.
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6.3

The

Future

of

Electrical

Impedance

Tomography of Brain Function and Anatomy
The future of multi-frequency EIT of brain anatomy depends mainly on the
continuing development o f hardware and algorithms for the reconstruction of
images. Once these are in place, true validation in the lab and clinical trials can be
carried out. Time difference has been shown to works with evoked responses and
animal models. Data collected during seizures in patients with epilepsy is
encouraging. There is also the potential to record the blood flow changes that occur
during interictal changes, as we know that these changes can be recorded with
fMRI and are of a size and time course that EIT can measure.
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Appendix A - Anatomy of the Brain
A.1
A.1.1

Brain anatomy and Physiology
The Brain

The brain is a massive connection of nerve cells of glial cells, which is tightly
packed and folded, forming the pattern of sulci and gyri on the brain surface. It is
made up o f the brainstem, cerebellum, diencephalon and cerebral cortex (Figure A1). The cerebrum and the diencephalon make up the forebrain, which is split into
the left and right hemisphere

Cerebral
cortex

Brain
stem

Cerebellum
ckencephalon

Figure A-1 The major structures o f the brain.
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There are four main lobes in the cerebral hemisphere: the frontal, parietal,
temporal and occipital (Figure A-2). These lobes are defined by landmark sulci. The
cerebral cortex is found on the cerebral surface and is several millimetres thick. This
is also known as the grey matter and is composed o f the cell bodies of neurones and
glial cells. The glial cells provide structure and support for the neurones. Beneath
the cortex is the white matter, which consists of myelin-coated' axons, which relay
the signals from the cell bodies in one part of the cerebral cortex to another.
Throughout the brain, blood vessels bring glucose and oxygen to the brain.
Capillaries regulate the blood flow on a microscopic level.

Figure A-2 The lobes o f the cerebral cortex

A.1.2

Skull

The skull is a very complex bony structure, due to both its shape and because it
is composed of many closely fitting bones of varying size and thickness. There are
also several holes in the cranium, the biggest being the foramen magnum at the base
o f the skull, and the orbit fissures, and the smallest being the holes that blood
vessels and nerves pass through. There is a lot of variation between people, with the
cranium being thicker in males than females, and thinner in both the young and the
elderly. The bone tends to be thinnest in regions that are well covered in muscle,
such as the temporal region.

' Myelin is an insulating layer that forms around nerves. It is made up of protein
and fatty substances. The purpose of the myelin sheath is to allow rapid and
efficient transmission of impulses along the nerve cells.
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A.1.3

Cerebral meninges

The cerebral cortex is enclosed by the meninges that protect the cranial nerves.
The meninges are three membranes, the pia mater, the dura mater and the arachnoid
layer. The dura mater or pacymeninx (thick membrane) forms a tough and fibrous
outer covering divided into two portions. The internal layer is the true meningeal
dura mater and is called the cranial dura mater. The arachnoid layer is a thin,
avascular membrane, and is separated from the dura mater by a thin space called the
subarachnoid layer, which is filled with cerebrospinal fluid. The pia mater is a
delicate layer, which is highly vascular and follows all the contours of the cerebral
surface.

A.1.4

Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)
Cerebrospinal

fluid

provides

additional

protection

to

the

brain.

Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) is mostly water and is made from the blood. Special cells
that make up the walls o f some collections o f arteries in the brain called the choroid
plexus filter the blood, as the red, white, and platelet cells are too big to pass
through the filter, as are most o f the proteins (immunoglobulins, albumin). The
filtered CSF has no cells to give it colour or to make it opaque so it is colourless
and transparent. Ions and glucose are small enough to pass through the filter that
makes CSF but their concentrations in blood and CSF are not equal because o f
special regulatory channels and transport mechanisms. As CSF is a fluid, it would
be expected to have a high conductivity, hence a low resistivity.

A.1.5

Physiology of action potentials

The source o f electrical activity in the brain is action potentials. The important
ions in the nervous system are sodium (Na"^), potassium (K"), calcium (Ca^^) and
chloride (Cl ). The nerve cells have a semi-membrane that allows some ions to pass
through and block the passage o f other ions.

A.1.5.1

Resting Potentials

When a neuron is not sending a signal, it is at rest with the voltage inside the
neurone negative relative to the outside. Although the concentrations o f the
different ions attempt to balance out on both sides o f the membrane, they cannot
because the cell membrane allows only some ions to pass through the ion channels.
At rest, potassium ions (K ) can cross through the membrane easily, while chloride
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ions (CI ) and sodium ions (Na^) have more restricted movement. In addition to
these selective ion channels, there is the sodium/potassium pump that uses
adenosine triphosphate (ATP) -the energy source produced in the cells- to move
three sodium ions out o f the neurone for every two potassium ions it puts in. When
all these forces balance out, the difference in the voltage between the inside and
outside o f the neurone measured is the resting potential of the neurone which is
about -70 mV. At rest, there are relatively more sodium ions outside the neurone
and more potassium ions inside the neurone.

A.1.5.2

Acdon Potentials

Action potentials are caused by an exchange o f ions across the neurone
membrane. A stimulus first causes sodium channels to open. Because there are
many more sodium ions on the outside, and the inside o f the neuron is negative
relative to the outside, sodium ions rush into the neurone. As sodium ions have a
positive charge, the neurone becomes more positive and becomes depolarised and
the resting potential moves towards OV. When the depolarisation reaches about -55
mV a neurone will fire an action potential. If the neuron does not reach this critical
threshold level, no action potential will fire. When the threshold level is reached,
action potentials o f a fixed size will always fire and for any neurone, the size o f the
action potential is always the same. The neurone either does not reach the threshold
or a full action potential is fired - this is the All or None principle. It takes longer for
potassium channels to open and when they do, potassium rushes out o f the cell,
reversing the depolarisation. Also at about this time, sodium channels start to close.
This causes the action potential to go back toward -70 mV (a repolarisation). The
action potential actually goes past -70 mV (a hyperpolarisation) because the
potassium channels remain open. Gradually, the ion concentrations go back to
resting levels and the cell returns to -70 mV.
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Appendix B - Neuroimaging techniques
8.1

Imaging Anatomy

8.1.1

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)

MRI can provide great structural detail about the brain. When in the MRI
scanner, the nuclei o f a patient's hydrogen atoms align with the scanner's m agnetic
field. Pulses o f radio waves are sent into the scanner that displaces the hydrogen
nuclei out o f their normal position. After the radio wave pulsing stops, the nuclei
realign back into their original position. During the realignment process, the nuclei
send out signals. These signals are captured by the computer system that analyses
and translates them into an im age o f the body part being scanned. The image appears
on a viewing monitor and then is sent to a camera to be developed on several large
sheets o f film. There are num erous protocols that can be used, depending on what is
to be imaged or the level o f inform ation required (Brown and Semelka 1995). The
spatial resolution o f MRI is 2m m , which is excellent, but the temporal resolution is
not good, with several m inutes (5 minutes plus) required to make one image. ITiis
requires the subject to lie still for long periods o f time. As well as this drawback,
MRI scanners are expensive and not always readily available.

8.1.2

Ultrasound

Ultrasound or ultrasonography uses high frequency (l-5M H z) sound waves and
their echoes. High-frequency sound pulses are transmitted into the body using a
probe. 1he sound waves travel until they hit a boundary between tissues (e.g.
between fluid and soft tissue, soft tissue and bone). Some o f the sound waves get
reflected back to the probe, while some travel on further until they reach another
boundary and get reflected. The machine calculates the distance from the probe to the
tissue or organ (boundaries) using the speed o f sound in tissue (540 m/s) and the tim e
o f each echo's return (usually on the order o f microseconds). The machine displays
the distances and intensities o f the echoes on the screen, forming a two-dimensional
image (Brown ct a I 1999). I he spatial resolution of ultrasound is excellent and can be
as good as 0.45m m in the axial direction, and 1mm in the lateral direction, depending
o f the pulse lengths used. I his allows the structures o f the baby’s face to be seen in
utcro (http; www.loa.cspci.fr cargcsc2003/sm ithU orsica_Sm ith_l pdf).
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B.1.3

Computed Tomography (CT)

Computed Tom ography (CT) is the construction o f sectional images from X-rays.
Conventional X-rays are a 2D image o f a 3D object and while this is not a problem
in some circumstances, others need depth information and x-rays are also unable to
distinguish soft tissue. C om puter tomography gives 3D resolution. A planar slice is
defined, and x-rays are passed through it only in directions within and parallel to
the slice. A pencil beam o f x-rays passes through the subject and is detected on the
far side. This is then repeated at many angles using a circular system o f x-ray
detectors and sources so that a data set with 3D resolution is obtained (Brown,
Smallwood et al 1999). The m ost advanced scanners can acquire four slices o f data
in a third o f a second and reconstruct images with resolution o f less than 1mm in
under a second (http://im a^inis.com /ct-scan/spiral.asp).
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B.2 Imaging Function
B.2.1

Electroencephalography

Electroencephalography has been used for studying certain aspects o f brain
function since 1929 (Berger 1929). Silver -S ilv er chloride electrodes are used to
record

the

voltage changes

due to electrical

activity

caused

by

neuronal

depolarisation (the firing o f nerves) in the brain. These electrodes can be placed on
the scalp, on the surface o f the cortex (an electrocortigogram EcoG) or with depth
electrodes. The magnitude o f the signal recorded depends not only on the location on
the scalp o f the electrodes, but the geometry o f the firing neurones, since it is
possible that if two populations o f neurones are firing and generating currents in
opposite directions the signals m ay be cancelled out. EEG is therefore sensitive to
pyramidal neurones that are parallel to each other and radial to the cortical surface.

EEG is one o f the most w idespread monitoring techniques in clinical practice
and can be used for long term m onitoring (either overnight or for longer periods o f
time). W hile the temporal inform ation is excellent (few milliseconds resolution), the
spatial information is poor, betw een one and several centimetres (M atthews and
Jezzard 2004). W hile active areas near the cortex are accurately located, signals from
deep brain structures such as the hypothalamus are less reliable. Numerous attempts
have been made to try and relate these scalp potentials to sources deep in the brain,
but this is difilcult due to the non-unique nature o f the EEG inverse problem and the
low signal to noise ratio. Brain source imaging is non-invasive and is inexpensive,
but is only currently used as research tool or in conjunction with other imaging
methods clinically (see m ore on dipole source localisation in Chapter 3).

B.2.2

Magnetoencephalography

M agnetoencephalography (MEG) also provides inform ation about the electrical
activity o f pyram idal neurones, sim ilar to EEG, with high temporal resolution.
Electrodes arc replaced by small, inductive coils arranged on the inside o f a helmet
about 3cm from the subject’s scalp. Changes in neuronal activity and currents cause
tiny changes, in the order of femto I esias (1x10

I ) in the background magnetic

field and these are measured using Superconducting Quantum Interference Devices
(SQUIDS). I he magnetic field is attenuated less by the skull than is the electric field
so MEG is theoretically more sensitive to spatial information than EEG. Ihe
problem o f contact impedance is avoided, since the sensors do not come into contact
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with the scalp, and the positions o f the electrodes are well defined, l li e tim e and
spatial resolution are sim ilar to those with EEG (temporal resolution o f m illiseconds
and a spatial resolution o f between one and several centimetres (M atthew s and
Jezzard 2004). MEG has several m ajor problems. The main problem is that M EG is
not sensitive to radial sources, unlike EEG. MEG apparatus is also expensive and
immobile. It requires a dedicated, shielded room and also high m aintenance in order
to sustain SQUID operation and as a result, is not used routinely in clinical
medicine.

B.2.3

Positron Emission Tomography (PET)

PET apparatus detects the annihilation products o f a positron and an electron
using up to 500 detectors. Positrons are administered to the patient as an injection o f
positron emitting isotopes o f biologically activity substances. Images o f cerebral
blood tlow can be produced using carbon dioxide labelled with '^Oxygen. The
spatial resolution o f PET is around 5-6mm (Holms 1994). However, there are
limitations as the temporal resolution o f 40 seconds and the radio-pharmaceuticals
must be used within m inutes o f synthesis. PET can be used to look at blood flow and
metabolism used in areas such as epilepsy, cardiovascular disease and cerebral
tumours. As with MRI there are limitations due to cost and availability as well as the
use o f radioactive tracers (Brow n et al 1999).

B.2.4.

Single Photon Emission Computerised Tomography

(SPECT)
SPEC r is similar to PET but only measures the release o f a single photon rather
than a pair, which is detected using a collimator. Detection efficiency is much
reduced compared to PET and as a result so are sensitivity and resolution (around
7mm). However, due to the fewer num ber o f detectors, the cost is about a third o f a
PE I (Brown ct al 1999). It is primarily used for imaging heart function or brain
perfusion.
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B.2.5

Functional MRI (f-MRI)

Functional MRI was first demonstrated as an extension o f anatomical MRI in
1991 (Belliveau et al 1991). Gadolinium (a standard contrast agent) was injected into
the subject and its passage was monitored through the brain. An image o f the
regional cerebral blood volum e (rCBV) could then be constructed from the data
using tracer kinetics. M ore recently, the blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD)
contrast method has been used. The oxygenated (HbO]) and de-oxygenated (Hb) o f
haemoglobin

have different

m agnetic properties- HbO] is diamagnetic

(not

magnetic) while lib is param agnetic (magnetic). This difference means that the
magnetic property o f blood depends on the ratio o f the two states. This depends on
the oxygen extraction, the regional cortical blood volume (rCBV) and flow (rCBF).
These are all modulated by brain activity, and a change in them will change the
fMRI signal. An increase in brain activity leads to a greater fraction o f Hb to HbOi
and therefore increased im age intensity. fMRI is non-invasive and has a high spatial
resolution o f 2mm, and a tem poral resolution o f 2 seconds, but has limitations due to
the limited availability o f scanners, and the cost involved.

B.2.6

Tracer-enhanced CT

Associated also with neuronal depolarisation are metabolic demands, which
result in an increased regional cerebral blood How (rCBF) in the active area. Several
techniques rely on the change in tissue characteristics caused by this increase. For
CT to be used to im age physiological activity it must be tracer-enhanced. It works in
exactly the same way as does anatomical X-ray CT except that the subject inhales a
large proportion o f stable xenon (Johnson et al. 1991) or is injected with a bolus or
contrast agent. This m odifies the absorption characteristics o f the tissue where it
accumulates and therefore enables imaging o f rCBF. Spatial resolution is high and,
although temporal resolution used to be very low with this technique, recent
improvements have meant that a slice o f data can be acquired in under a second and
can trace contrast changes even over the very short rise time o f a compact bolus
(Konig 2003). Brain perfusion imaging has the potential to be very useful in early
stroke m anagem ent because it examines the underlying pathophysiology rather than
simply structural signs o f tissue damage.
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B.2.7

Near Infra Red Spectroscopy

Changes in optical properties occur in neuronal tissue when there are changes in
its functional state. The causes vary and include microscopic structural changes, the
release o f neurotransm itters and changes in rCBF and its oxygenation. Near InfraRed Spectroscopy (NIRS) relies on the intrinsic optical signals measured from
tissue. Often, the technique has been applied to the exposed cortex in vivo and by
m aking absorption and scattering measurements in the spectral range between 650
and 950 nanometres, can detect changes with excellent spatial and temporal
resolution (Grinvald

1992). Oxygenation images have also been obtained by

measurement over a 10x10 cm area on the scalp though it is difficult for the light to
penetrate the skull and the images are low-resolution. (For a review o f these
techniques see Obrig and V illringer 2003).

B.2.8

Optical Topography and Tomography

Near-in fra red light has also been used in order to produce topographic and
tomographic images o f brain function and anatomy. Light is absorbed and scattered
by the medium through w hich it passes and, as for N ear Infra Red Spectroscopy
(NIRS), the oxygenation o f cerebral blood can be investigated by injection and
measurement using fibre-optic optodes on the scalp. Optical Topography is used to
image changes in the cortex and Optical Tomography provides 3D images and slices
though the brain and can be used to image deep brain structures. Optical tomography
has spatial resolution o f l-2cm , and the time resolution varies up to several minutes
for clinical useful images (Hebden 2003). Images have been reconstructed using data
collected from 32 tim e-resolved channels on a neonatal head and the distribution o f
absorption has been presented due to a cerebral haemorrhage (Hebden et al 2002).
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